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ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

Introduction

I

N "THE WISDOM

OF

LlFE,-' SCHOPENHAUER, THE GREAT

German apostle of pessimism, wrote these despairing
words:
"In general, the wise in all ages have 4lways said the
same things, and the fools, who at all times form the
immense majority, have in their way too acted alike,
and done the opposite; and so it will continue. For, as
Voltaire says, we shall leave the world as foolish and
wiched as we found it."

I do not know just where or in what context Voltaire said
that, or whether he had his marvelously sharp tongue in his
cheek when he said it. Certainly he could name a great
number of lives that had been lived, including his own, that
left the world less foolish and less wicked. We of today can
add other lives of the past two centuries. We can look out
with confidence across a world that is considerably less foolish
and less wicked t~lan it was even ten years ago. Schopen.
hauer's pessilnism arose from an age of European retrogression when it seemed that the last hopes of the French Revo[1 ]
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lution had been buried at the Congress of Vienna. That
semblance was utterly wrong. The French Revolution was .
not dead. All ages of retrogression have been temporary. So,
it may be said, have all ages of progress, but the retrogression
has been negative and therefore leaves nothing of value
after it, whereas the progress has been positive and has therefore lived on in the minds and the hearts of successive gener~
tions to be reasserted and resumed whenever the will of
mankind gained sufficient strength.
In this book, the work of some of the pioneers of the
United Nations, is assertion of tremendous progress and of
faith that such progress can never be lost. There are no
claims that we have achieved Utopia, or that we are anywhere near it, or even that we mortals will ever reach it. But
the assurance that we are resolutely moving in that general
direction is a matter of life and death importance to every
man, woman and child on earth-to all people in the Englishspeaking world as in the Soviet U nioD and Latin America
and Europe and Africa and Asia.
It is no exaggeration to say that this book contains material
of life and death importance to every nlan, woman and child
on earth-to people in the United States as in the Soviet
Union, in the British Commonwealth as in the Republic of
China and everywhere elsc. It is of particular significanceheart-stirring significance-to all those who fought and
worked in either or both of the two 'Vorld Wars and to all
those who believe deeply that another one could end in
another Age of Darkness inestimable in its duration and in
the depth of its barbarism and Inisery.
As an organization for the maintenance of world peace,
the United Nations is the tangible, workable expression of
man's highest aspirations. There have been, throughout

history, individuals or tribes or even whole states that were
naturally warlike and never entirely content except when
engaged in the business of murder; but such individuals or
tribes or states have always represented the abnormal and
have eventually perished, impaled on the very weapons that
they had forged. The great nlasses of normal human beings
:-Schopenhauer's "fooIs"-have always cherished the hope
that the day might come when they could live at peace with
their neighbors and raIse their children to become free and
productive men and women rather than systematic killers.
The first men who walked erect on their. own two feet out
of the jungle established their humanity by forming themselves into communities. They were not mere ant-hills, or
bee-hives, or herds, or packs. Something developed that had
'never been known in ,the animal kingdom. We know that
long before our recorded history had begun the first artisans
~ had emerged, the first scientists, the first spiritual leaders, and
the first artists. Man achieved a state of individual dignity
thousands of years before he learned how to coin such words.
rrhe first men survived and grew and reproduced their
species because they had the basic, primitive knowledge that
they must stand together against the terrors of nature. It was
only when they had developed a certain prosperity, a sense
of security derived from their conviction of superiority over
the beasts, that the interests of their various communities
began to clash and wars resulted. There can be no doubt
,that aeons passed in the story of mankind before there was
. any such thing as a professional soldier.
Now, however, we have known some fifty centuries when
•war has been accepted as an inevitable part of the price
of survival. Sometimes wars have been fought for noble purposes and have produced noble results; but too often the
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stupidity or rapacity of political leaders, or of financial or
religious leaders, has condemned hordes of innocent, peaceful people to fruitless agony and death. And too often the
people could gain no understanding of why they must suffer
and die.
Now, however, the people have gained a degree of understanding far more comprehensive than SOIne anachronistic
politicians suspect. We are at a point in history when we can
say that even though Utopia in the social or economic or
spiritual sense may never be achieved, world peace can be
achieved and the human race has no valid excuse for not
proceeding to its achievelnent. But, as Eleanor Roosevelt
said not long ago, this task can never be completed by weaklings. It can only be done by men and women who are strong
in faith and in knowledge and in purpose.
This book, I believe, provides proof of that growing
strength and stimulus to further growth.
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From the terrors of nature men awoke into fear of each
other. In a limited ph,'sical world their intellect could not
4pprehend the universe.
Plurality of beliefs and apparent cOtl/lict of material interest rent the original oneness of the species, while nature
stood as the common object of conquest in the search for
a fuller life.
Then the sword of the mighty enslaved the weak and there
.was the peace of submission to force. But those peoples who
had to struggle to regain their freedom discovered that they
should unite against aggression, and that in order to ensure
their common strength they must consent to the rule of law
in their reciprocal relations. In every continent timid essays
of international organization took place, and each time their
, scope became wider. The League of Nations was the first
political body to aim at universality; it was never allowed
to achieve such an essential character. The United Nations
is based upon the attainment of such universality. It has
succeeded in assembling all the big jlowers that were victorious in the last war; it still must bring in others not yet
readmitted into the community of nations or which are
awaiting agreement under the unanimity rule in the Security
CounciL
.
It is a far cry from the council fires of the Iroquois League
to the General Assembly meetings in London, New York

[4]
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and Paris. Now mankind speaks, and its voice is heard as
the clarion call for lasting peace in a world co.mmunity.
The creative power of man reasserts itself over and above
the selfish demands of aggressive nationalism. The will for
human brotherhood shall bring about the peace proclaimed
i1l the Charter of the United Nations.
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F

EW CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF THE

world have had greater significance for the human race
than the United Nations Charter; yet in spite of the wide
puulicity that has been given to its terms, there exist some
major and widespread misunderstandings and misconceptions about the Charter. J suppose that this is natural, for
the widest publicity through the media of mass communications can never be a substitule for the educational processes
of the schools, and the four years since the Charter came into
force are far too short a time for these processes to have taken
much effect. In the meantime, it is of the greatest importance
for the peace of the world, that constant efforts be made
toward a wider knowledge and better understanding of the
Charter and Organization of the United Nations. This book
in its entirety is an effort toward that end. In this chapter I
propose to nIake very briefly certain points about the Charter,
from the vantage point of four years of experience in .its
application, that will, I hope, help to clear up some misconceptions, contribute to fuller understanding, and stimulate
further study and discussion on the part of the reader. In this
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Trygve Lie
endeavor, I shall concentrate almost entirely on an evaluation of the Charter as an instrument for the maintenance of
peace, since this is the area of greatest misunderstanding .and
greatest doubt, and it is in this aspect of its work that the
final test of its success or failure will be made. Morever, the
distinguished collaborators who have contributed the chapters that follow have given to the economic, social, humanitarian, trusteeship and cultural activities of the United Nations the attention they deserve.
The representatives of the governments who wrote the
Charter at Dumbarton Oaks Yalta and San Francisco sought
to create as strong an organization as all of them could agree.·
upon and as, in their judgment, could, in practice, be effective at this stage in the history of the world. They built on
the experience of past efforts to organize a peaceful world,
and especially upon the experience of the League of Nations.
They acted in the dual know ledge that, on the one hand, a
world of utterly diverse cultures, strongly competing ideologies and vigorously resurgent nationalisms was far from ready
for any form of world government, however desirable in
theory such a development might be, while, on the other
hand, the destructiveness of war had been developed to so
universal and terrible a degree that civilization probably
could not survive a third world war.
The document that resulted from their work was full of
compromises, as it had to be, but it represented, in my opinion, not the lowest common denominator, but the highest
common denominator of agreement attainable either then
or now. It is possible that, if the decision had been made to
abandon the effort to create a worldwide organization in
which all the major nations and forces at work in the world
would be represented, and instead an organization repre-

I:

se~tirig only on~ part of' another of the world had been
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established, agreement t;night have been reached on an
organization with greater powers. This, however, would have
b~en to abandon the effort to prevent a third world war
before the effort was even under· way, since nothing less than
a worldwide organization that works can in the long run
ensure such a result.
iAll that has happened since San Francisco seems to confirm
that the greatest attainable measure of agreement on the
delegation of powers to an international authority, whether
the authority be universal or regional, was reached at that
cunference. 1£ the San Francisco Conference had been called
together one year ,or even six months after it was actually
held, does anyone really believe that agreement could have
been reached between East and West, or between the Great
Powers or the smaller powers, on a constitution nearly as
strong as the Charter? Comparative analysis of the documents
will quickly show that even so-called "like-minded" nations
have not, since San Francisco, agreed to give such regional,
organs as the Organization of American States or the Council
of Europe powers in an way comparable in scope or authority
with those delegated to the universal organization created by
the United Nations Charter.
Much has been said of the incapacity of the United Nations. The Charter, it is said, is a statement of high-sounding
principles and purposes without the means to put them into
effect: the General Assembly cannot legislate; it can only discuss and recommend; ~~ Security CQu~dl, which alone has
powers, of command, can exercise thetn only when all five
Great Powers agree to do so, and that has been seldom since
1945; the Economic and Social Council, for all its elaborate
tnachinery of commissions and related Specialized Agencies,

[9]
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and the Trusteeship Council are likewise limited to recommendations and to programs voluntarily agreed upon-they
cannot compel; the International Court of .J llstice is the
world's highest court of law, but only those nations that agree
voluntarily to do so accept its jurisdiction as compulsory.
These statements, insofar as they relate to the powers of
the major organs of the United Nations. are, in the main,
true, hut they are far from being t he whole truth and they
are, therefore, highly misleaditl?;. 111 the first place, the Purposes and Principles stated in Chapter I of the Charter, and
every other provision in it, are hinding commitments upon
the governments-and the peoples-of all the memher states.
The members declare their purpose to take elIective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats
to the peace; to develop friendly relations hased on respect
for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples; to cooperate in economic. social, cultural and humanitarian matters and to promote re~pcct for human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all. They dedicate the organization .to he a center for harmonizing the actions of nations
in the attainnlent of these coml11OI1 ends.
The members are solemnly hOlllld to fuUill in good faith
al1 their ohlig·ations under the Charter. to settle their international disputes hy peacdul means, to refrain from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or
political independence of any state, to give the United Nations assistance in any action it takes under the Charter, to
refrain from assisting any nation against which the United
Nations is taking prevelltive or enforcement action, and to
ensure that states not members of the United Nations nevertheless act in accordance with its principles insofar as this is

necessary to the maintenance of international peace and
sccuri t)'.
'rhese are sweeping cOlumitments. Taken together with
the provisions that follow. setting up the organization of the
lJlIited Nations and defining the powers and responsibilities
of the organs through which the member states are expected
to cany out their commitments, they constitute very sub·
"iralll ial delegations of many of the powers of the sovereign
'itale to il1ternational authority, beginning with the right

[10 ]
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These rights and duties, it is true, are confined strictly
within the limits of an organization composed of and operatil1~ through member governments, \Vithin these limits, howl'ver, they arc supreme. 'fhe Charler itself declares that "in
'ht' e\Tnt of a conflict between the ohli~at ions of the IlH'l11I,t'rs of the lJ nited Nations ulHkr t he present Charter and
t heir obligations under any other international agreement,
t heir obligations under the present Charter shall prevai1."
'fhe Charter is, therefore, the supreme law for all the
~overnments and peoples of the member slates in their interIlational conduct. And, since the members are bound to see
that the Charter is observed in all essentials by non-member
stall'S as well, it is. in effect, the supreme law for the whole
world,
It is clear that if the member states observe the obligations
of the Charter and try to carry out its provisions in good
faith, the peace of the world will be secured and faster progress than ever before will be achieved in the advance toward
the Charter airns of higher standards oE living, full employment, conditions of economic and social progress and development, universal respect for, and observance of human
to
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rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction
as to race, sex, language, or religion.
..
Will the members of the United Nations live up to the
provisions of the Charter and carry them out? The League
of Nations failed primarily because important member and
non-member states failed to live up to the provisions of the
Covenant. If a member or group of members betrays its
obligations under the Charter, what then? What, exactly,
are the powers of persuasion or compulsion that it is possible
to invoke under the Charter to bring about and to maintain
a sufficiently high degree of confoftnity, for no one expects
perfection, to ensure the success of the organization? Is it true
that these powers are so conspicuously lacking that only by
prompt amendment of the Charter to strengthen it in the
direction of world government is there any chance for the
survival and success of the organization?
Let us begin with the powers of compulsion contained in
the Charter, for that will bring us face to face with the rule
of unanimity of the Great Powers in the Security Council,
which is the organ of the United Nations entrusted by the
Charter with the primary responsibility (or the maintenance
of international peace and security. Article 27 of the r.harter
provides that decisions of the Security Council ~n al1 but
procedural matters shall be nlade by an affirmative vote of
seven members including the concurring votes of the- permanent members. It is this article that gives to each of
the five pennanent nlembers of the Council-China, ~rance,
the U.S.S.R., the United Kingdom and the United State~-the
power to defeat a proposal by its own vote alone, even-if all
or most of the other members of the Council are for it. This
is the power of "veto:" The unanimity requirement is absolute for all the decisions for enforcement action under

Chapter VII of the Chart~r. The Charter makes an exception
ro~ decisions under Chapter VI under the peaceful settlement procedures of the Charter when one of the permanent
members is a party to the dispute being considered. Abstention in such circumstances is required, and the requirement
of Great Power unanimity is fulfilled if the votes of the
other four permanent members are all included in the
necessary majority of seven votes. It should be remembered,
however, that when the .Security Council is acting under
Chapter VI, it does not have the power to command. It can
investigate, recommend, propose and persuade, but it cannot impose a settlement.
Many reasons have been advanced in defense of the
unanimity rule, but the essence of the matter was stated by
Edward R. Stettinius, then the United States Secretary of
State, a few days after the close of the San Francisco Conference, at which he acted as Conference President:
"The requirement for unanimity of the five great nations
has been criticized because each of them can exercise a veto.
I submit that these five nations. possessing most of the
world's power to break or preserve peace, must agree and
act together if peace is to be maintained, just as they have
had to agree and act together in order to make possible a
United Nations victory in this war.
"The question is asked: What would happen if one of
the five permanent members used the unanimity rule to
veto enforcelnent action against itself? The answer is plain.
If one of these nations ever embarked upon a course of
aggression, a major war would result, no matter what the
membership and voting provisions of the Security Council
might be.
"The Charter does not confer any power upon the great

'.
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nations which they do not already possess in fact. Without
the Charter the power of these nations to make or break
the peace would still exist. ,\Vhat the Charter does is to place
special and binding obligations upon the great nations to
use-in unity together for peace, not separately (or warthe power that is already in their hands. The unanimity
rule is an expression of those special obligations and of
their commensurate responsibilities."
Here are stated forcefully and clearly hard facts that a
great many people have refused to face and a great many
more have never understood. To prevent war is the main
reason for the existence of the United Nations. Enforcement action against a major power would not be police
action in any sense of the word-it would be another world
war. Veto or no veto, federal union or organization of sovereign states, that fact remains and must be faced.
Obviously the great majority of mernber nations would
fight together in self-defense if one or 1110re of the Great
Powers ever did embark on a course of aggression, but that
would not alter the fact that the United Nations, in such.
a case, had failed in its main purpose and that the terrible'
calamity of a third world war had befallen the world.
Where any of the five Great Powers are concerned, therefore, it is necessary to rely on other powers and influences
expressed or implied in the Charter rather than upon. the
enforcement powers of the Security Council.
There are, in the first place, the special and binding
obligations placed by the Charter upon the Great Powers,
to which Mr. Stettinius referred. -rhe voting provisions and
the special place granted to lhe Great Powers under the
Charter do not in any sense of the word place the Great
Powers outside the law. On the contrary, the commitments

and obligations of the Charter are just as legally bindinl
upon them as upon the smallest member nation, and they
have additional obligations arising out of the unanimity
rcquireJuent that do not weigh so heavily upon the other
members. They are obligated to seek and to find sufficient
agreement among themselves to make the Charter work for
the prevention of war and the development of a peaceful
world.
This does not mean, of course, that the Great Powers can
be expected to agree about everything. No such absurd
assumption was made by the founders of the United Nations.
Differences of ideology and interest, some of theln basic,
existed among the Great Powers in 19.15 just as they exist
today and as they had existed not only all through the war
but long before it. There is nothing new about these differences nor should ther(" be anything unexpected about the fact
that these differences came forcefully to the surface as soon
as the war ended.
: There was, however, one assumption made at San Fran-·
cisco that has not been fulfilled, and this, in my opinion, is
o"ne of the chief reasons for the great difficulties tha.t have
arisen over the practice of the unanimity rule. This assumption was that the peace treaties with Germany, Japan and
the other enemy states would be concluded within a very few
months after the end of the war. Instead, four years after
the end of the war, agreement has not yet been reached on
the treaties for either Germany or Japan. The plan at San
Francis.co was that the Security Council and the other organs
of the United Nations would be hardly more than organized
and ready to take up their functions before the conclusion
of the .peace treaties. The peace treaties were to be concluded separately from and outside the United Nations.
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rrhe organization was to take over the job of Inaintaining
peace only on the basis of a comparatively settled world.
The Charter's provisions for transitional security arrangements (Articles 106 and 107) are in part a reflection of this
assumption. Instead, the United Nations has had to operate
as best it cou1d with aU the major issues of the settlement
of the last war still llllresol vett.
The existence of these unsettled differences, and the animosities and lack oE confidence that the continued stalemate
engendered, have been responsible in large part for the
difficulties and setbacks experienced by the United Nations
in the first four years of its existence. If the peace treaties
for Gennany and Japan had been completed in the first half
of 1946, as had been fully expected at San Francisco, what
an enornlOUS difference it would have madel So many causes
for difference among the Great Powers would have been
removedl
It is surprising and greatly encouraging that the Security
Council-and the General Assembly as well-have been able
in spite of this trenlendous handicap of unmade peace to
exercise as successfully as they have the powers of mediation
and conciliation and to use the pressures toward moderation
and compromise that derive from the Charter.
It is surprising mainly because so many people have in
the past made the mistake of thinking of the Security Council primarily as an international policeman. This, of cou~se,
was always a wrong conception, as a better understanding
of the Charter would have Inade clear. The Security Council's primary role as laid down in the Charter is a political
one-to bring about the peaceful settlement of political
disputes and differences between nations. The measure of
relative success or failure of the Security Council should

not be its use of the limited enforcelllcnt powers it possesses but its ability to avoid the use of these powers because
it has been ahle by persuasion, conciliation, mediation, compromise and other such methods to secure a peaceful settlement without the use of force.
Partly hecause of the delay in conclusion of the peace
treaties and the evil results of this delay, to which I have
referred, the unanimity rule has not operated to the satisfaction of a majority of the member states in the Security
Council. Nevertheless, the fact renlains that positive results
have been obtained in most of the political disputes brought
to the Security Council as a result of the Council's consideration and action, and that in three cases other organs of the
United Nations, in one case the International Court of
Justice and in others the General Assembly, have taken
positive action either to settle or to keep the disputes in
question within peaceful bounds.
One of the main reasons why this record of conciliation
and peacefui settlement has been as good as it has been in
this unsettled period is what I shall term the "compulsive
power" of public opinion that has been evoked by the application of the provisions of the Charter. Even the preliminary experience of the past four years has shown that the
member nations, both large and small, are extremely sensitive to the judgment of public opinion as it has been evoked
by public discussion and consideration of the merits of
their respective claims by both the Security Council and
the General Assembly. Unjust or untenable positions cannot long be maintained in the face of this public scrutiny,
and on' a number of occasions such positions have already
been modified or abandoned with or without the benefit
of any formal decision or recommendation by either body.
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Public opinion is not the same thing as law, but a bodr of
precedents is beginning to be built up in this way that will
progressively acquire the force of law in regulating the
conduct of nations.
There is another aspect of what I have termed the cpmpulsive power of public opinion as evoked in the United
Nations. From the very first meetings of the Security Council
and the General Assembly, the tendency has been to bring
every important dispute between nations, every important
cause of international friction, to the United Nations for
public examination and dehate. ~fhis is a tendency that
can, of course, be overdone, but its general effect has been
to provide a safety valve for explosive forces before they
become dangerous to peace and to set in motion, in almost
every case, moderating influences. There are generally two
sides or more to every argument, even in this somewhat
hysterical period of history. Once public debate has made
this apparent, third parties, which in the United Nations
are generally the smaller powers, set to work in the direction
of finding another approach or of compromising the opposing views.
There are those who have been dismayed and shocked by
the violence of the debates that have taken place in the
Assembly and Councils of the United Nations. anc;l who
maintain that it would be far hcllet' for the world if they
had never taken place and if disclissions between the governments had been left to the discreet Inethods of traditional
diplomacy behind, of course, closed and well-insulated doors.
No one would dispute that restraint of language is a virtue,
but I would rather hear the worst insults of an angry debate
in the General Assembly of the United Nations than read
the exquisitely polite and dignified language in which for-

eign offices know how to icouch a declaration of war. Words
d~ not kill people; wars do. Keeping disputes and grievances
lo;cked behind closed doors is one of the best ~ays of pern¥tting them to get out qf control of the people who want
p~ace and into the hands of those to whom war has traditionally been a legitimate instrUJnent of national policy.
Keeping disputes and grievances out in the open, where they
can be exanlined and dealt with before it is too late, is one
of the best ways yet devised for preventing wars from starting.
The 'provisions of the United Nations Charter, particularly Articles 11 and 14 and 34 and 35. have made of the
Security Council and the General Assembly unrivalled instruments for bringing pubJ ic opinion to bear on the poli.
cies of governments in the direction of peace and away from
war. /The General Assembly is authorized to discuss and
make recommendations on "any questions relating to the
maintenance of international peace and security" and "any
situatio.n, regardless of origin, which it deems likely to
impair' the general welfare or friendly relations among
nations." Any nation may bring before the Security Council
any dispute or situation which Inight lead to international
friction or give rise to a dispute, and the Security Council
may investigate any sllch situation and make recommendations thereon. "fhrough the tneans of public discussion of
such questions in both organs the peoples of the world have
been given the means of influencing far more directly than
ever before the foreign policies not only of their own gov·
ernments but of other governments as well.
One of the most important tests of the vitality and worth
of any constitution is its flexibility and capacity for growth.
It is possible here only to suggest a few of the ways in which
the Charter 1I1eets this test. "fhe Inost difficult way to change
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the Charter is by formal amendment. Agreement of twothirds of the member governments, including all five of the
Great Powers, is necessary. 'The application of the rule of
unanimity of the Great Powers to the amending process is
logical, since the same unanimity was required to bring the

"",.'
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Charter into force in the first place and the same Powers
that had to agree to the Charter in its present form should
also agree to any modification of that form.
There are other less formal methods, however, by which
the constitutional system of the Charter can develop and
expand and, indeed, has already begun to do so.
One method is by judicial interpretation of the Charter.
We already have an example of that in the opinion handed
down by the International Court of Justice to the effect that
the United Nations is itself a legal personality as an organization and not merely a collection of legal personalities in
the persons of the member governments. That is an interpretation promising for the future development of greater
authority for the United Nations. Another method is by
usage. 'The most interesting example of this method so far
has resulted in a modification in the use of the "veto"
power in the Security Council. The custom has grown up
under which a permanent menlber that does not wish to
vote for a resolution but, on the other hand, does not wish
to exercise its right of veto, simply aostains and the resolution is considered as adopted. Thus, where the Charter says
simply that a permanent member must abstain if it is a party
to a dispute, usage has founded itself on this provision to
say that therefore a permanent member may abstain in other
circumstances if it so desires, rather than cast a veto.
Besides formal amendment, judicial interpretation and
accepted usage, there is the most potentially fruitful and
[~O
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countries. It is under these articles that the effort to create
a system for the control of atomic energy and other weapons
of mass destruction, and of conventional armaments, has
gone forward over the past three years. A convention for the
control of atomic energy, when it is agreed upon, as it must
be sooner or later, will clearly result in a considerable
development and strengthening of the United Nations system. There are, besides those men tioned above, many other
conventions which have already been acted upon or are in
process of preparation. Each one of these, when ratified,
adds to the scope of world law and to the constitutional
system of the United Nations. There is, in fact, no limit to
this evolutionary development except the readiness of the
member nations to steadily increase the delegations of their
national sovereignty to international authority which this
process entails and to accept the corresponding responsibil.
ities to the world community.
I may sUlllmarize by stating that I believe that the four
years since the Charter of the United Nations was agreed
upon have shown:
First, that the Charter established the strongest international authority attainable at this stage in world history if
all the Great Powers are to be included in it, as indeed they
should be. If the attempt to establish a world organization
had ·been postponed until later, the result would have beel.
a weaker Charter, not a stronger one, or else none at all.
Second, that the assumption of the San Francisco Conference that anything less than a truly worldwide organization, even if its powers had to be limited, would be a fatal
blunder and would destroy the hope of preventing a third
world war, has been proved and proved again to have been
sound by subsequent events and by the moderating in-

fluence of the United Nations upon the dangerous Great
Power and ideological conflicts of the past four years.
Third, that the United Nations Charter is in fact the
supreme law of the world and that its obligations are fully
as binding upon the Great Powers who possess the so-called
"veto" power in the Security Council as upon the other
members.
Fourth, that while the United Nations is an organization
of strictly limited powers, experience is demonstrating that
there are considerable, and in some cases previously unsuspected, reserve powers of a "compulsive," or at least powerfully persuasive, nature that are operating to give effective
force to reconlmendations that do not have visible force or
police power behind them.
Fifth, that the principal function of the Security Council
is not to act as a policeman but as a tnoderator and mediator
in political disputes; and that the powers given to the Council for this purpose are being used, on balance, with good
effect, especially when backed up by the work of the General
Assembly under the broad powers of discussion and recom·
mendation granted to that body by the Charter.
Sixth, that the Charter, despite the difficulty of amending
it, provides ample room for the growth and development
of the constitutional and legal system of the United Nations
;,nd for its evolution in the direction of a world rule of law
and of stronger world institutions to carry out the law.
Seventh, that institutions in themselves will not guarantee
peace, no matter what their nature. The bloodiest and
most costly war in the history of the United States in relation to its population and resources was the Civil War between t~e states. Federal union did not prevent that war.
The U.S.S.R. suffered millions of casualties in the wars of
[~3
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its revolution, although Czarist Russia had a strongly centralized government with immense police powers. The form
in any organization of society is important. But more important is the substance that is given to that form, in the
hearts and minds of men. It is to the substance, far more
than to the form, that the attention of all men and women
who desire peace and are willing to work for peace should
be directed. "rhey will find that the Charter of the United
Nations can be and is being made to work, in proportion
to the understanding and Sll PPOTt they give it, and that as
it works, it will grow stronger.

Man still doubts his ability to establish peace through
rrason. He fears his animal fighting spirit a11d wishes to rule
il with iaw that is backed by machinery for ellforcement.
This lack of faith in his own perfectibility finds no support
i7& the record of the United Nati011S. In the face of ideological disputations not contemplated in the Charter of San
Francisco, all serious political conflicts have been checked
through friendly persuasion and good offices, conciliation
aud arbitration, as they were submitted to the United
Nations.
Such willingness to find pacific solutions where war was
previously inescapable shows that the peoples of the world·
.re trul'J determined to have peace.
.
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The General Assembly

:, T H E CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS OPENS Wlm THESE

,

words:
"We, the peoples of the United Nations."
It is the peoples of the United Nations who, determined
,to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, to
. reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, to promote
social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
combined through their governments to establish the international organization known as the United Nations.
The Charter itself was drawn up and signed by representatives of governments, but it is the will of the peoples
and their instinctive drive towards a better standard of life
in larger freedom and in a security based on justice that is
the real foundation on which the United Nations ultimately
rests.
\.l;lii~ drive by the pe~ples of the world for a secure world
and a better world finds its cl~ief expression through the
General Assembly. It is the Assembly which is essentially
the peoples' organ. It is the most democratic of all the instruments of the United Nations because all member states
[~7
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The General Assembly

are represented and have equal voting rights. It is perhaps
because of this that, although other United Nations organs
may not always have fulfilled the purpose for which they
were designed, the Assembly at least has more than exceeded the expectations of the framers of the Charter.,

'luestion of the former Italian colonies. Under the Peace
Treaty with Italy, the allied and associated powers referred
the disposition of the colonies to France, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the U.S.S.R. As these powers
were unable to reach agreement within a year, they placed
the matter before the General Assembly in accordance with
the ternlS of the Peace Treaty, agreeing to accept whatever
solution the Assembly might recommend. The recommendation of the Assembly, which is now considering the question, will thus, in effect, constitute the final determination
of one of the major political issues of the present time.

Powers of Assembly

,
/'
\

Largely because of the insistence of the middle and smaller
powers at San Francisco, led in this matter, I am proud to
say, by Australia, .the powers of the Assembly are virtually
unlimited. Under Article 10, the Assembly may discuss any
question within the scope of the Charter and may make
recommendations on such questions to member states or
to the Security Council.
The Assembly exercises a general supervIsIon over the
other principal organs of the United Nations. It considers
reports from each organ and may make recommendations
arising out of the reports to the organ concerned. It has the
power of the purse in relation to United Nations affairs.
It approves the annual budget of the organization. '
The Assembly has important powers of initiation. It has
brought the other principal organs of the United Nations
into existence by holding the necessary elections., It may
initiate studies to promote international cooperation in the
political, economic, social and educational fields,' and to
encourage the development of international law.
The Assembly also has the power of decision. It makes the
final decision on the admission of new members to the
United Nations. It stamps the seal of approval on agreements bringing trust territories under the United Nations.
In certain cases it has power to make political decisions
with far-reaching consequences. Take, for example, the

[28 ]
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Freedom from Fear and Freedom from Want

There is another way of viewing the role of the Assembly.
Peace will not be assured as long as people dwell in fear or
go hungry. Accordingly, the Assembly pursues the twin objectives of freedom from fear and freedom from want. More
positively, it aims to ensure the security of the peoples of the
world at the same time as it improves their welfare. These
are the short and the long-term approaches to the quest for
peace: on the one hand, the immediate preservation of
peace; on the other, the strengthening of its permanent
;foundations.
The General Assembly is to seek the preservation of peace
by considering, and making recommendations on, the prin,ciples governing disarmament and the regulation of anna:ments. It may discuss any questions relating to the main'tenartce of international peace and security brought to it
by a member state or the Security Council. It may recom,mend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situations, regardless of origin, which it deems likely to impair
the general welfare or friendly relations among nations. It
I

:
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may call the attention of the Security Council to situations
likely to endanger international peace and security. In general, it has parallel jurisdiction with the Security Council
in the maintenance of international peace and security. The
only limitations are that it has no enforcement powers and
that it cannot make recommendations concerning a dispute
or situation which the Security Council is actually handling.
The Assembly is to seek a lasting peace by initiating studies.
and making recommendations to promote international
cooperation in the political field; by encouraging the development of international law. It supervises the work of the
Economic and Social Council in promoting higher standards
of living, full employment and economic and social progress; in pursuing solutions of international economic, social
and health problems; in increasing cooperation in the cultural and educational spheres; in ensuring human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction.

The General Assembly

f
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Achievements of the Assembly
The question of what the Assembly may do, however, is
not as important as what it has done and is doing.
A glance at the agenda for the Third Session of the General Assembly reveals that there was hardly a major issue of
. world politics at the time which did not come before the
Assembly in some form or other. Approximately eighty
items figured on the agenda. They ranged from the Berlin
blockade to the disposal of the former Italian colonies; from
the work of the Atomic Energy COllunission to the question
of disarmament; frorn the disturbed conditions on the northern frontiers of Greece to the problems caused by the division of Korea; from the admission of new members to the
question of the veto; from the problem of wasting food in

certain countries to discriminations against trade; from the
Declaration on Human Rights to the Convention on Genocide; from assistance to Palestine refugees to the International Children's Emergency Fund; from the reports of the
Trusteeship Council on trust territories to the report of the
Economic and Social Council.
This gives an idea of the wide range of subjects that the
Assembly is now called upon to deal with; of the manifold
respOnsibilities which the world has come to expect it to
discharge. A list of its achievements in the bare four years
of its existence is an impressive one.
It has nlade the constitutional framework of the United
Nations Charter a living reality. By elections at its First
Session it brought into existence the Security Council and
the Economic and Social Council. In conjunction with the
Security Council it held elections to the International Court
of Justice and ushered into existence a body which has
already given one judgment and several important advisory
opinions and promises to carryon the magnificent traditions
of the Permanent Court of International Justice. By approving trusteeship agreements submitted by Australia, Belgium
France, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United
States, and by electing members additional to these administering authorities, it has established the Trusteeship Council.
It I)as subsequently supervised the work of the Council
which, by sending missions to, and examining reports on p
trust territories, has held administering authorities to a
strict accountability to the principles laid down in Article
73 of the Charter. Under this article, administering authorities undertake as a sacred trust to promote the well-being of
the inhabitants and accept the principle that the interests of
the inhabitants are paramount.
p
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The General Assembly has encouraged the formation of
commissions of the Economic and Social Council such as
the Economic Commission for Europe and the Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far East and specialized agencies such as the Food and Agriculture Organization, the
World Health Organization, the International Refugee
Organization. It has approved agreements bringing these
agencies into relationship with the United Nations. These
agencies and commissions are building durable safeguards
for peace by raising living standards throughout the world,
and by removing some of the economic and social frictions
which lead to war.
The main work of the General Assembly has been in the
political field. It created the Atomic Energy Commission and
has exercised continuing vigilance in seeking to overcome
stalemates within the Commission. I ts goal is to see that
atomic energy is never used as an instrument of war but is
applied positively to increase man's welfare. It has discussed
the question of disarmament at each of its three sessions,
and has unceasingly striven for early general regulation and
reduction of armaments and armed forces.
Undeterred by the frustrations caused by the exercise of
the veto in the Security Council, it has taken over responsibilities from the Council and reached decisions where Council action has been stultified by the opposition of one mem- . ;
ber.·~fter the Security Council had failed to reach a decisiC?n
on the Spanish question, the Assembly adopted a resolution
recommending to member states the regulation of their relations with Franco Spain. When the report of the first Balkans
Commission of Investigation was considered by the Security
Council, several resolutions were vetoed and the Council
was unable to reach any decision. The matter was transferred

ro the'Assetnbly, which established a special commission of
conciliation and observation and sent it to Greece. The work
of the commission and the discussion of its reports by the
Assembly have acted as a marked deterrent against the
worsening of the situation on the northern frontiers of
Greece and have helped to clarify and reduce the differences
hetween Greece and her northern neighbors. Through another of its field missions the Assembly has also helped to
stabilize the situation in Korea.

Pale.stine
Amongst the heaviest responsibilities the General Assembly has had to discharge was the Palestine question. A problem which had baffled world statesmen for a generation was
handed to the Assembly early in 1947, when the United
Nations was still in its infancy. To many the problem seemed
insoluble. Yet the Assemply did not shirk this tremendous
responsibility. The Palestine problem did not break the
United Nations. The United Nations broke the Palestine
problem.
Let us see how this was done. 'Vhen the United Kingdom
brought the question of the future government of Palestine
before the United Nations in April, 1947 a special session
of the Assembly was called. It appointed a committee of investigation and sent it to the area to study the problem and
report I back to the second regular session of the Assembly.
At this session a special ad hoc committee, over which I had
the honor to preside, recommended a four-point solution.
':fhe four points werei 1) the partition of Palestine;
: I) close economic integration;

r :'1~ 1
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3) the creation of an international regime for Jerusalem;
4) the ultimate establishment of a new State of Israel.
These four points were accepted by the Assembly and have
been the basis of all subsequent United Nations action.
The new State of Israel has come into existence and has
been adm itted to the United Nations. H ostilities which broke
out in '948 between Israel and the Arab States were stopped.
A possib le large·scale outbreak of war in this crucial region
of the Middle East was averted. Mediators were sent to Pales·
tine, first the late Count Bernadotte and, after his assassina·
tion, Dr. Bunche. Largely owing to the untiring efforts of
these two devoted servants of the United Nations, cease-fire
and later armistice agreements were concluded between
Israel and each of her Arab neighbors. The Conciliation
Commission appointed at the Third Sess ion of the Assembly
is at present he lping to work o ut the basis of a long-term
solution in Palestine, and the o utlines of a durab le settlement are beginning to emerge.

In rece nt months the General Assembly has begun to
pioneer new techniqu es of mediatio n. l~ wo instru ctive examples which occurred during its Third Session were the
negotiations over the Berlin blockade and the Balkan conciliation talks.
.
. Shortly after the Third Session opened in Paris, the Western Powers placed the Berlin dispute before the Security
Council. When action on the Security Council was blocked
by the exercise of the veto, interna tional tension, which had
been marked at the beginning of the Third Session, increased. The middle and smaller powers in particular were
concerned; they felt that further drift without positive action

constituted a real danger to international peace. This conc('rll found expression in a ivlexican resoluti,?11 which, with
amendments, was adopted unanimously by the Assembly.
The r esolution declared that the disagreement between the
Great Powers "in a matter of vital importance to all the
United Na tions is at th e present time th e calise of deepest
.111 xicly amon gst all the peoples oE th e wor ld" and recOInlIlended the powers concerned "to redouble the ir efforts ...
10 achieve in the briefest possible time the final settlement
of the war and the conclusion of all the peace treaties. "
Acting on this resolution, I, in my ca pacity as President
of th e Assembly. together with the Secretary.General. ap'
peal ed to France. th e U nited Kingdom. the United States.
and the U.S.S. R. to continue th eir efforts to find agreement.
\.vc urg'ed th ese powers to ho ld i1l11ll C'di :nc conversa tio ns and
to take all other steps necessary towards the solution of the
Berlin question. thus opening the way to a prompt resumption of n egotiations [or the conclusion of the remaining
peace se ttl ements.
The immed iate response to this ap peal was not encouraging. Yet berore the Third Session of the Assembl y ended.
prciiminary conversations were held at th e headquarters of
the United Nations by represe ntatives of the Great Powers
to the United Nations. The Berlin bl ockade was lifted and
talks on Berlin and on the German and Austrian Peace
Treaties were resumed. One result of these develo pments
was a marked relaxation of th e international tensio n which
had ushered in the deliberations of the Third Assembly.
A furth er initiative in the medi ation field was taken by
the Genera l Assembly in authorizing the holding of Balkan
'conciliation talks at the Third Session. There was widespread
,concern at the stalemate into which the Greek problem
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appeared to have drifted after two years' consideration by
the United Nations. A resolution proposed by Australia and
supported principally by the middle and smaller powers reo
quested the President of the Assembly, the Chairman and
Rapporteur of the Political Committee, and the Secretary·
General to convene a mee ting o f the representatives of Albania, llulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia to explore the differences
between them. The resolution was adopted unanimously.
Talks were held at Paris during the First Part of . the
Session and were continued when the Session was resumed
in New York. A wide area of agreement was reached. A
comprehensive four·power draft convention, providing for
the resumption of normal di plomatic relations, the renewal
or establishment of frontier conventions, th e setting up of
frontier commissions. and agreements on boundaries, ·was
on the point of signature. The o ne o utstanding issue was, the
question of the boundary between Greece and Albania. The
Conciliation Committee finally devised a formula which was
;1('cc J>lable to Greece and was not rejected by Albania. No
reply. however, had been received (ro l1\ Albania when the
negotiations lapsed at the end of the sess ion. The talks, nevertheless, were significant in that [or the first time since the
war representatives of these four llalk;m powers had met
amicably to discuss their probl ems. The area of disagreeIllent between them was narrowed and the outstanding issue,
clarifi ed.
-

II

The General. Assembly

Perhaps the work of the General Assembly which has done
most to break down political barriers has been its humanitarian undertakings. Great progress has been made in a
world drive, directly and through the specialized agencie"

against disease and ill-health, against low standards of living,
against poverty. The General Assembly and its allied agencies
l;ave tackled the problem of relief and rehabilitation of
~illions of people in widely scattered parts of the globe.
TwJ large-scale relief works now in progress are the Relief
to Arab Refugees and the Internationa l Children's Emergency Fund .
I As the result of developments in Palestine, the Assembly
was confronted, at the beginning of its Third Session in
September, 1948, with the problem of approximately one
million Arab and Jewish refugees who wonld be compelled
to spend the coming winter in makeshift habitations, destilute, and in primitive and unsanitary conditions in which
epidemics would flourish. It was feared that cold, hunger,
disease, would claim a heavy toll of lives. The Assembly
initiated a relief program and appointed a Relief Administrator. COlllltries were called on to contribute [lInds and goods
;IS a matler o [ urge ncy. There was an imlll ediate worldwide
response. Fourteen million dollars were contributed. Assist;tnce was provided by various inlern ationa l welfare organ izations. When the winter had passed, the Administrator, Mr.
Stanton Griffis, was able to report that he had been able to
supply the refugees each with an average food intake of 1800
calories per day, that they had rece ived adequate medi cal
attention, that all epidemics had been avoided, and that
throughout the winter the death rate had been kept down to
very little above the normal for the area.
An even more remarkable manifestation has been the
Childr~n's Fund. Originally launched in December, 1946,
the Fund has been providing some four and one-half million
childr~ n in the neediest areas of Europe with a daily supplement of protective food. This consisted of milk, economical
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kinds of meat and fish. fat and vitamin-rich fish oil. As ,of
May. 1949, twenty-nine countries had contributed money,
supplies or services. More than one hundred million dollars
had been contributed and allocated. The Fund's help is going or soon will be going to children and mothers in twentyeight countries and six territories, and to children and
mothers among Arab and Jewish refugees in the Middle
East. In the Far East aid similar to that given to China is
about to be supplied to Burma, Indo-China, Indonesia,
Thaiiand, the Philippines, United Kingdom territories, and
India, Pakistan and Ceylon. Countries 'of North Africa and
the Middle East are also included. Fifty million children in
Europe are being tested and, where necessary, are being vaccinated against tuberculosis. Eventually it is hoped weli o~er
one hundred million of the world's children will have. been
tested as a first step in giving them protection against tuberculosis. The Fund is also participating with the World
Health Organization and with governments in medical campaigns directed against venereal disease in children and
against malaria. There is no political discrimination in connection with the Fund, which r(,presents international cooperation on its most practical side.
Australia has every reason to be proud of the part it has
played in the work of the Fund. A total of £2,720,000 has
been contributed by the Government over a period of two.
years, making the Australian contribution second only to
that of the United States. This money has been spent on
Australian supplies-meat, luilk, butter, margarine, cheese
and so on-which have been sent to many needy countries in
Europe and recently also to India and China. Australians
have been active in the service of the Fund, and hold high
places in its administration, including the recently filled

position of Deputy Director. Voluntary cont~ibutions by ind~vidual Australians to the United Nations Appeal for Chil'aren raised £600,000 last year and all this was used for the
purchase of Australian supplies for the Fund.

[38 ]

Fundamental RIghts

In the social and legal field the Assenlbly's work has been
equally impressive. The Universal Dec1aration of Human
Rights, adopted at the Third Session, proclaimed a common
standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations. It
will take its place in history along with such landmarks in
,man's progress as the Magna Charta, the French Declaration
:of Rights, and the American Bill of Rights. By its unanimous
;approval of the Convention on Genocide, the Assembly has
recorded its horror at the destruction by the Nazis of groups
of human beings on racial or religious grounds and has taken
steps to confirm in international law the verdict of the
IN uremberg trials. These instruments will last long after
much of the contemporary work of the United Nations is
forgotten.
At its Third Session the Assembly also adopted a Convention on the Gathering and International Transmission of
,News. This enshrined some basic freedoms in the field of
information. It was the first international convention on
'such a subject ever adopted.
The Assembly has also created the International Law
Commission, through which it will discharge its mandate to
seC~lfe the progressive development of international law. The
Comt;nission has selected three topics for early codification:
the law of treaties, arbitral procedure, and the regime of the
high seas. It has already prepared a carefully drafted declara~
tion on the rights and duties of states, which will be con-
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sidered at the coming session of the General Assembly. Peace
wi:l finally be secured only when relations between states are
based not on power or exped iency but on widely observed
principles of law.

elections and assisting in the deve lopment of representative
~I)\·ernment. is writing part of the peace settlement with
lapan. The Concili ation Commission in Palestine is helping
1(, secure a final peace settlement between Israel and her
.\rab neighbors_

CONCLUSIONS
The Assembly Is Keeping the Peace

These are just a few of the accomplishments of the General
Assembly. They are none the less sufficient to show that it has
come a long way since it met for the first time at Central
Hall. Westminster. in January. 1946. They a lso enable one
to draw certain conclusions.

In the second place. the General Assembly is helping to
keep the peace. Through its commissions and representatives
ill Greece. Korea and Palestine it has prevented potential
I hrea ts to the peace fTom beco ming actua L There has been
IIU more interesting development in the history of the United
Nations than the assumption by the Assembly of increasing
responsibility in the field bf international peace and security_

The General Assembly Is Malting the Peace

.".

. In the first place the Assembly is he lping to malte the
peace. This it was never intended to do. The United Nations
was to mail/tain peace once the peace treaties had been
drawn up. Because of disagreements between major world
powers. however. the Assembly has been called on more and
more to help frame the peace se ttlements. At its First Session
members were urged to withdraw armed forces stationed in
ex-enemy territories and other states. Mention has already
been made of the approval at the Third Session of the Mexican resolution. which recited that the United Nations would
not fully attain its aims so long as the recent war remained
in process of liquidation and so long as all the peace treaties
had not been concluded and put into force. The resolution
recommended the redoubling of efforts to secure in the
briefest possible time the final settlement of the war and the
conclusion of all the peace settlements. At present the
Assembly is considering a problem residua l from the Peace
Treaty with Italy-the disposa l of the former Italian colonies_ In Korea a Commission of the Assembly. in observing

!

II

The Assembly as Partner of the Security Council

. ,

The Assembly has also shown that it can work in effective
partnership with the Security COllnci L It has supplemented
the work of the Council · by reaching decisi~ns. e.g_. in the.
case of Spain, where Ithe' Council, because of its limitations,
has failed . to act. It has achieved an admirable working partnership with it in situations like that in Palestine and Indo11csia.
which required both
,
, the immediate cessation of hostilities and the working out of a positive settlement through
procedures of mediation.

The Assembly as Conciliator

I

\

.

: The application of the processes of conciliation and mediation promises to be one of the most constructive functions
of the, General Assembly. It has a lready had considerable
experience in this work through its field missions in Greece.
Korea and particularly Palestine. Reference has been made
I

.
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to the lifting of the Berlin blockade and the Balkan conciliation talks. The Interim Committee of the General Assembly
has been engaged in a long-term study to increase international cooperation in the political field and improve medi- .
ation procedures for the settlement· of disputes. Some of its
recommendations have already been adopted by the Assembly. The Act for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes has been
revised, approved by the Assembly, and recommended for
signature by all member states. The creation of an International Panel for Inquiry and Conciliation has been
approved. This will consist of a panel of distinguished world
citizens who will be available, without pressure from governments, to bring their experience and good offices to aSsist in
the adjustment of situations of tension.

World Conscience

',1'."

.'
''~f:!;'c
,ii;:,
.
-:~1~~:

, The Assembly has frequently been described as the conscience of mankind. Several recent events have re-emphasized
the ability of the Assembly to mobilize world opinion, to
overcome injustice apd to avoid solutions based on expediency. Four examples are instructive.
The discussion of the religious trials at the Third Session
showed that the Assembly has come to be a tribunal to which
important matters in connection with human rights may be
brought when alleged injustice of international significance
has occurred in any part of the world.
After hostilities had recurred in Indonesia towar~ the
end of 1948, the Security Council, on January 29, 1949,
ordered a cessation of hostilities, the release of prisoners,
the return of the Republican Government to Djockjakarta.
and the resumption of negotiations for a final settlement. As
there was little evidence of compliance with this resolution
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hy the time the Third Session of the Assembly resumed

t.:

early in April, Australia and India placed the matter on the
Assembly's agenda. The knowledge that the world was
watching the situation closely and was about to discuss it
undoubtedly acted as a spur to the parties to conclude an agreement on 1vIay 7 for the return of the Republican GovernlIlent to Djockjakarta and for the subsequent holding of
talks at The Hague. As a result of this agreement, the Assembly was glad to adjourn discussion until its Fourth Session
in the hope that the Hague talks would lead to a satisfactory
and final settlement.
In the case of the Italian colonies there were moves outside 'the United Nations to secure a decision influenced by
considerations of expediency and of power politics. Protest
meetings were held in some of the territories and the wishes
of the jinhabitants were expressed by their representatives in
the halls of Lake Success. There was a strong reaction against
the p~oposed solutions, which were discarded. As a result
of this development, I think it is safe to say that the final
decisions will place greater emphasis on the interests of the
indigenous populations and the general raising of living
standards throughout the regions in which the territories are
located.
~
A fourth illustration is given by the veto. A study of the
misuse of the veto has qeen one of the main preoccupations
of the Interim Committee established at the Second Session
of the Assembly. As a result of its recommendations, the
Assembly! at its Third Session, passed resolutions recommending a m'ore restrained use of the veto and suggesting a
list of decisions which should be accepted by the Security
~ouncil as procedural and hence not subject to the veto.
1 h e widespread concern ,expressed by practically all member
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Herbert V. Evatt

larged its powers beyond those proposed for it at Dumbarton
()aks and Yalta. The General Assembly is a going concern.
I t is largely because it is a going concern that one feels conlident in saying that the United Nations is the temple of
peace and the tribun~l of justice.

states in the Assembly against the abuse of the veto has not
been without effe\:t. In the eighteen months prior to the
Assembly discussions of this question in Paris at the end of
1948, vetoes had averaged one a month. The nine subsequent
months saw but one application.

World Forum
Perhaps the General Assembly has fulfilled its most important function in constituting a forum of the nations where
countries try to explain to one another and to understand
their differing civilizations, philosophies, ways of thought,
policies. The General Assembly is the only organ of th.e
United Nations in which representatives of all member
states continue to talk freely, frankly, fully. In the neverending process of ideological give-and-take, viewpoints are
gradually appreciated, issues clarified and compromises
made. The following example will show what I mean.
The final unanimous approval of the Convention on Genocide at the Third General .Assembly by representatives of
so many different civilizations and philosophies was a confinnation that agreements can be reached after basically different approaches have been critically examined, issues made
clear and compromises effected.
The Assembly has really become a forum of the nations
willing to discuss any issue,. great or small, which affects
world peace or the welfare of peoples. Nations will not go' to
war as long as they are willing to meet and to discuss their
differences. International cooperation assumes understanding. Understanding requires discussion.
I think that all will agree that the General Assembly has
more than justified the expectations even of those middle
and smaller powers who at San Francisco so effectively en·
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* III *
JVhateve1 may be the philosophy adhered to by historians,
t"ere appears to be little doubt that economic factors piay
,I decisive role in the course of international relations.
"Lebensraum," tfright of access to cssclllial raw materials,"
.. t'qual rights in the pursuit of international trade," etc. have
'[f'eply permeated geopolitical thinking and have been called
II/J01l to justify aggressive action undertaken by certain states
against others.
The framers of the United Nations Charter fully realized
that in a closely knit community of peoples, economic interest must be regulated through international cooperation
if some of the most fundatnelltal causes for future conflicts
(Jre to be obliterated or at least considerably minimized.
The Economic and Social Council was therefore established to meet the challenge of the Charter in calling for
higher standards of living and social pt"ogress in greater freedom. A lthough its work is frequently uuknown to the world,
;t is fostering constructive international cooperation among
nil countries for the attainment of a happier and more peaceful world .
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CHARLES MALIK

The Economic and
Social Council
AT
.Il.. down from Dumbarton Oaks, for the estahlishment of
TilE SAN FRANCISCO CONFERENCE TilE PROPOSAL, HANDED

an "Economic and Social Council" arollsed 1l1llCh enthu~
siasln. At the moment this proposal was finally adopted,
Field l\·Iarshal Smuts, who was President of a Commission
under which a cOlnmittee debated and elaborated this pr~
posal, comparing the Charter of the United Nations with
the Covenant of the League of Nations which he had also
helped to write, declared: "The Charter makes three important innovations and introduces three new subjects. One
is the nlatter of economic and social arrangements including
provision for the Economic and Social Council. Another is
regional arrangements, and the third is the trusteeship
arrangements. These three subjects are new, and they are all
important, but I think I may say without fear of contradic..
tion that much the most important of these three is ... the
economic and social arrangements and the Economic and
Social Council."

[49 ]
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The E conomic amd Social Co""cil

Delegate after delegate stressed the double importance of
'he Economic and Social Council: namely, economic and
",,'i,,1 justice both as an end in itself and as a necessary prerequisite for enduring peace. Mr. Forde, the Delegate of
Australia, gave succinct expression to this point of view. He
uhl, "A permanent system of security can be made effective
acceptable only if it has a foundation in economic and
socia l justice, and real international stability can be achieved
ull ly by promoting measures of economic advancement as
wcll as by maintaining security .... Apart from the relation. llil' of welfare to security, welfare is a n end in itself. Greater
wclfare, employment for all , alld rising standards of living
fur the masses have been promised ill international declarali olls. such as the ALlal1lit' CI,arl lT. :ltld in the national
declarations of policies o[ mos t o f the soc iall y advanced countries of the world. All this has been pl edged. It is necessary
to redeem the pledge. The pledge shou ld be written into the
Charter of the world organization as an objective, but that
is not enough. Suitable machinery must be provided [or the
progressive fulfilment of the pledge."
And in the address with whi ch he closed the Conference,
Pres ident Truman was able to st"te: "A just and lasting
peace ca nnot be attained by dip lomati c agreement alone, or
by military cooperation alone. Experi ence has sllOwn how
deepl y the seeds of war are planted by eco nomic ri va lry and
hy social injust ice. The Chaner recog lli zes this fa ct for it
lIas provid ed fo r eco nomi c alld social couperation as we ll. It
has provided for this cooperation as pa rt of the very heart of
the entire compact."

not captured the headlines as much as its activity in the
purely political and security fi elds. In a sensational age of a
world profoundly at crisis it is the stresses and strains in the
structure of peace, and it is threatening clashes and conflicts
which for the most part command the interest and attention
of anxious men. The result has been that the United Nations
has come to be identified in the public eye with the sort of
l'roblem and atmosphere prevailing in the Security Council
:md in the First Committee of th e General Assembly.
Doubtless, four reasons have conspired to bring this
about. First, the public feeds o n the sensational and negative; there is less interest in or patience [or the quiet, the
unobtrusive, the positive. Being thus intrigued to the utmost
by political controversy, rather than by social and economi c
fonstfuclion, the open di sagreem en ts o pcnly arrived at in lhe
Security Co uncil and the First Committee suit the public's
predil ection perfectly_ Second, the full flowering of the social
and economic activity of the United Nations was from the
very beginning pred icated on th e r ea l existence of peace and
confidence between the nati ons. But peace is not yet established , and as a consequence there is a fundamental pcrva·
sive politica l uncertainty. In such a political and psychologi-
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The economic and social work of the United Nations has
[ 50 ]

ca l climate, how can genuine inte rnatio nal cooperation in the

I

I\

econom ic and social fi eld rea ll y occur? Third, it mllst be conceded that the political i,," es 0 11 whi ch United Nat ions
leadership has fa stened are th cmsch 'cs of decisive importance.
The veto, war.mongering, Palestine, ato mic ene rgy, these
and like matters certainly deserve the attention the y ha ve
aroused . Finally, the member governments appear in many
cases still to think in tenns of th e presuppositions of the
League of Na tions rather th an of the United Nations. They
have not yet sufficientl y adjusted th emselves to the [act that
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international economic, social and cultural cooperation is of
the very essence of the new world organization. They tend
therefore for the most part to send to the United Nations
politicians to whom political issues are clear and decisive,
rather than economists, sociologists, thinkers, philosophers,
poets, men of the spirit, who see everything ultimately as a
function of the spirit and mind of Inan, and of his basic
social and material conditions. To be sure, politics in the
highest sense, in the sense stressed by Aristotle, embraces all
these other activities; but then the "politicians" would have
real concern for economic, social, cultural and spiritual matters, and would not only think in terms of position and
security and balance of power. Many governments and their
representatives still think in these terms only; they still live
in the age of the League of Nations. Doubtless, I say, all these
factors have contributed to the exaggeration of the political
at the expense of the economic and social and spiritual in the
responsible deliberations of the United Nations and in the
notice the public has taken of these deliberations.
It may be profitable therefore to dwell, if but for a moment, on the difference between the natures of these two
basic functions of the United Nations: the political and
security function on the one hand, and the economic, social
and cultural function on the other.
In the nature of the case the Security Council deals with
disputes and threats of the peace; its activities come into
play only when there is international disagreement. In the
nature of the case the EconOlnic and Social Council and its
affiliated agencies come into play all the time, and more
particularly when there are no disputes and no threats to
the peace.
The Security Council does not concern itself with the

material and hmuan conditions of peace; it tries to maintain
peace regardless of these conditions. Its function therefore
is purely negative and regulative. The Economic and Social
Council,. on the other hand, concerns itself exclusively with
these basic conditions; it is therefore positive, constructive,
constitutive, full of content and structure.
The domain of the one therefore is similar to that of the
science of pathology: it deals with states of disease, with the
abnormal and critical. The domain of the other is more like
that of physiology, dealing with states of health and normal
functioning.
It follows that the more the Economic and Social Council
succeeds, the less there will be any need for the Security
Council. The life of the EconOluic and Social Council is
identically the death and the grave of the Security Council.

The Economic and Social Council is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations. It is listed in Article 7 of
the Charter as coming after the General Assembly and the
Security Council. Articles 55 to 72 define the broad principles
of international economic and social cooperation, and assign
to the Council its specific functions and powers. The aim is,
in the language of Article 55, "to promote higher standards
of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and
social progress and development; solutions of international
economic, social, health, and related problems; international
cultural and educational cooperation; and universal respect
for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental free.
doms for. all."
Working directly under the Council as its own organs are
nine functional Commissions dealing with problems varying
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from narcotic drugs to human rights and the status of
women, and three regional Economic Commissions; and with
it is associated a group of operational projects such as the
International Children's Emergency Fund. About ten international conferences on special problems have been called
by, and in some cases completely prepared for under the
guidance of, the Council. More than a dozen inter-governmental organizations have been brought into relationship
with the United Nations as specialized agencies through
agreements negotiated by and concluded with the Council.
About four-score non-governmental organizations have been
brought into consultative status through arrangements
worked out by the Council. The branches of the Secretariat
dealing with all these activities probably outnumber those
concerned with the activities of any other principal organ of
the United Nations. A glance at the calendar of meetings of
the various organs of the United Nations will reveal that
hardly a day passes in which several bodies concerned with
economic and social matters are not holding conferences.
The Council, through its Economic and Employment
Commission, has produced the first documented picture of
war devastation in Europe and has helped to define the
specific short-term and long-term problems involved in recovery. The Transport and Communications Commission,
the Fiscal Commission, the Statistical Commission and the
Population Commission have all tnade valuable contributions in their respective fields. l~hrough its Social Commission the Council has been particularly effective in strengthening international agreements concerning the suppression of
traffic in women and children, as well as in contributing
to the training of social welfare workers. The Commission
on Narcotic Drugs, having taken over the functions formerly

performed in this field by the League of Nations, has forged
ahead with a massive attack upon the whole problenl of the
I'loduction of such drugs for non-medical use. The Commis~ion on the Status of WOInen has accomplished pioneer work
ill surveying the actual situation of women all over the world
\,'ith regard to their political. econonlic, educational, civil
;lIld social rights; and through the session which it held in
Beirut in the spring of 1949, it has had an emancjpating
dfect upon the imagination of the Middle East in this realm.
The Commission on Human Rights has been responsible for
Ihc historic Declaration of Human Rights which, when
adopted :by the General Assembly last December, was hailed
as a milestone in human progress and as the major accomplishment of the Paris session. The appropriate sections of
the Secretariat have produced, on the request of the Council,
\'aluable studies on world economic conditions and trends.
These documents. together with the records of the debates
which they elicited, are indispensable for any student of these
subjects. The Council has known very few moments when
the debil:te reached the same high level of quality and penetration which it did when these studies were under discussion. There are also to the credit of the Secretariat valuable
compilations in the social field, of which the Yearbook on
Human Rights deserves special mention.
The four operational projects of the United Nations,
bearing directly upon the lives of millions of people all over
the world and involving the expenditure of many millions
of dollars, have all been in the humanitarian field. The
Preparatory Commission of the International Refugee
Organization saw to the repatriation or resettlement of hundreds of thousands of refugees and displaced persons, and
maintained hundreds of thousands more in refugee camps
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lhroughout Europe. The advisory Social Welfare Services
Program made social welfare experts and their training
:t\iliIable to countries requiring such aid, and developed a
\ .l riety of rehabilitation services to special categories of the
populations of war-devastated and underdeveloped regions.
The United Nations Appeal for Children, through a direct
world-wide appeal to the citizens of the world to give a day's
pay" fqr the relief needs of children of whatever nationality.
race or religion, was able to collect many millions of dollars
for that purpose. The United Nations International Children·s Emergency Fund is designed to be the United Nations
ongoing instrument for the alleviation of the suffering of
children; it has brought milk and supplementary meals to
millions of children and nursing and pregnant mothers, and
has conducted remarkable calnpaigns against tuberculosis,
venereal disease and malaria.
The World Health Organization, the International Trade
Organization and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization were created by conferences initiated
by the Council. Other international or technical conferences,
C".'lUed by the Council. treated the q lIestions of freedom of
information, passports and frolltier formalities, relief needs
after the termination of UN R RA. world statistical collaboration, housing and town and country planning. the restriction
of the production of narcotic drugs. road and motor transport. and the conservation and utilization of natural resources.
Articles 63 and 64 of the Charter prescribe certain functions to the Council in regard to specialized agencies. These
functions have come to be known by the term "coordination." In its coordinating activity the Council enters into a
creative relationship with all of these agencies, pointing out

possibilities of overlapping and duplication and how th~,
lIlay be avoided, suggesting possible lines of cooperation, and
ill general serving as the common meeting-ground where
rhe problems and activities of the specialize~ agencies are
\ iewed both in their relationship to one another and to the
United Nations as a whole.
In still another relationship the Council has, in accordance
\\'ith the Charter. opened the way for the United Nations to
become something other than exclusively an association of
go\'ernments: nlore than seventy qualified non-governmental
organizatibns have been accorded consultative status, through
which novel relationship the United Nations has the benefit
of consultation and communication with millions of human
beings through their own voluntarily constituted non-governmental organizations.
This exceedingly complex diversification of functions may
elicit the erroneous impression that the Council is nothing
other than the sum total of the activity of the subordinate
or related organs. In point of fact, the Council en joys an
altogether independent and separate life of its own. This life
is constituted by the two or three intensive sessions which it
holds every year, when eighteen nations, elected by the
General Assembly. meet together in council for the examination of an agenda (lately amounting to more than fifty items)
originally drawn up from items proposed by other principal
organs of the United Nations, by members of the United
Nations or by subordinate or related organs and organizations. In this examination the Council exercises its original
reviewing. criticizing, judging, directing, resolving and
recommending functions.
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The Economic anul Social COll'neil

Charles J[aUk

The Council is a unique in ternational forum on economic,
social and cultural matters; at least it is the only such forum
in which the Soviet Union participates and where it plays
a most active role. In the debates of the Council, when they
reach the high quality of depth awl delachment which they
sometimes reach and which they should always attain, there
occurs a unique confrontation of ultimate position and
philosophy with respect to the wide range of questions under
its purview. To the student of the concrete ideological situation of the present day in its infinite ramifications, nothing
is more repaying than to follow closely the debates of the
Economic and Social Council.
In the debates of the Council, it is true that what are called
by some "propaganda speeches" have often been made. Such
speeches are potent weapons in the war of ideas, and representatives have not been loath to wield this weapon with
effectiveness. It is an illusion to suppose that in a council
of sovereign nations such speeches can ever be suppressed.
'rhey can only be overcome by lifting the quality of debate
to a higher plane. If ideological themes of a profound character are introduced, then all attempts at propaganda will
appear silly and crude. Ideological superficiality can only be
exposed and overconle by ideological depth, and nothing can
cause propaganda nlore quickly and blushingly to take to its
heels than a reasoned profound articulation of one's deepest
convictions. If there is propaganda, it is only because there
is on the other hand ideological impotence. The tragedy of
the world today is that the traditions which embody the
deepest truth are not bothering clearly, sufficiently, responsibly, honestly to articulate themselves.
The Council has to its credit a series of important recommendations in the fields of economic and social cooperation
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and of human rights. These recommendations have not all
been implemented. The difficulty therefore is not with the
Council, which has shown real sensitivity to many a delicate
situation ~nd made constructive recommendations thereon,
but with the sovereign governments which failed to implement social and economic recommendations made by the
Councilor by the Assembly. The criticism here cannot be
of the Council alone, but of the United Nations as a whole:
there does not seem to be the requisite unity, esprit de corps
and moral authority which will make the recommendations
of the Assembly or of the Council sufficiently compelling.
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There are three regional economic commissions working
under the Council: the Econonlic Commission for Europe,
the Economic Comnlission for Asia and the Far East and the
Economic Commission for Latin America. It is impossible to
exaggerate the potential importance of these subsidiary
bodies. The Economic Comnlission for Europe has already
attained a high stature among the organs of the United
Nations. In a score of practical ways it is helping in the
('conomic recovery of Europe and in facilitating economic
exchange and cooperation between the eastern and western
parts of the continent. It has produced docliments of outstanding quality on various phases of the economic life of
Europe. The other two younger regional COlnmissions have
made good starts. They are both concentrating on problems
of development and have already worked out impressive
plans for that end. A proposal for the creation of a fourth
regional Economic Commission dealing with the Middle
East has been under consideration for some time; it has been
deferred several times from one session of the Council to
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another, owing mainly to the unsettled situation in that
region.
Economic and social advancement is of the very essence
of the Charter. In the words of President Truman, it is
"part of the very heart of the entire compact." Thus there
should be original United Nations responsibility for the
welfare of its less developed nlembers. Association with the
United Nations must mean something positive, and not only
in the field of security. In ecot1otllic and social matters this
association should not be only an honorary title. The Economic and Social Council has great opportunities of becoming an original, creative, planning and effective agency,
launching forth bold and responsi ble schemes of development. It seems that right here the regional Commissions are
pregnant with possibilities. Concentrating on a specific region, fixing their aims on two or three fundamental problems, drawing their zest from the community of interest and
culture permeating their area, and bringing to bear upon
their task the collective wisdom of the world organization,
these regional bodies seem to be the natural collective instruments whereby the United Nations can effectively discharge
its obligations under Article 55 of the Charter. It is through
them that the unity of the United Nations, insofar as that
unity obtains, can practically make itself felt by bringing
about a wholesome, creative, unbiased development to vast
regions of the globe which would otherwise remain a pitiable
prey to their own impotence and backwardness, or to the
unchecked bias of some mighty power.
The Economic and Social Council is not sufficiently entrusted with bold, positive, creative projects. It was very well
to set up United Nations luachinery for international economic and social collaboration, but the presumption was that

machinery was to be trusted and used. In this connection, -nothing was more heartening to the Council than
rhe proposal by the United States at the Council's Eighth
Session, consequent upon President Truman's "Bold New
Prugram," that the Council elaborate responsible schemes of
development for the underdeveloped areas of the world. The
representatives of the less developed areas have always
clamored for United Nations' original responsibility with
regard to problenls of developlnent. They had hoped, perlIaps naively, that the Economic and Social Council would
play an autonolllOUS, positive, directive and constitutive role
in their own development. In its desire to implement President Truman's "Point Four," the United States Delegation
has'shown in the Eighth and Ninth Sessions of the Council
a genuine willingness to place at the disposal of the Econonlic
and Social Council considerable funds to be used in connection with development. This whole nlatter is still in its
very earliest stages, but certainly it has immense possibilities.
The COl1ncil seems to be on the threshold of a new phase
in its developlnent. The immediate problems seem to be
to determine the right balance between how much is to be
utilized through international agencies and how much is to
be administered directly by the United States and other
developed nations through bilateral agreements. And even
for the international agencies themselves, the question arises
as to how much the effort of development should be centralized in the United Nations through the Economic and
Social Council, and how much is to be entrusted to the
separate specialized agencies.
The P9sitive utilization of the Council is obviously a function of the world political situation and of the Charter itself.
There is;no sufficient international trust and therefore there
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is no firm peace. Thus the economic and social must ultimately wait upon the political. But even if the political situation improves and international harmony sets in, the Council will still be limited by the Charter. The Council's basic
s~1tute enables it only to study, discuss, report and recommend. It does not give it effective or directive powers. There
is a hint at the possibility of some directive responsibility in
Article 66; but from the point of view of the underdeveloped
areas and of the possibility of their development by the
United Nations itself, the Council should be invested with
luuch bolder powers. I t should be j 11 a position to provoke
'HId challenge and guide, and to assulIle responsibility for
vast schemes of developlnent. It mnst never be forgotten that
there is no world governlnent: there is only a council of
sovereign nations. But uIltil the Charter is revised with a
view of granting the Council real efIecti ve power and the
necessary authority and funds required by such power, international economic and social cooperation under the United
Nations will remain essentially litnited. Thus, with respect
both to the world political situation and to the Charter we
are here at the end of our possibility.

* IV *
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the crowniug achievement of man in his endeavor to create ethical and
juridical standards for lz Ulna1l relationships. The levellillg-up
/JJ"ocess.goes on ill the social as well as i11 the economic sjJ/tere.
JVomcll conslitute over half of humanity and have fully
shared the bu'rdens of men in war and peace. Yet they were
generally condemned to an unequal political status. Before
JVorld JtVar I only three countries had recognized women's
equal right with men to vote and to hold public office.
The Charter of the U'nited Nations was signed in San
Francisco on July 26, 1945. It proclaimed uon-discrimination
on account of sex. lVhen the Economic aud Social Council
was established, one of its first resolutions crealed a SubCommission on the Status of JtVomen, shortly afterwards
raised to a full Commission.
At the present time fifty countriej have recognized full
political equality for women; five do so with special qualifications; three restrict the right to local elections; thirteen
withhold it entirely. It appears likely that five more countries will enfranchise women in the tzear future, unde·r the
potent, influence of the provision in the San Francisco
Charter.
A similar course towards the practical implementation Of
the non-discriminatory provisions of the Charter with regard
to race or religion is evident in several countries.
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The Convention on Genocide translates into law the principle of non-discrimination and furnishes protection to minorities against the destructive brutality of mass hatreds.
itA II human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights. T hey are endowed with reason and consciet,ce
and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood."

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

Human Rights

I

I
,
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N WRITING THE CHARTER, THE MEN WHO WERE WORKING ON

it quite evidently felt that in order to insure peace in
the future, there must be a recognition of the value of the
individual and a gradual acceptance among all of the nations
of mutual standards where human rights and liberties were
concerned.
Very soon after the first steps of organization in the
establishment of the United Nations were completed, the
Econolnic and Social Council set up the Human Rights
Commission, and in the first Nuclear Commission meeting
it was decided that this Comlnission, in its permanent organization, should have eighteen nlelubers, and that its initial work should be the drawing up of a Charter of Human
Rights. '
Later it was decided that this Charter should be in two
parts, first the Declaration and then the Covenant. The
Declaration would set standards and voice aspirations, but
would not be legally binding on the nations whose representatives had accepted it in the General Assembly. The
Covenant, however, would be drawn in the form of a treaty
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and would therefore have to be ratified by each nation accepting it in whatever way they ratified treaties and it
would then l}e legally binding. Being a treaty, it would
require all nations ratifying it to change their laws to comply with the undertakings which existing laws did not adequately cover.
Many people felt that the first Universal Declaration of
Human Rights should contain as many obligations and responsibilities as there are rights, but it was finally decided
to stress primarily rights and freedoms. One Article recognizes the fact that all individuals have obligations as well
as rights, and that all freedom is limited by consideration
for the freedom of others. The delegates in the Commission
on Human Rights recognized that there are few rights and
freedoms that do not carry with them obligations and responsibilities, but it seemed more important as a first step
to put on paper the things which must be studied and
accepted by the different nations before they could become
a part of the consciousness of the people of the world.
It was easier to write the Declaration because it did not
have to become legally binding on the nations. Therefore
the Universal Declaration was finished first and presented
to the General Assembly in Paris in the autuIDn of 1948.
Forty-eight nalions accepted it arler a \"cry long debate in
Committee #3. which lasted lor two months. Two nations,
Yemen and EI Salvador, were absent when the vote was
taken, and eight nations abstained frOID voting. They were
the U.S.S.R., Poland, Czechoslovakia, Byelorussia, Ukraine,
Yugoslavia, Saudi Arabia and South Africa. Saudi Arabia
abstained because in Article 18, the article on Freedom
of Conscience and Religion, there is a clause stating that
one has a right to change one's religion or belief, and the

delegate from Saudi Arabia felt this would not be acceptable
to .the King whom he represented. The Koran might apparently be interpreted very strictly and mean that no one
has a right to change his religion or belief. Pakistan, which
is a Muslim country, through its foreign minister, decided
to accept the Declaration and interpreted the Koran as permitting one to change ones belief.
The U.S.S.R. and the other Communist dominated nations
felt that the Declaration was still an Eighteenth Century
docume~t, and that it did not lay enough stress on the new
economic and social rights and put too much stress on political and civil rights. Therefore their representatives said
they co~ld not accept what they looked upon as a very
unprogressive document.
South Africa, on the other hand, said they hoped to gran t
their people all the fundamental rights and freedoms, but
they felt this was much .too progressive a document and
went much too far .
It is difficult to find a document which meets everyone's
needs and ideas, but to have forty-eight nations ratify the
Declaration and only eight abstain seelDed to bring the weight
of the great majority of world opinion back of the Universal
Declaration.
There was one significant change made after very long
debate, and that was the decision to change Article I,
which had come from the Human Rights ComlDission in
much the same language as a similar clause in the United
States Declaration of Independence. The original words
read: "All men are created equal." As it was finally worded
it reads: "All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights." This is largely because on Committee
#3 there are a number of women who have risen to posi-
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lions of importance in their own countries but who realize
that the majority of women IlHl}' not everywhere be on a
basis of eq uality, and they wanted to achieve equality for
their sisters. They felt that if the Declaration said "All
lII en" or "a man" that it might easily be said that this
Declaration did not apply to wOlllen , and they wanted to
make quite clear that this was a Ulli \'ersal Declaration.

today. since it has come to be fairl y well accepted that these

In using the words "are born frcc and equa l in dignity
:lIld rights" instead of "created equal." the e ffort was made
II) tret a wordinO" to llleet t.he dif[crclll IJoints of view o[

" who believe
" that all beings are created by a Divine
those
Creator and therefore have a d ivine spark, and oE those
who do no t believe in a Divine Creator or who believe in
wording this thought somewhat differently. The effort here
was to find words whi ch would ex press the idea of equality
a nd freedom without milkillg' it illlJlossible for anyone to
accept the Article as a w hole, and this was achieved.

I think there was a feeling that ill spite of the comprom ises,
something wonh while had bee n accomplished .
In the Un iversal Declaration there are a certa in number
of articles that deal willI socia l a lld economic rights. and

'

..

it has not yet been decided wltether these rights shall be
included in lhe Covenant or n ot, or whether it shall be
simply indicated that such rights must be recognized and
then have them placed in a protocol which nations may
ratiEy as they become prepared to do so. one by one. Some
think a separate Covenant sh ould be prepared containing
only the social and economic rights. To include them all
in the first Covenant, which. as tentatively drawn. includes
only civil and political rights and the legal guarantees which
are already included in the nat ional bills of rights, passed
by a number of countries. would be somewhat unrealistic
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rights. civil and political, alone wi ll no t guarantee a man
real freedom. If h e cannot work to support himself and his

family. the other rights become somewhat empty, so it would
seem essential in some way to recognize this fact.
The article on Freedom of Conscience and Religion is
acceptable to the Christian and J ew ish groups. There were
long discussions on whether an article slich as the one on

ed ucation, wh ich might very we ll not he included in lhe
Covenant iE all economic and social righls were left out.
should be included and in what form.
It is difficult to write any international document, since

it mus~ 111ean the same in five diffe rent languages-French,
Ellglish. Spanish, Russian and Chinese. It must take inl o
:trCOltnt the different lega l systems under which nations arc
~()\'c rn ed, the diffe re nt religions, and perhaps most im por(allt oE all, lilcre mllst be a recognition that in some CQun-

It·ies the habits and customs are centuries old and it is
difficult to change them overnight. For instance. a woman
delegate from Pakistan, in the meeting in Paris, handed
me two articles she had writte n, one explaining purdah ,

and one expla ining lhe philosophy of multiple marriage.
She told me that if we in the ' Vest understood these things
we would see that this was simply a beuer way oE meeting
situations that arose among human beings everywhere.

'In accepting the Universal Declaration oE Human Rights.
the General Assembly of the United Nations passed a reso·
lution <,sking every country to acquaint its people with the
con tents oE the Declaration, and to try as far as possible
to see that these ideals of human freedom and the e nhance-

ment oE the dignity oE th e indi vidua l human being were
really carried out within the nation.
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I realize only too well how difficult it is for many countries to actually do an educational job of any kind, but I
think all of them have attempted to do what they felt was
possible.
I am naturally anxious if the Covenant is passed in the
next General Assembly that it be ratified as soon as possible
by the number of nations necessary to have it become operative. A treaty which is not ratified is of little value to
anyone; therefore it seems to me that the work of the Commission must be considered carefully from the point of view
of getting as many nations to ratify as possible.
Also, one must not forget the inlportance of having a
Bill which does not ignore the strides that have been made
since the Eighteenth Century and that we expect to find
reople willing to accept the theory of human dignity and
liberty with greater ease in 1949 than would have been
possible at the turn of the century.
I am hopeful that the document to he presented to the
General Assembly a year from this autumn will be a well
thought out and carefully worded document and that it
will have the support of the members of the Human Rights
Comm.ission. I am even more hopeful that if we begin to
try to live up to the Declaration and then proceed to insist
that we Jive up to the Covenant, we will remove one of the
great causes of war. A repetition of what Hitler did to the
Jews in Germany must never again occur in the world,
because that was one of the sources of the beginning of
World War II.
With this in mind, and a determination that the peoples
of every country shall be kept infonned of the reasons for
drafting a Universal Bill of Rights, and for trying to get
the Covenant legally accepted, we may awaken in the people

of every nation a more vivid realization of the importance
of the individual and of the need for recognizing his rights
and freedoms, and in so doing we may build a bulwark
against the greatest menace to these rights and freedoms,
namely, war among any nations.
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Civilizations and their material achievements have many
times been shattered by: destructive wars. The spiritual values have survived all man-made catastrophes and have become a part of the greatest of all human heritages: the cul{ural fund of mankind.
Man's intellect has penetrated i1lto the great unexplored
spheres of the universe and brought forth philosophical and
aesthetic c01lceptions which have made life more worthwhile
and m:ore purpose/uI. But together with the achievements
which ennoble our lives, it has also unleashed forces of nat)J.re capable of shattering the species and the very planet.
The mind of man must be pu.t to work for understanding,
love, brotherhood and peace, through cooperation lor the general good. The task is gigantic and essential to the achievement of the goals set forth in the Charter of the United
Nations. ~Vhen ignorance flO longer blinds man's intelligence,
he will rise to his lofty destiny as a creator of a new and better
world, in peace and larger freedom.

JAlfvlE TORRES BODET
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HE SECOND WORLD WAR HAD JUST DRAWN TO A CLOSE,

I

leaving humanity dazed among the ruins. For ten years
on end men had endured that most appalling of afflictions, the overthrow of all the values which give meaning to
life. They had never dreamt that such a terrible sicknessof mind and tongue-could thus have tormented them. Suddenly, the plainest words seemed empty of tneaning. }\{ight
had taken the place of right, cruelty the place of courage.
Servility was confounded with discipline, anarchy with liberty. The scientist was rewarded not for the lives his discoveries saved but for the cities his inventions could destroy.
Statesmen won honor not for the obligations they respected
but for the treaties they tore up. And the man of letters
was admired not for the virtues he inspired but for the
questionings he could lull to sleep.
The peoples, all peoples, had been bidden to fight for
civilization. This they had done; and now, after the armistices, civilization-no doubt-was saved. Yet no one recognized its face nor called it by the same name. To tell the
truth, despite all the ceremonies, the parades, the flourish
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of trumpets, there were many in whose mouths the word
"civilization" sounded uneasily. Everything seemed so precarious. The individual realized his own weakness. All that
",as left was a dream, perhaps a purpose also: to unite for
the building of peace.
In 1945 a few Ulen met together in a London whose scars
were still fresh. Though they represented the Allied Governments, they were not statesmen or soldiers. They were
professors, writers and philosophers whose resolve it was
to unite the peoples in the cause of peace.
The United Nations were trying to achieve organization,
and by their side the men in London set themselves to work
for peace. But they did not seek, as in past centuries, to build
peace on a foundation of hate, on diktats, on reprisals and
on the whole legalistic apparatus of force, oppression and
injustice. They sought to build on faith.
But what was the comlnon faith between Incn of nations,
religions and philosophies so widely differcllt? It was a simple
faith but a deep one: the same which, all unknown to themselves, the man in the street and the man of the fields possess,
and which they try to express, however clumsily, in every
tongue: faith in the unity of the hUlnan species, in the will
to peace of all mankind and in the primacy of the values
of the spirit. It was to the building of peace in men's minds
that the delegates' thoughts were turncd. The peoples of
the world fail to understand each other because they do not
know each other; their prejudices and suspicions grow into
senseless hatred. The late disaster could never have come to
pass save through the exploitation of ignorance. "A pe~ce,"
said the London Conference, "based exclusively upon the
political and economic arrangelnents of governments would
not be a peace which could secure the unanimous, lasting and

sincere :!support of the peoples of the world and ... the peace
must therefore be founded . . . upon the intellectual and
Illoral solidarity of mankind." The task, then, was to create
all international union of professors, writers, artists, journalists, scientists and schoolmasters-to serve the cause of peace.
Tha< international union was duly founded-Unesco
(Unite4 Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization).~Forty-five states subscribed to its Constitution, under
which tIle organization proclaims as its purpose: to contribute to peace and security by promoting collaboration among
the nat~ons through education, science and culture in order
to furth~r universal respect for justice, for the rule of law and
for the ~hulnan rights and fundamental freedoms which are
affirmed for the peoples of the world, without distinction of
race, sex ... or religion ...
For the first time in history, an international organization
was .to dedicate itself to three great tasks:
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mutual knowledge and understanding

bet~een the nations by lending its aid to the press, the

radio and the cinema;
Promoting popular education and the widest dissemination of culture;
ASsisting the maintenance and advance of learning.

•

•

•

•

•

One can hardly write the history of so young an organization. U~escots first task was to build up its methods, forge its
tools and to survey its field;. this, under the stimulus of my
distinguished predecessor,' Dr. Julian Huxley, it did rapidly.
But everybody naturally wants to know how Unesco has
acquitted itself of its tasks in the last four years, and will
go at oDFe to the root of the matter with the question: "What
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do you do?" I shall try to answer them as briefly as possible.
First, then, there are the thousands of schools and museums, universities and libraries which the war destroyed.
They have to be rebuilt. The task is immense, affecting
millions of children, extending over three continents. Unesco
has organized a world campaign, carried out thorough investigations, and drawn up a balance sheet of resources and
needs. To those of its member states which were most sorely
tried, it supplies educational, scientific and cultural equipment; it makes grants-in-aid for study, and annually distributes thousands of books and periodicals.
Probably everyone realizes that Unesco only receives each
year as income an amount of money which the armies of the
late war often spent in five minutes. However, it is not
working single-handed. It achieves what it does through sustained cooperation with the United Nations primarily, with
its member states, and also with a number of international
non-government organizations such as the Temporary International Council for Educational Reconstruction, the
International Voluntary \Vork Camps and the Children's
Communities. And already one lesson is clear; we know that
success will depend on the friendly cooperation of a multitude of institutions and that there are no monopolies in
the field in which Unesco works. Our duty does not lie in
a lordly dispensing of alms, but in organizing mutual help.

try and country, but even between different parts of the

If we turn to education, the same spirit underlies Unesco's
work. It is not for Unesco to teach; it is not a school or
university. Its task is to assist the international exchange of
ideals and methods. If we consider the enormous differences
which sometimes exist in education, not only between coun-

$arne .~ducational system, it becomes clear that all nations
Can bring something to the solution of these problems, while
at the same time every one of them needs help. Unesco is
concerned, therefore, with education at all levels.
Fundamental education alone offers a boundless field:
when' ignorance has reduced comnlunities to destitution,
merely teaching them to read is not enough to save them.
Doctors, anthropologists, agricultural experts and ethnologists are as much needed as teachers, and bearing that in
mind Unesco is conducting those intensive educational campaign~ in limited areas-the Pilot Projects-in China, South
America and Haiti. In Haiti, the endeavors put forth during
the p~st year on behalf of the peasants of the Marhial Valley
have succeeded beyond all hopes: a land with the mark of
death upon it is coming back to life, and the credit goes
to the peasants thelDselves and to their belief in Unesco.
Elsewhere support and advice are needed for campaigns
against illiteracy; adult education l1lUSt be orgalli7.ed or a
school systetll devised or refonned. These needs are IDet by
numerous Senlinars, meetings of specialists, or missions sent
by Unesco to countries asking for them. In 1949 experts
were thus made available to the Philippines, Thailand and
Afghanistan.
Then again, in conjunction with the universities of the
whole: world, Unesco is striving for the improvenlent of
school textbooks and teaching equipnlent. Here there is one
questipn it puts before all others: education for international
understanding. It is of vital importance that schools should
help their pupils towards awareness of the interdependence
of the; peoples and train them to accept the obligations which
that implies. Unesco therefore does its utmost to encourage
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teaching about. the United Nations-the greatest attempt
ever made, at the international and governmental level, to
achieve a world scciety.
That, then, is how Unesco. without being in any sense a
school, works for education. So, too, the organization has
offered its services to scientists, without setting itself up in
the least as an academy or university. In our view science
is no more than humanity's attempt to understand the world
and to use the knowledge gained for the progress of mankind. And thus Unesco has contrived to make itself a true
world center of scientific liaison. Scientists are traditionally
a worldwide brotherhood. Our task is to aid their researches
for the common good, to bridge the gap which sometimes
divides the pure from the applied sciences, such as agriculture, engineering or medicine, and to open the doors of
science to all men without distinction of class.
For all these reasons Unesco canllot content itself with
Inerely putting out scientific bulletins and publications, however valuable these may be. Cooperation offices have been
set up in the Middle and the Far East, in Latin America
and in Central Asia with the task of bringing within the
reach of local students or specialists the latest advances of
research and securing a constant exchange of scientific information between those countries and the rest of the world.
In addition, the organization is taking an active interest in
certain special projects, such as the International Institute
of the Hylean Amazon, and has cooperated in various undertakings of the Food and Agriculture Organization.

The Social Sciences need fuller treatment. Obviously; they
QCcupy a leading place in the mind of an organization the

purpos.e of which is "advancing. through the educational,
scientific and cultural relations of the peoples of the world,
the' objecthes of international peace and of the common
welfar~ of mankind for which the United Nations Organization was established. . . . They are territory still largely
unexplored. Unesco is directing its energies to problems
directly affecting the maintenance of peace and the evolution
of int~rnational cooperation. Year by year the outlines of
its program grow firmer and more exact: new methods and
new techniques are being evolved and, with the help of
universities and research institutes, we shall be able in the
near fqture to bring to a successful issue projects as complex
as the studies of tensions and of international understanding.
Research of this kind entails a multitude of inquiries into
the cultures and legal systems of the different countries, into
the caQses of aggressive nationalism, and into the problems
of demography or of modern technology: the range is immense and the subject fascinating.
Nevertheless, research is not an end in itself. In the final
analysis our task is to determine the nleasures to be taken
to combat the causes of misunderstanding, to uproot prejudices, hunt down injustice; here again research is meaningless unless its final end is action. ~rhe same concern for
effectiveness and for making the world its parish can be
seen also in Unesco's attitude towards what we call culture.
Unesco has founded an International Theatre Institute and
an Int~rnational Musical Organization. I t encourages, finances and distributes reproductions of works of art. It acts
,as an international center for literary exchanges; publishes
learned reviews, bulletins for libraries and journals for museums. It is investigating the history of the scientific and
cultural evolution of humanity, analyzing the philosophic
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bases of human rights, carrying out comparative studies of
civilizations, and translating into many languages the classics
of all nations. In a word, its province here extends to artistic
and literary creation in the present, to the history of such
creation in the past, to the institutions to which the care of
those creations is committed, and to the legal problems
arising in connection with the disselnination of works of
the mind.
And what is the object of it all? Unesco, let it be said
clearly, is in no way running the risk of becoming an enormous publishing establishment or a crazy Utopia for intellectuals. What it is seeking to do is to develop cultural
exchanges between member states, particularly those in the
most distant or least privileged quarters of the world; secondly, to give the general public the fullest possible access
to works of art, to the conquests of learning and to the
work of thinkers and humanists; lastly, to bring to the men
of every country clearer awareness of a unity of civilization
side by side with the diversity of national or regional cultures.
Such a goal could not be attained on a world scale unless
recourse were also had to the great modern media of information. From the first Unesco has been in contact with the
press, radio and cinema in all countries, first to help them,
but principally to secure the professional help of their representatives. Newspapers, films and the radio have become
great teachers in the modern world, the most powerful vehicles alike of science and of superstition, of understanding and
of hatred, and-according to who controls them-irresistible
weapons for war or peace. For the past two years Unesco has
been conducting inquiries on a large scale into the technical
needs of information in war-devastated or backward coun-

tries, working to reduce the economic or political obstacles to
the free circulation of news, and striving to increase the numher of publications, films and broadcasts designed to aid
peace and the well-being of mankind. Peace-we are condllced~can find no buttress stronger than information servires working in freedom and imbued with the sense of their
responsibilities.
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It is ~ime to finish this brief account of a program which
cannot ;'in any case be compressed into a few pages. I have
not even mentioned exchanges of persons nor our fellowship~
system ... I have, however, I think, answered the question:
"What do you do?"
These, then, are Unesco's activities. Their complexity is
great and their scope immense. Sometimes we have been led
to wish that they were less so, that a Slnaller territory had
been allotted us, which we could work at leisure, tasks on a
smaller scale which we could "handle one after another. At
the saI1;te time, however, we want our sphere to be coextensive with the world itse]f. Like all who work for peace
and justice we are sadly conscious that time is short. In one
way we feel we should not give too much attention to points
of detail, and yet we do so with determination because there
is no other method-but we are well aware that what is
needed is to do everything and cover everything. Like every
agency of the United Nations, Unesco is made up of optimists: they believe in the perfectibility of society, that edu·
cation which trains men for freedom will resolve the harde!t
questiol,ls. And yet through all Unesco's work, there runs a
note of ,anxiety because of its powerlessness in the face cf sc
,
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much suffering and its smallness before so much virgin
territory.
N ow let us cast a general glance around us. Where do we
stand?
We are approaching 1950, and the first part of the Twentieth
Century is drawing to a close. Others can undertake the task
of preparing the balance sheet for these fifty years. It would
be purposeless to attempt a judgment on thelu now, and in
any case we are not judges. By chance I recently reread the
speech in which Emile Loubet, President of the French Republic, greeted the World Exhibition of 1900. "I am convinced," he said, "that through the persistent repetition of
certain noble thoughts which rang through the century now
ending, the Twentieth Century will see a little more neighborliness along with less suffering of every kind, and that soon
we may have reached a milestone in the slow evolution of
work towards happiness and of man towards the humane .... "
When we read such words we must avoid both cynicism
an(l self-deception. It is true that men are not much happier
than fifty years ago. l~heir solidarity is still a precarious
thing; poverty is still rampant in whole classes. countries and
continents. We have had two terrihle wars-or one war thirty
years long-for which we cannot well disclaim responsibility.
All that is true. We have disappointed our fathers' hopes,
and the triumphs of science and technology may not be
enough to restore much of our self-esteelu.
But none of these obstacles shall abate our courage. Far
otherwise-clear vision should make us stronger and more
resolute. We know now the risks run by the human community whenever it yields to cowardice; we know the price of
injustice and ignorance. Probably no luore than our fathers;
are we the heirs of happiness, but for the first tinle the prob-
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lern. which faces us is one of sheer survival. If we do not succeed in cementing human solidarity, we shall not avoid
disaster; we shall have deserved-we shall have contrived it.
That argument is ineluctable, and it shows clearly what
Unesco must and will be. Unless it is founded on justice, the
brotherhood of the peoples is an illusion. Unesco must be a
crusade for human rights.
For a year past the Secretariat has been concentrating on
the widest distribution of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted on December 10, 1948, by the United
Nations. It is our wish that that text, the charter of human
liberties, ,be everywhere known, taught and pondered. Above
all, we desire that the rights which it proclaims be everywhere demanded and respected: there is no other path to
peace.
But should so enormous a task be committed to Unesco's
officials alone? Are they more than human?
Daily and in every country Unesco National Commissions
arc being set up and are taking shape. \Vhen there are
enough of them, when they are sufficiently active, when their
nmubers include not philosophers only but workmen, journalists, merchants and schoolboys, they will become Unesco
itself-not a town, a building, an office, but a faith in the
hearts of men.
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The "Jus Gentium" of the R omans gradually gave way,
with the development of the state from an agency of the
peoille into a fJOlitical entity, to the concefltion of " I nter"ational Law." Th e Ileoflle who we"e th e origi nal subject
,,'e re gradually disfJO ssessed by I,olitical rulers in many COlllIIries of their rights as individual mem.bers of the world
commu.nity.
The Chart er of San Francisco marks a gradual "eappearance of man as the subject of int ernational rights alld the
IJrin cipal object of international coofl eration. The humanism
of Emsmus of Rotterdam is rekindled in its .universalist
lIleaning. "The whole wO"ld is L'Verybody's fathel'la nd," he
said in his Querela Pacis in [517.
Nowhere does such conceHl for hu.man ity acqui1"e greater
practical meaning tha n in the field of hellith. Because of the
Unit ed Nations, today the medical sciences a,re making fJh enomellal strides tOWa1'ds fre edom from illness, both fJhysical
alld sfliritual, for manhilld.
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HE SUPREME CHALLENGE WHICH MAN FACES TODAY IS

man himself.
Ironically, the genius that man has been displaying for
centuries and through which he has very nearly succeeded
in mastering the forces of nature is now turning against him.
threatening to destroy his very existence. Marvellous and
terrible tools invented by the human brain are suspended
like a sword of Damocles over the little world in which we
are all cooped up together.
Reduced to its essential elements. the crisis which has been
developing in the last few decades and which reached its
peak at the end of the Second World War is a crisis in human
relationships. The nature of this crisis can be fonnulated
simply in the following terms: whether we shall survive or
not depends to a large extent on whether we are willing to
re-examine our present concepts and behavior pattern, our
ultimate purpose being to readjust our whole system of
human relations.
The wars we have been fighting every fifteen to twenty
years, and in particular the latest two in the series, leave no
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Brock Chisholm
doubt that the mechanism of competitive survival, the only
method of survival in common use up to now, is utterly outof-date. Students of history will agree that this method has
never been really satisfactory. They will also agree that,
measured in national terms, progress in community life has
been made only when the mechanism of competition has
given way to more civilized, more mature forms of survival
based on a degree of tolerance about divergent attitudes and
proceeding by discussion, mutual understanding, compromise and agreement.
We have now reached a point in history where the human
race as a whole must learn to behave in this adult way if it
wishes to avoid a catastrophe which may well lead to the
complete extinction of our species. In the past the incessant
conflicts between various human groups, disastrous as they
were in terms of loss of lives and of material damage, still did
not make it impossible for mankind to continue its existence.
But with the advent of powerful new weapons such as the
atomic bomb and the even more dl'st rllctive tools of biological warfare, the situation we face today is radically different.
We have to realize-and to do so befure it is too late-that
competition by means 0/ war/al'e has become synonymous
with suicide. Our only hope for the future lies in the recognition of the fact that we have no alternative to collective
and total suicide but getting along with each other. If we are
to live at all, we must live with all the people in the world.
That kind of competition in human relationships must be
replaced by cooperation if we, the hUlnan race, are to escape
the fate which overtook the dinosaur and which has overtaken many other species unable to make necessary adjustments to new circumstances.
Viewed against this background, the creation of the United
[90 ]
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Nations in 1945 can be considered a reaction of self-defense
by the nations of the world in a situation where a choice had
to be made between working together and annihilation. The
Charter drawn up at San Francisco as the fundamental basis
of the United Nations expresses the idea of cooperation in
strong and unmistakable terms when it proclailns the determination of the signatories "to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another" in order "to maintain
international peace and security," to achieve cooperation "in
solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character," and to be "a center for
harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these
common ends."
While the various organs of the United Nations proper are
designed to serve as general Inachinery for the purpose of
joint'international action, the specialized agencies provide a
framework within which. in specific fields of human endeavor, the old pattern of competition can be replaced by
cooperation. 'rhus, for example, the International Labor
Organization seeks to improve working and living conditions
for labor throughout the world in the conviction that social
justice is a sine qua non for lasting peace. Thus, too, recognizing the close relationship between prosperity and peace,
the Food and Agriculture Organization promotes peace by
encouraging concerted action to develop the agricultural resources of the world and to ensure more adequate distribution of food production. Proclaiming that war begins in the
minds of men, the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization contributes to the cause of peace
by fostering collaboration aJnong the nations of the world in
education, science and culture. The '\Vorld Health Organization, the youngest of the specialized agencies in the United
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Nations family, aims at helping every human being to reach
the highest attainable standard of health because, as its Constitution states, "the health of all people is fundamental to
the attainlnent of peace and security:' There are many ways
in which WHO, together with its sister agencies, can serve
the cause of mankind in replacing competition and isolation
by cooperation and solidari ty as rules of international life.
History is pictured by most of us as an endless series of

wars resulting

ill

victories I'or

SOIllC

nations Clnd corrcspond-

ing defeats for others. Thinking oE these wars. we are
appalled at the havoc they wrought both on the victors and
on the defeated in terms of loss of human life and material
destruction. Yet few of us SlOp to think that since its origin
mankind has also been waging a gigantic struggle against
disease, an enemy which is even more destructive than any
human being or group of human beings has been up to
now, and which spares no one, regardless of race, color or
nationality.
Statistics being a relatively recent science. no figures are
available on the total casualties of this age-old fight between
man and all the various forms of physical and nlental illness.
However, to confine ourselves only to the so-called communicable diseases, it has been estimated that in Europe during
the five-year period between 1346 and 1351 twenty-five million persons died from plague alone. I n London, during the
epidemic of 1664. seventy thousand persons died out of only
about five hundred thousand inhabitants. Two and a half
centuries later, millions throughollt the world fell victim to
the influenza epidemic" which broke out at the end of the
war of 1914-18.
Today, thanks to progress in medicine and in public
health, certain parts of the globe can be considered safe from
[9~
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lIlan~ of the scourges of the past sllch as plague, typhus, leprosy, and cholera. In other regions, however, these diseases
continue to be a very real threat; and in most countries enei mies such as tuberculosis, "talaria. and venereal infections
:can by no means be regarded as defeated. Let me cite a few
"figures to make this clear:
I

I

.•. betwc<;n 3 and 5 million people die each year from
tuherculosis throughout rh(' world:
... in India alone, in 1944, nearly 2 million deaths were
caused by malaria;
... syphilis estimates today range from a minimum of 20
. million upward to 100 million cases. while the figures for gonorrhea are two or three times higher;
... in Asia approximately 157 million people were attacked in 1947 by filariasis. a highly debilitating
disease, certain forms of which result in elephantiasis:
... over 100 million people are today victims of schistosomiasis, a disease which undermines the health of
agricultural workers over wide areas of the African,
Asiatic and American continents;
... more than half of Egypt's 20 million people are
affected by trachoma, a chronic eye disease which
often leads to complete blindness.
The tragic fact about this list, although it is anything but
exhaustive, is that most of the diseases which it covers are
entirely avoidable. Yesterday we Iuight have had some excuse
for passivity in the face of ills which were killing or incapacitating hundreds of millions of human beings. Today. with
the discoveries of modern science and medicine at our disposal, such a neutral or even defensive attitude is criminal.
There should be no shortage of penicillin in any country
for the fight against venereal diseases. No lack of BeG vac-
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cine or of streptomycin should prevent any nation from
combating tuberculosis. No region in the world infested by
malaria should lack the new and powerful insecticides such
as DDT.
The great progress that medical science and public health
techniques have made must be put to use for those threequarters of the world population still affiicted by diseases
resulting from poor excreta disposal, unsafe water supplies,
uncontrolled insects and inadequate protection of milk and
food. Present day knowledge must be made available to all
countries in order to enable thenl to assure adequate care
for mothers, the best possible chance of survival for infants,
and for all children normal physical growth and development
as well as mental and emotional health.
This is a big program. In order to carry it out, one essential condition must be fulfilled: all nations of the world,
regardless of the poli tical, economic or social systems to
which they belong, must play their part in building a
healthier human society. In our shrunken world isolationism
in the field of health is unthinkable. Disease and misery in
any corner of the world are a potential threat to the rest of
its population. As far as health is concerned, it is obviously
and immediately clear that the world will be one or none.
The very existence' of the World Health Organization is
a promise that the choice will be made for the good of mankind. The 64 nations which belong to \VHO have pledged
themselves to the fullest possible cooperation in order to
ensure to all people uthe highest possible level of health."
They have specifically accepted the responsibility of assisting
each other in the various branches of public health by agreeing in the WHO Constitution that "unequal development
in different countries in the promotion of health and control

of dis~ase, especially communicable diseases, is a common
danger. Furthermore, in subscribing to these obligations
they also agreed to a precise definition of health as "a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not
merely the abseqce of disease or infirmity."
This definition of health is a truly revolutionary concept.
With it the frontiers of health have been pushed a long
way fonvard and the close relationship between international
health problems and economic and social conditions is fully
recognized. Those who are working together in vVHO know
that physical and biological factors are far from being the
only causes of disease and that therefore the question of
health must be tackled from a sociological, not merely from
a medical point of view. This explains the great interest
which WHO has in problems such as improvement of nutrition, housing, recreation, economic and working conditions,
and other aspects of environmental hygiene.
WHO's definition of health and the extremely wide scope
of the activities resulting from it also explain the urgent
necessity for close workiIig relationships between the World
Health Organization and the United Nations, together with
the other specialized agencies. As an example, one of the
greatest problems of our time is how to increase food production for a rapidly increasing world population. One of the
ways to raise agricultural productivity is to ensure maximum
workipg capacity to the people engaged in tilling the soil.
This is not possible unless diseases such as malaria, which at
prese~t undermine the health of millions of agricultural
workers, are eliminated or at least suhstantially reduced.
Conversely, adequate food is an essential condition for raising levels of health. Any failure in improving nutrition is at
the same time a failure in promoting h~alth. The present
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joint projects of the World Health Organization and the
Food and Agriculture Organization for increasing productivity in hitherto insufficiently developed areas through the
combined application of modem agricultural methods and
modem public health techniques are in the vanguard of the
efforts so sorely needed today to build well-fed and healthy
people capable of forming a happy and peaceful world
community.
In the final analysis the United Nations and its specialized
agencies do, indeed, point the road which we must follow
if mankind is to avoid the follies and miseries of the past.
They-the United Nations and its various agencies-are different aspects of the only positive answer to the question
whether we shall be able in the years to come to establish
peace on earth.
Whether we shall succeed in using these agencies for the
establishment of peace depends ultimately on the kind of
people who serve them and who are behind theIn-which
brings us back to the beginning of this chapter. The new
kind of human society in which survival will be based on cooperation instead of competition calls for people with real
maturity. Two basic qualities of a mature person are adaptahility and compromise, and both of these qualities are required of those engaged in the building of peace. They must
know how to adapt themselves to a world in which geographical and political barriers have becolne obsolete and
dangerous fictions. They must also learn to understand the
points of view of their neighbors and to be able to sacrifice
part of their individual and national ambitions in the interest of the world as a whole.
The champions of peace, in other words, must have a real
sense of world citizenship. Until quite recently national citi-

zenship was enough to ~nsure a relatively h~~onious development in hunlan relationships. Today tillS IS n~ l~nger
sufficient. There is an absolute necessity for people WillIng to
aSSUlne responsibility for the welfare of their fellow men
everywhere, not just locally, not just national1y, but for the
whole human race. World citizenship requires an equal
degree of loyalty to all the members of the world community,
irrespective of race, religion, color, or any other group
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characteristics.
This does not mean that we must give up our own national
10yalties.'Ve are not required to change the political, economic, social or religious systems which we consider as ~est
for our own purpose. N either are we required to sacr~fice
our spiritual or cultural traditions. What we must do l~ to
acquire a.Inature view of the differences between the. nations
of the world and to consider the systems under which they
have chosen to live as various types of experiments, all at
different levels of development along their own lines, neither
superior nor inferior to each other, and all thoroughly jus~i
fied by the conditions which created them. If we can do ~hlS,
the neurotic symptoms which until now have characterIzed
our conduct of international affairs will disappear. We shall
be able to do away with the main reasons for the endless wars
we have been fighting in the past: prejudice, isolationism,
the ability emotionally and uncritically to believe unreasonable things, excessive desire for material or political power,
excessive fear of others, ability to avoid facing unpleasant
facts and to evade taking appropriate action.
The building of peace on earth will be the task of the next
generation. The world will be what the children of the. ne~t
generation make it, but the bringing up of that generatIon IS
our own responsibility. If we have the courage, the deter-
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mination, and the imagination to free our children from
many of our taboos, many of our anxieties, and many of our
unfounded fears-if, in other words, we succeed in giving
them true maturity and a strong feeling of world citizenship
-we can be sure that they will grow into a happy and peaceful world.
This is the most important problem facing us. The responsibility lies with each and everyone of us. I can think of no
greatcr field for earnest, dctcrm incd work. ,\Vhatever helps
our children to grow up to be mature, compassionate, tolerant
and worthy of being citizens of the world mllst be of interest
to each of us. We have our chance now. It is the last time we
may have it. If we now revert to our little private concerns,
if we tell ourselves that "it is someone else's responsibility,"
there will one day be none of us left-not even any to bury
the dead.
To repeat: the supreme challenge facing lnan today is man
himself. Whether we shall have peace on earth will depend
on the courage and faith with which man is prepared to meet
that challenge.
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* VII *
Three-fourths of mankind have never been fed the minimum required for normallzealth, and yet enormous amounts
of foodstuffs go to waste or are destroyed through the carelessness of men. Furthermore, with the productive potential
of the soil and the sea far from being tapped, staroation is a
tragic consequence in many lands.
World cooperation has been called upon to ensure that
human beings everywhere get an adequate supply of food
and science must playa decisive part in bringing about such
a vital pu,,-pose.
Hunger is a powerful obstacle to peace.
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HE ORIGIN OF THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION

may be traced to the Atlantic Charter with its promise
· of "freedom from want and fear" for "all men in all
: lands:· The first want of .m~nd....is.. food. S~3 _194S
j!.resident Roosevelt called the ~rin~~~~f
: !!!tiQ,ns to consider how thel could~perate to solve ~e
~e-Iong food £)roblem' This was followed by a conference af
~uebec i~ Of!QQ.e.L.-l945a-.whae-~verUIP£!1!!l~in~illtT,
~§rSl.~~~~.~~atJ9I1_atDrga.Diz_~.~.i~.~.~~ the ~~!ted NatiollS~~~je~tive1!.2!._ ~ ..?~~anizatioll lilaY he stated briefly'~:.:.!.~. rrov~~~_~~.~ _~.~cl!inery" f~r th~_~1~~i9~~Jo....ca.
i operate In putting an end to hunger and malnut!-.i.ti.Qll_hl..tbe
._.. _----._ .. --- .. "--' _....
worlCl,t<)'raise1fie standard of living of rural workers, and to
aevel~he resources _.gf f~i:-;';;;,-~JQresis: 'a~Q s~~__ .. ~o enrich
.,.-.. -.----the world !!!!!Lt4.tir. products.
The-hi;torian of the future will regard the Quebec Con·ference as one of the great landmarks in the evolution of
· human society. It is no new thing for two or more nations
to join forces in war. But never before had so many nations
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pledged therllselves to cooperate in a worldwide plan for the
pronlotion of the welfare of all mankind.
That, indeed, is the COtumon objective of all the U.N.
specialized agencies, each with its own sphere of work. The
future of our civilization depends on these agencies. If they
succeed, as they must, the great powers of nlodern science
will be applied to developing the vast latent wealth of the
earth, to putting an end to the poverty which affects more
than half of the population of the world, and to bringing
prosperity to agriculture, industry, and trade in an expanding world economy. This is the only alternative to the application ~f science to the production of monstrous instruments
of death and destruction in another world war. The work of
these United Nations agencies is so vitally important for all
people that in a saner world, their day·tn-day achievements
or failures would form the main news in the daily press.
Every specialized agency has a tremendous and difficult
task but none more so than FAO. Before the war it was estimated that two-thirds of the population of the world were
ill nourished and the nunlber of mouths to be filled was
increasing at the rate of twenty millions per annum. Production would need to be doubled in the next twenty-five or
thirty years to provide food on a health standard for the
people of all countries. In the Nineteenth Century the virgin
fertile lands of America and Australasia provided the additional food needed for the rapidly increasing population of
Europe. Today there are no more unoccupied fertile lands.
On the contrary, the land at present under cultivation is
diminishing by soil erosion.
Some think that FAO has been given an impossible task,
because the earth will never be able to produce sufficient for
its growing population. The fact of the matter is that with

modern agricultural and engineering science the present
supply can be doubled and redoubled. l~he food supply has
been lhnited not by the amount that can be produced but
by the amount that can be sold at a proHt. There is no physical difficulty about production-science knows the answer.
The question is: are the nations prepared to cooperate in
the vast expenditure of capital and lauor needcd to produce
sufficient to feed the world?
The other main objective of FAO-raising the standard of
living of rural workers-presents equally great difficulties.
The only way to do this is to have a guaranteed market for
agricJltural products at a remunerative price. Some countries
have guaranteed a market for their farmcrs, but it is the price
in the world n13rket which ultimately determines the price
in the home markets. In the ten years before the last war
the world price of wheat fluctuated by as much as 70 per
cent. A bumper harvest meant a fall in prices, which reduced
the i~come of the farmer, who then reduced his purchase of
industrial products, resulting in unemployment and a reduction in the consumption of the more expensive food by the
workers and so on down the vicious spiral. A bunlper harvest
which should have been a blessing to a hungry world was apt
to be a curse except to countries like the United Kingdom,
which got the tenlporary advantage of cheap food but the
compensating disadvantages of reduced purchasing power of
its foreign customers. This raises the economic and financial
problem of how to get a guaranteed nlarket at a price which
will call forth the food the world needs, and at the same time
insure that the food produced will be bought and consumed.
, This involves a new principle in economics-the adjustment of supply to human need instead of to economic
dema~d. The application of this new principle to food will
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bring about a doubling of the world trade, to the great prosperity and increased stability of agriculture and industry. It
cannot be applied, however, on a world scale unless governmenLs cooperate fully through FAO.
The difficulty of getting governments to realize the magni tude and importance of the world food problem and of
getting their cooperation in an action program appeared to
the first Director General to be so great that he said it would
be a miracle if it succeeded in accomplishing its objective in
the near future, but as we live in an age of miracles, the
attempt should be made. The success which has already
attended its efforts in the short time since it was establisheda time of economic and political confusion which greatly increased the difficulty of constructive work-warrants the hope
that it will ultimately succeed in completing the work it was
created to do.
The first job it set itself was 1.0 hring together all the available information on the pre-war food position, and then to
ascertain the extent to which the pre-war position had been
distorted by the war. The result showed that the talk of the
post-war food shortage ending with the 1946 harvest was nonsense. The shortage was much more acute and likely to last
much longer than governments thought. The Director
General sent a report on the food position to governments
and invited countries which could rnake a major contribution to averting the threatened crisis to send representatives
to FAD Headquarters to consider what joint action should
be taken to avoid widespread farnine in certain areas and to
prevent a rocketing of food prices in the world market due
to the scarcity.
The representatives of 22 nations. including all which had
been invited, met at a Washington Conference in May, 1946.
[104 ]
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They agreed unanimously to the recommendation for usiug
the available food to the best advantage and the measures for
an all-out effort for the 1947 harvest. They agreed also that
exporting countries should adjust their agriculture prograrll
to put the maximum amount on the world market, and that
this should be allocated to countries according to their need
and riot to their purchasing power. As the constitution of
FAD did not permit it to take this action, a special committee
of representatives of 35 governments,
InternatipU;JI

th>-

.. ~~~~9.I.oo.tl Co~~£Q~J~~!9~".:vas set;p at FAD H~adquarters and served by FAD officials.. " .. ;:
'he"IEi.c'iiiiidled ine posi:W;if fuod crisis with conspic~
oWabHity' aii(rSuC~~s;:'~i6\Jgh~li had no p~~.~r to ~!!force

itsaeasi~ns:·in -i9~~loc~ti;;~0 e;;i;-d-

~~:?~~~~~,' ~?~..~I.l~~_ !~. ~~}.~~_.?~ ..~~~~t

that some nations had difficulty in taking up their allocations
·-~;l~it~-i~~k-;;f·p~;~h~i~g pOlver. Thi.s cq~!1CiLis sii1ffuoc-·,---· .
~. ~l<!~i!lKJ~J f.Q9.qs_i~_~~9!.~ .. ~~PP.!~~t the time of writing it
~as just issued its allocation of rice.
This joint action by governments in handling. the post-war
food crisis is an example of the many successes of the various
United Nations specialized agencies. It is unfortunate that
the press devotes its headlines to the squabbles and failures
of the United Nations Assembly and gives so little space to
the solid work done by the United Nations in bringing about
the cooperation of nations in concrete Ineasures for their
mutual benefit.
The '\Vashington Conference, encouraged by its success in
setting up machinery to deal with the post-war food crisis,
asked the Director General to consider measures needed to
deal with the long-term problems of food and agriculture.
He subnlitted "Proposals for a 'Vorld Food Board" which
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would enable governments to cooperate through FAO, the'
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations and
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Developnlent
to: (1) on request, assist countries, especially the overcrowded undeveloped countries, to develop agriculture, and
the essential secondary industries to bring the world food
supply up to the level needed to provide sufficient for all'
mankind; (2) build up a world reserve of certain foods to
act as a reservoir in equalizing good and bad harvests; and
(3) by this and other measures suggested, to stabilize prices
in the international market at levels fair to producers and
consumers.
The carrying out of this plan involves the creation of vast
credits, most of which would need to come from the United
Stat· ..s. But the credits would not, as in the case of war, involve inflation because the creation of new real wealth would
balance the credits and enable the borrowing countries to
repay.
It was pointed out in the Proposals that the development
of world agricultural resources with a guaranteed world
market would bring prosperity and stability to a rapidly expanding agriculture. The enormous quantity of industrial
products needed for flood control and irrigation schemes, for
agricultural equipment and fertilizers and for consumer
goods to meet the demand of the increased purchasing power
of food producers, who outnumber those engaged in all other
industries, would provide a world market for all the highly'
industrialized countries could produce for Iuany years ahead
and so remove the fear of a "recession" devclo}Jin orr into another world economic crisis such as occurred in 1929. The
hope of the abolition of hunger and poverty would go far
to allay social unrest and revolution in poverty stricken

countries. The cooperation of governments in a worldwide
constructive plan to develop the resources of the earth for
the mutual benefit of the people of all countries might have
diverted the minds of governments from the battle of conHicting ideologies and been an important step to further cooperation leading to world unity and peace.
The Proposals were considered at the first annual conference of FAO at Copenhagen in the autumn of 1946, and the
conference was asked, if the proposals su bmitted in broad
outline were approved, to set up a Commission of government rept:esentatives to work out the plan in greater detail
and get t~e Board set up. The leader of the United States
delegation said his government approved and made the motion for the setting up of the COlllIuission, which was carried
with enth llsiaslll.
But when the Commission met two Illonths later, the
U.S.S.R., which had been given a seat on the Commission of
18 members, refused to act and another important country
had no enthusiaslll for the plan. In these circumstances the
best the Conullission could do was to recOlllmend the setting
up of a Council which could make recommendations, but
which had neither funds nor authority to get action taken
to stabilize prices in the world market or to assist countries
to develop their resources. When the report of the Commission was submitted to the next annual conference, the
leader of the French delegation said his government regretted
the watering down of the suggested Board with power to a
Council which could only make recommendations. The retiring Director General in his last speech to the Conference
said the majority of governments were in agreement with
France and expressed the hope that within a few years the
World Food Council would develop into a Board with
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'powers to stimulate increased food production and stabilize
prices in the world market, and so avert the danger of the
spread of the revolt against poverty among the bigger half
of the world's population and the economic repercussions of
a slump in world prices of cereals, which he predicted might
come in 1948 or 1949.
The organization of FAO consists now of the Annual Conference of 60 nations, the council of 18 nations elected at
the Conference to facilitate the carrying out of the resolutions of the Conference, and Regional Offices to facilitate
cooperation of countries with special common problems.
These are served by six technical divisions which keep governments informed on the production, consumption and
trade in agriculture, fishery and forest products, and on
econonlic trade and financial conditions affecting them, and
also on request give technical assistance to help countries to
carry out the recommendations of the council.
There is not space here to tell of the many valuable services rendered by FAD in materially increasing the world
supply of food and making its distribution more in accordance with need, nor of the all important closer integration
of the work of FAO, the Economic Council of the United
Nations and the World Bank.
The success of FAO and the other specialized agenci~s of
the United Nations warrants the hope of the writer that they
will evolve into International Ministries of Food and Agriculture, Finance, Trade, Health and so on of a United Nations structure which has developed into a \Vorld Government able to maintain world peace, free mankind from the
fear of war and the crushing burden of annaments, and bring
it about that modem sciences are applied to developing the
enormous potential wea1th of the earth for the good of all.

Governments cannot move faster than the peoples are prepared to go. That is why the work of the United Nations
associations in creating a well informed world public opinion
iu favqr of increasing the power and prestige of the United
Nations and its agencies is so vitally important.
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The peoples of non-self-governing areas and of tru.'itee territories are also being given an opportunity for advancement
toward autollomy and inde jJellcieller, al tlw l 1e,.y lime when
they are approaching the stllndards of jJoliticai, eC01l011tic and
social deveiojnnent which are basic to further exercise of
responsible government.
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Background

T

HE ARCHITECTS OF TIlE UNITED NATIONS MEETING AT SAN

Francisco realized clearly that in order to lay the foundations of an enduring peace it would be necessary to underwr~te the political, economic, social and educational advancement of the colonial peoples.
At the present time one-tenth of the worldts peoples live
in non-self-governing territories. The resources oE these territories, their potentiality as markets, their manpower. their
strategic location, and their nlilitary weakness have in the
past invited rivalries among nations which desired to extend
control over them. International friction arising from this
situation pas contributed substantially to the fomenting
of wars.
, The two hundred million people of these dependent territories are becoming increasingly aware of their strategic and
commercial importance to the world. They chafe under
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political, economic and social disabilities. Their demands are
for greater participation in the management of their own
governmental affairs, for freedom from disease, hunger and
malnutrition, and for opportunity to participate fully in the
economic development of their countries. l\tIany are becoming restless under foreign control. Organized nationalist
forces in many of the dependent territories are today in·
sistently demanding a greater or an independent voice in the
management of their own affairs.
The colonial powers have not been insensitive to the
needs and demands of these peoples in the modern world.
Empires are consequently in the process of reorganization;
new states are elnerging; liberal constitutional changes have
been effected; educational, health and social welfare measures
are increasing; new economic and developlnent plans are
being introduced.
At San Francisco it was recognized, however, that the wellbeing of colonial peoples was a matter of vital international
concern. No longer could the world rely upon a traditional
humanitarian and exclusively national approach to the prob·
lem of colonies. National and international self-interest, as
well as the moral pressure of humanitarianism, motivated
the Charter provisions on Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Territories.
It was in the broad interest of world peace, therefore, as
well as with concern for the well-being of the dependent
peoples, that three of the nineteen chapters of the United
Nations Charter are devoted to the non-self-governing peoples. Two of these three chapters-XII and XIII-are devoted
to the Trusteeship System, which has taken the place of the
Mandates System of the League of Nations. Chapter XI is

a Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories
which goes far beyond any previous international instrument
in the responsibilities undertaken on behalf of colonial
~eoples.

It
I
")

t

: The Mandates System of the League of Nations, affecting
fi£tee~ territories, was a great step forward in increasing international responsibility for the peoples of dependent territories. It introduced a new element of formal and direct
responsibility to the international conlmunity through the
media of annual reports submitted by the administering
powers to the Mandates Commission and the petitions considered by the COlnmission. The operation of the Mandates
System was suspended, for all practical purposes, d~ring the
war. The need clearly existed for a system of international
supervision and administration of non-self-governing territories which had a wider scope, broader functions and
powers, and greater potentialities than that of the l\1andates
System.
International Trusteeship Syste1n

The Trusteeship System of the United Nations is a new
system of international responsibility for the territories
placed under it-not luerely a prolongation of the l\Iandates
System. The systeln is predicated on the principle that the
adlninistration of such territories is the responsibility of the
international community and not a matter of exclusive concern to the administering authorities.
The Trusteeship Council, acting under the authority of
the General Assembly and composed of representatives of
states administering Trust Territories and states having no
such responsibilities-in equal number-is the directly respon\
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d) to ensure equal treatlnent in social, economic, and com-

sible organ of the United Nations in the functioning of the
Trusteeship System. The Trusteeship System envisages that
the advancement of the peoples of Trust Territories will be
effected through the cooperation of the Administering
Authorities with the Trusteeship Council. The Administering Authorities are responsible for the administration of
Trust Territories and. to this end. they possess full powers of
administration. legislation and jurisdiction over the territories for which they have assumed obligations. The Trustee- ,
ship Council has the responsibility and general power of .
supervising the administration of the Trust Territories to
achieve the objectives laid down in the Charter and in
accordance with its functions and powers.
The Trusteeship System is still very young. The Trusteeship Council met for the first time in March. 1947. In July.
1949. it completed its fifth session. During its two years of .
life the Council has set up its machinery and has already

mercial matters for all members of the United Nations and
their
nationals. and also equal
treatment for the latter in the
I.
,
administration of justice. without prejudice to the attain111ent of the other objectives of the Trusteeship System.
The Trusteeship System applies only to those territories
which are placed under it by individua l trusteeship agreements. These territories. known as "trust territories," fall
i~to tliree categories: (a) territories held under League of
~ations Mandates; (b) territories detached from enemy states
~

a result of the Second World War; and (c) other territories voluntarily placed under the system by the states responsible for their administration. All ten territories thus
far placed under the Trusteeship System were formerly
administered under mandate of the League of Nations. It
cannot be said that thus far. at any rate. any of the metropolitan states have shown any eagcrness to place any of their
d~pendencies under trusteeship.
The Trusteeship System . unlike the Mandates System.

shown encouraging indications of successful operation. There

are heartening signs as wcll or it s impact upon the peoples
of the Trust Territories.
The basic objectives of th e Trusteeship System are:
a) to further internationa l peace and security;
b) to promote the political. economic. social and educational advancement of th e inhabitants of the trust territories.
and their progressive development towards self-government

makes rea listic allowances for security needs in the provi-

each territory and the freely expressed wishes of its peoples;
c) to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race. sex,
language, or religion, and to encourage recognition of the
interdependence of the peopl es o r the world: and

sion for the designa tion of strategic areas and in the discretion which the Administering Authority may exercise with
respect to the defense needs of the territory. All functions of
the United Nations relating to strategic areas are exercised
by the Security Council. On e strategic area. the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands administered by the United States
of America. has been placed under the Trusteeship System.
The objectives of the Trusteeship System apply equally to
the peoples of strategic areas.
The ;fol\ ow ing ten territor ies have been placed under the
Trust e~s hip System:
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The international authority exercised by the Trusteeship
Council is substantial. Its supervision of the Trust Territories is carried out primarily by nleans of three basic
functions.
In the first place, each Adnlinistering Authority is obligated to submit, for consideration by the Trusteeship Council, annual reports on conditions in the Trust Territories.
These reports are based on a detailed questionnaire formulated by the Council. Special representatives designated by
the Administering Authorities appear before the Council to
clarify any aspect of administration and to reply to questions
which may be raised concerning conditions in each territory.
By the end of its fifth session in July, 1949, the Council had
considered at least one annual report on each of the teri
Trust Territories.
';
Following a general debate on each annual report, :the
Council formulates its views, conclusions and recommendations on the administration of each territory. The Council
has approved a number of recOInmendations to the Administering Authorities aimed at promoting further the welfare
of the peoples of the individual terri tories. In general, these
recommendations have urged that the indigenous inhabitants

should be progressively given an increasing voice in the executiv~, legislative and judicial organs of government and
also in the economic life of the territory; that their wages be
increased and their living standards raised; that more hospital and health services be established; that more schools be
set up; and' that the development of native culture and art
should be encouraged.
Secondly, in carrying out its supervision, the Council examines petitions, either written or oral, concerning any
Trust Territory or some aspect of the Trusteeship System
itself. Such petitions may come directly from the inhabitants
or Trust Territories, through the Adnlinistering Authority
or indeed from any other source. In all cases the Administering Authority concerned is invited to present its comments
on the petitions and the Council takes decisions which are
comlnunicat~d to the petitioners. More than 120 petitions
have been considered by the Council during its two years of
existence. Some of these petitions contain individual complaints or personal requests. Others concern general conditions
in specific Trust Territories or questions of administrative
policy. They refer to such problenls as lack of educational
and health facilities, land tenure, political advancement,
racial discrimination, economic disabilities, child marriage,
and a wide range of other subjects.
Two petitions considered by the Trusteeship Council may
be described; in some detail. The Ewe people of West Africa
petitioned the Council for their unification under a single
admini~tration. At present they are divided between Togoland under French administration, Togoland under British
administration and the Gold Coast Colony. Recognizing the
difficulties imposed by frontiers drawn across an area inhabited by peoples of common origin, France and the United
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Trust Territory
r\ew Guinea
Ruanda Urundi
Cameroons
".ogoland
Western Samoa
Tanganyika
Cameroons
Togoland
~auru

Trust Territory
or the Pacific
Islands

Administering A utizority
Australia
Belgium
FIance
France
New Zealand
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
Australia, New Zealand,
United Killgdom (Ad·
ministered by Australia)
United States of America

Population
1,006,200
3,7 18 ,646
2.7 02 .500
9.'4446
72 ,936
7,079,557
99 1 •000
3H2 ,200
3. 162
60,000

Area
93,000 sq. mi.
20,9 16 " ,~ :

166,797 " ~::~. '
21,236 " ::. ~~

1,133 ": ~.
362 ,688" ..
34.081 " ,"
13.0 40
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Kingdom proposed a series of measures including the. establishment of a joint Commission for Togoland MalTs designed to meet the grievances of the Ewe people. The representative of the Ewe people, who made an oral statement
before the Council on behalf of the petitioners, declared the
propose~ measures to be inadequate as they did n~t ,provide
for a sufficient unification of the Ewe people. At Its second
session, the Trusteeship Council adopted a resolution which
stated that the Council realized that the existing frontiers
dividing the Ewe people had been a cause of real diffic~l~y to
them. The Council therefore welcomed the measures JOintly
proposed by France and the United Kingd~m as ~n earnest
and constructive initial effort to meet the Immediate needs
of the problem. It reconlmendecl that the Ewe people should
be assisted and encouraged to develop their capacity for selfgovernment and that France and the United Kingdom
should report to the Trusteeship Council on the measures
adopted toward fulfilling the wishes of the Ewe people. 'rhe
Council further decided that the first visiting mission to
these Trust Territories-scheduled for the latter months of
1949-should devote special attention to ~he Ewe pro~l~m,
and agreed to re-examine the whole q uestlon after receiving
the visiting mission's report.
At its first session, the Trusteeship Council received a
petition from leaders in Western Sallloa asking that Samoa
be granted self-government and that New Zeala~d ~er~after
act as protector of and adviser to Samoa. At the Invltatlon of
New Zealand, the Council sent a mission to Western Samoa
to inquire into the matter on the spot. In its unanimous report, the mission recommended .a considerably lar~er
measure of self-government than eXIsted for the 71,460 Inhabitants of Western Samo~. The New Zealand Government

'I"i:
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informed the Councll of legislation introduced in ParIialllent
(or the: reorganization of the government of Western Samoa.
The m~ssion agreed that the proposed Illeasures were closely
line' with the recommendations contained in its report.
The Council noted with satisfaction the declared policy of
tile NeW Zealand Government and resolved that the people
of Western Samoa should be accorded immediately such
measures of self-government as were indicated in the mission's report. It resolved also that the people of Western
Samoa should be encouraged and assisted to assume increasing responsibilities. in self-government and ultimately be
accorded full self-government as soon as they were capable
of assuming the responsibilities involved.
'The third-and entirely new-means of conducting internationa~ supervision is through periodic visits to Trust Territories. The Council has decided to send out one visiting
mission each year. This means that, under present arrangements, each territory will be visited every three years.
The first of these regular visiting missions went in 1948 to
the Trust Territories of Ruanda Urundi and Tanganyika in
East Africa. Perhaps in no other respect has the potential
effectiveness of the Trusteeship System been more strikingly
shown than in the activities of Visiting Missions of the
Trusteeship Counci1. The right to send an independent body
responsible not to governments but to the Council to make
investigations on the spot is perhaps the most noteworthy ad. vahce of the Trusteeship System over the Mandates System.
Reference has been made to the important constitutional
reformsl which accompanied the visit of the special mission
to Western Samoa. The Visiting Mission to East Africa has
submitted to the Trusteeship Council a report of exceptional
interest, containing a valuable and illuminating survey of
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conditions in Tanganyika and Ruanda Urundi. As the Council has noted, the observations and recommendations of these
missions will make available a body of fresh, first-hand data
which will aid the Council in its task of promoting the
political, economic, social and educational advancement of
the peoples of Trust Terri Lories. l\loreover, the peoples of the
Trust Territories recognize in the Visiting l\1issions a tangible proof that the Trusteeship Council is not an impersonal
machine working afar off, but that it consists of earnest men
who are aware of and deepl y concerned with the present and
future conditions of the peoples and territories for which the
United Nations has undertaken solemn obligations and
responsibilities.
In addition to these three basic means of supervising Trust
Territories, the Trusteeship Council in carrying out its functions is empowered to take other actions in conformity with
the terms of the trusteeship agreements.
Recently the Council has undcrtaken, under the direction
of the General Assclnbly, two studics of a basic and continuing importance. The first study was concerned with the
effects of administrative unions and other arrangements between Trust Territories and adjacent colonies. Fears had
been expressed in the Council and in the General Assembly
that certain of these forms of association might impair the
special status of the Trust Territories concerned, and hinder
their progressive development toward the objectives set forth
in the Charter.
The second study stemmed from the constantly recurring
concern of the Trusteeship Council and the General Assembly with the need for an expansion of educational facilities
for the Trust Territories. On more than one occasion the
Council has stated that the progress of the inhabitants in all

[
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other fields is essentially linked with the development of
ed~cation. The General Assembly shared this view and
re~ommended to the Administering Authorities that they
intensify their efforts to increase educational facilities, and
that primary education should be free and access to higher
education not dependent on means. In the same resolution
the Trusteeship Council was requested to study the financial
and technical implications of a further expansion of higher
~ducation facilities, including the possibility of establishing
In .1952 .and maintaining a university in Africa to meet the
needs of the inhabitants of African Trust Territories. This
study has been recently completed. Several recommendations
of a specific nature to expand facilities for higher education
in the African Trust Territories based upon this study were
adopted, by the Trusteeship Council without a dissenting
vote.
N 01l-Self-Gol'(~rlling Territories

It was recognized at San Francisco that in practice the
Trusteeship System would not be likely to apply to very
many o~ the great colonial territories which are administered
by individual states. Yet there was a widespread feeling that
in the interest of the peace and well-being of the world at
large there should he at least a limited accountability to
the international cOllullunity for all Nun-Self-Governing
Territories. As a result, Chapter Xl of the Charter-the
Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories-was
conceived.
This chapter of the Charter is unique in that it applies
to all Non-Self-Governing Territories-all colonies, territories, and possessions-and incorporates a formal commitment on the part of administering states to transmit regularly
[1~3
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to the United Nations information on the economic, social,
and educational conditions in the territories under their
contro l. In 1948, e ight members of the United Nations transmitted such information with respect to 61 Non-Self-Governing T erritories under their control. Th e Secretary-General
summarizes and analyzes this information and transmits it to
a Special Committee-consisting of the eight administering
powers and e ig ht non-administering powers-which is empowered to make recommendations to the General Assembly.

enabl ed to su pervise the administration of Trust T erritories
were full y in o peration. During the same per iod the General
Assembl y had been slowl y d evising mea ns oE giving full er
effect to the o bj ectives procla imed in the Declaration R e garding N on-Self-Governing T erri tories,
Within even this very short time certain healthy and
heartening indications of future effectiveness may be seen.
Lively interest in the Trusteeship System and the principles
of Chapter XI continues to mount not only in th e world at
large but, most significa ntly, among the inhabitants of the
trust and other dependent terri to ries.
There can be little doubt that a world ill whi ch th ere
would be no subj ect peoples wo uld be a much beller world.
The United Nations, in the interest of peace and security
and supported by the sincere efforts of member states, administering and n on-administering a li ke, to g ive full effect to
the principl es and obj ecti ves of Ch apters Xl, XII and X III ,
is underwri ting a new basis of hope in th e fu ture for the dependent peoples of the world, The opportuni ty [or these
peoples tot live lip to their potentialities, to live wi th digni ty,
to enjoy politi cal freed om, security and r especta ble standards
of living, is bas ic to a world that wishes to live in freedom
and in peace.

COllclusion
The application of the principles set forth in Chapter Xl
and the operation of the In te rna tional Trusteeship System
'are designed to ensure a peaceful and certa in development
of dependent peopl es from subject sta tllS to self-governing or
independe nce.
~liraCli l o us results ca nnot he ex pccted, These principles
and mechanisms represent im po rtallt advan ces-perhaps the
most impo rtil nt advances-ye t achi eved in th e history o£

co lonialism . But this mac hiner y is not self-propelling. It
must depend for its success upon good faith and constructive
action as ex pressed th ro ugh th e national policies o f r esponsibl e go ve rnments. The press ure o f internatio nal public
op ini o n can inspire and stre ng th e n slich action. D ependent

~
I

,

I

peopl es, given sufficient opportllnil'ics under progressive administra tion, will be enabled to help themselves, to realize
their aspirations and to have a clear voice in their own
future.
Lillie more than two years have e lapsed si nce the United
N ations estahlished mechanisms to aid in th e advancement of

dependent peoples. By .lul l', ' 949, h owever, a ll the important
fun ctions and procedures by whi ch the United Nations is
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T he full record of achievement is open to the world and
available to the peoples. The hopes expressed in the San
FraTl,cisco, Charter are consistently being translated into action by the governments through the devotion of international civil servants gathered in the constellation of intergovernmental bodies which are the operating agencies of the
United Nations.
The st~ady course of man towards a better life in large,.
freedom within a community of nations ruled by law and
in ~hich problems are solved through cooperation fOT the
common good is powerfully furthered by the expression 0/
Ihe ,will of the peoples everywhere.
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OJ the People.! By the People.!
For the People
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HE PROGRESS OF DEMOCRATIC PRACTIC ES HAS REACHED

beyond the purely naliona l sphere and become a reality
also in the field of international affairs, The people themselves are taking a direct part in the development of national
foreign policies and in the settlement of international
problems.
Such a departure from previous patterns is a logical consequence of the changes which have occurred in the relationship among states. No longer can one nation remain isolated
from the o lh ers: fast means of lransporlalion girdle the
whole globe in hours and produce a conslant il1lerchang<
of persons. products. implemel1ls for peacefu l developmen~
and arms and elements of destruction. Telecommunicatiom
make simultaneously availab le to all the peoples ideas. information and entertainment.
W ar is no longer the concern solely of those human groups
who directly engage in an armed struggle; il has become
global. Not only does it affect every person within the na-
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Of the People, By the People, For the People

tions at swords' points, but it encroaches upon the pea~e of
all other states.
.
The world has indeed become a single closely knit community of peoples, no matter what the form of their government, the philosophy they subscribe to, the religion they
practice, or the social, economic or political status they
possess.
People have become aware of this unity of fundamental
interests and basic aspirations; they feel themselves part of
~n all-embracing humanity. Such a reeling reached its highest
point among the peoples of the United Nations when the
last war, with its tremendous personal sacrifices, was drawing
to a successful end in victory against the Nazi-fascist axis. It
was therefore only logical that when the Conference of San
Francisco was convened, the peoples began to influence the
thinki~g of their governments and to playa part in the selection of representatives to attend the meetings and assist
delegations in their work.
Their presence and activities were felt at all stages of the
proceedings, and it can be said that they were directly responsible for the writing into the Charter of many far-reaching
provisions of social, economic, cultural and humanitarian
character.
Nobody was surprised, therefore, when it was decided to
open the Charter with the meaningful words "We, the
;Peoples u in recognition of the all important role played by
such unofficial spokesmen.
Such verbal recognition, however, was not considered
enough, and further provisions of the Charter laid the foundation of the consultative status for Non-Governmental
Organizations in connection with the Economic and Social

Council, and of the righ~ of petition within the trusteeship
system.
: The direct participation of people's institutions in the
work of the United Nations has profoundly changed the
attitude of millions of individuals throughout the world
towards international affairs. They have acquired a sense of
personal responsibility for international activities with regard to their respective spheres of organizational interest. As
their participation has increased, they have come to appreciate the close connection existing between such limited field.
and the whole gaillut and scope of world affairs.
, They have used their newly acquired "international personality" to perform a dual role of treJnendous importance:
first, to make the opinion of their organizations known, at
the world level, to the representatives of governments engaged in the study of certain problems; and second, to inform
their fellow nlembers not. only about those proceedings in
which they participate, but also about all other activities performed by the United Nations in the creation of adequate
conditions for the furtherance of a stable peace, without which
all efforts to promote limited aims would come to naught.
Besides those Non-Governmental Organizations which
enjoy consultative status, thousands of others have awakened
to the need, for action in the international field. They have
asked to know what is being done to ensure the maintenance
of peace and security; they have made up their minds to play.
a role in the growth of a better world for the generations to
come; they wish to be counted among those who, through
active participation, are carrying their share of the common
burden of translating the physical oneness of the world into
a spiritual unity of mankind: the necessary prerequisite for
a stable and peaceful international community.
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Such direct interest is not only displayed by members of
Non-Governmental Organizations. Educators, students, millions of indiviuals, have also become aware of world events
and their influence upon their lives. They also wish to know
about the organization to which they have entrusted the
study and solution of their vital problems, in all fields of
human endeavor. '
.
The United Nations has fully recognized the right of all
the peoples-whether organized or not-to know, and the
duty of the organization to inform them.
At the First Session of the General Assembly, held in Lon:
don, in 1946, that duty was defined through the adoption of '
the recommendations of a Technical Advisory Committee,
whose preamble stated:
"The United Nations canllUl achic\T ils purposcs unless
the p eoples of the world are fully informed of its a ims and
activities."
Under the guidance of this general statement and of the
recommendations made by the Technical Advisory Committee, the Department of Publi c InformaLion has developed
Its work. It has never been a ble fully to mect the evergrow.ing (~emand from all quarters of the globe for compreh ensIve, timely and objective information about the aims and
activities of the organization. Carefully refraining from socalled "propaganda," it has, within its limited financial
m eans, gradually developed its action in three parallel fields:
~:l c illal information on the United Natiolls ac tivities, survey-

IIIg of public opinion, and education .
Factual info.rmation is dissemi nated through a ll existing
channels of wntten, spoken and graph ic journalism, as events
take place. The large body of press, radio and graphic correspondents accredited at Headquarters and at Information
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Centers-particularly Geneva, SwiLl.erland, seat of the European Office and second only to Lake Success in scope and
intensity of international activity. makes such news available
to the world. The unfortunate shortage of hard currencies
besetting most countries of the world has created the urgent
need for supplementary direct dissemination of information.
on

a basis of non-competition

with commercial agencies. to

the press.; radio and newsreels of many arcas which would
otherwise be d eprived of such important ncws. This supple,
mentary service is distributed throu gh Information Centers
located i~ strategic communication points and over the
broadcasting facilities made available by private and official
radio networks throughout the world. Thus, in accordance
with a r ecommendation of th e General Asscmbly. the voice
of the United Nations is heard everywhere with most encouraging response. although the organizalion does not yet
have its own transmitters over which to use the frequencies
already allocated for the purpose and secured pursuant to a
resolution o f the General Assembly.
The impact of information about th e United Nations is
determined by the volume of news published everywhere, its
quality. and the consequent ed itorial comment, plus individual or co r~Qorate writlen reaCLio ns sent to Lake Success.
On the basis of all the above rnalcria l. tlic Department of
Public Information sur vcys public opinion regularl y and is
in a posifion to i,,[orm policy makers un th e thoughts and
aspirations

or

Ih e peoples everywhe re. Never before was such

an effort mad e to eva luate public op inion . and never before
did it appear to take such a direct int.erest in the (ourse of
international affairs. Such a survey, undertaken at first only
for the g\lidance of the organs of the Uniled Nations and of
the Secretariat, is now widely used by delegations and repre-
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aentatives of information media who wish to ascertain. reactions to the proceedings of the organization.
We believe that well-informed individuals will be able to
pass intelligent judgment on matters of public concern; we
believe also-and the General Assembly has endorsed such a
view-that enlightened peoples will understand fully their
responsibility in the shaping and conduct of international
affairs.
To assist in the development of an enlightened public.
opinion the Department of Public Information has had to
undertake an educational process which lays the foundations
for a better understanding of the aims and activities of the
United Nations.
Teaching about the United Nations, recommended to governments by the General Assembly, has developed into a
major activity for the Department of Public Information. It
is done through the distribution of sample materials and
publications; the furnishing of speakers to institutions;
forums and debates of all kinds; the production and circulation of documentary motion pictures and film strips; the
establishment of reference collections and centers in practically all countries which are members of the United Nations, in some non-member states. in trustee and non-selfgoverning territories. Thousands of voluntary workers, in
almost every land, have been ~obilized in this campaign to
develop an intelligent participation of peoples in the activities of the United Nations.
In the chapter on "The Charter," Secretary General
Trygve Lie has spoken of the growth, as a part of the process
of the United Nations, of the "compulsive power of public
opinion." No single event connected with the organization is..
10 pregnant with far-reaching conseq ueuces as the appearance

ol this :new "moral force n in the pursuit of a better world.
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:It w~uld be strange, to say the least, if the unanimous
urge of;peoples everywhere for peace were not translated into
a determination to see that such peace be secured. Amidst the
clatter of controversy and of ideological disputation, nations
sometimes seenl to lose sight of the fundamental subject of
their endeavors: man himself. Yet all philosophical conceptions, all schools of economic thinking, all political institutions, all social systems Claim it as their right and duty to
serve man, to raise man from his present precarious status to
a higher and fuller enjoyment of all that human intelligence
has conquered in its age-long struggle against nature.
A student of history cannot accept the pessimistic appraisal
that mC:ln has not advanced in his search for loftier achievements. As a perfectible b~ing, man has consistently proceeded
from the state of nature towards intellectual freedom and
spiritual integration. His original limited activity of wresting
his daily livelihood first from nature, and then from the
other humans inhabiting his very restricted physical world,
has progressed through the conquest of nature's hidden
forces ~nd the growth of his spiritual awareness of the universe, ihto the realization that man has not yet fully explored
the potentialities of his· own intellect in order to further
develop untouched realms which may hold the answer to
hi~ urisatisfied needs.
Man has also learned, in his slow and painful ascent to
higher; status, that agreement and cooperation hold more
constructive prospects of meeting his requirements than controversy and war. He knows that assent is more lasting than
submis~ion, and therefore is willing to try the methods of
pacific :understanding and settlement rather than the brutal
imposition of unilateral solution.
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"Ve have seen how this belief has influenced the United
Nations in its brief four years of existence : when the means
to enforce compliance with Security Counci l decisions were ~
not established, it resorted to persuasion, mediation, conciliation and compromise. These peaceful procedures have
proved successful in the face of the most pessimistic forebod 'ngs, because they had the most effective moral support,
that which is spiritually above all other forces and influences:
the power of aroused public opinion.
Thus en lightened, man refuses any IOllger to believe that
only war can settle vital conflicts of national interest; he '
knows that pacific settlement, when sincerely endorsed by ,
the parties and act ively encouraged by a ll states not involved
in the dispute, can and must produce an adequate comprom ise.
Not even vital ideological controversies need be resolved
by the forced imposition of one conception upon the
other. Between the most extremely divergent views there
is always a wide variety of compromise opinions. where an I
adeq uate answer can be found. The search for the "areas of
coi ncidence" is one of the basic tasks of the U ni ted Nations.
No sur rend er of essential principl e by either party to a contro ve rsy of ideo logy or of interest is necessary to bridge the
most urgent aspects of disagreemen t.
If, as we said before, man is the subject of all the aims
propounded by con flicting conceptions of life, it seems logical to expect that man's true interests will determine the
outcome.
There is no deeper emotion in the human soul than that
of his personal r elationship to God. R eligion is one of the
most powerful motivations of his life and his actions. During
centuries, the clash of divergent theological conceptioru

caused men to fight each other on the battlefields of innumerab le wars of religion. In the struggle for supremacy. the
various confessions forgot that man was the principal subject
of their respective spiri tual ministrations. But the day
daw n ed when th e fighting religio us creeds real ized that whi le
upholding their ueliefs they were destroying those for whom
sa lva tion was sought ; that by concentra ting their imilled iate
efforts upon the raising of man to loftier status- which was
th e purported aim of every creed-they need not sacrifice
their basic theo logical beliefs, the vita l prin ci pl es of their
faith . And the wars of religion ended, while the disputation
proceeded in p eace.
The peoples knew that the presen t ideological controversy
can a lso be resolved if th ose who uph old the most extreme
views devote th eir efforts to th e very subject of th eir proclaimed purposes: man. And within the " Un ited Nations
there are many signs which indicate that such a day has begun; tha t governments of the people, working for the people
and through the people, are bringing closer the day in which
there is truly
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Not all humans have tinted their hands or soiled their consciences with the blood of their brethren. Millions of individuals have redeemed the dignity of the specie3 by
displaying a magnificent attitude of kiizdness towards the
childr~n of devastated countries.
No .single activity of the United Nations has meant so
much to the ordinary people, both those who received and
those who gave. The United Nations Appeal for Children
(UNA C), established to gather contributions to be used by
UNICEF, and UNICEF itself are demonstrating that the
challenge has been taken u.p with full courage and serious
intent.
Much yet remains to be done; but the United Nations has
awakened the peoples to their solidary resjJonsibility towards
all those who suDer as a result of the last war, and new trails
of human generosity and understanding are now being
blazed by people eager to do their share in the material and
moral reconstruction of the world.
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T IS A COMMONPLACE TO SAY THAT THE CHILDREN OF TODAY

will make the world of tomorrow. In too many areas ot
the world. those childrclI, alas, have lived through and
suffered frOln untold horrors of the war and difficulties of
the post·war period. Victinls of aggression and/or of impact
of hostpities, most of thenl survived marked by the effect of
disease, malnutrition, and tnental anguish. Some of these
marks are indelible but Inany can be effaced.
: In no period of human history has there been such a recog·
nition on the part of public authorities, national, and local
citizens and voluntary organizations, of the vital importance
for th~ future of their nations, and of humanity itself, for
large scale measures to t:epair the damage to their children
~d to improve their health and welfare.
i In no period of hum~n history has there been so much
. need to demonstrate the value of international solidarity.
Fortunately, seldom has humanity given examples of such
magnificent practical collaboration as was demonstrated by
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
(UNR~). In UNRRA nations that escaped the damages of
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war, and, indeed, many of those which did not, agreed to
contribute one per cent of their national income for relief
and rehabilitation of war-devastated countries, victims of
aggression. Over ninety-eight per cent of contributions were
paid in and supplies to the value of billions of dollars were
distributed throughout the world. UNRRA became a household word; and its achievements have a deep significance in
the fight for peace. By the middle of 1946, the principal
donors to UNRRA funds declared their unwillingness to
continue to contribute and a very serious situation was created because in the winter of 1946-47 grave shortages of
essential foodstuffs were anticipated throughout vast areas
benefiting from UNRRA. The UNRRA Council decided,
therefore, to recommend to the United Nations Assembly
that they appeal to the governments and peoples of the world
to continue relief for the benefit of the children, and, in
Deceluber, 1946, the United Nations Assembly created the
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund,
or for short, UNICEF.
UN ICEF is governed by a Board elected by the Assembly,
and on which twenty-six governments arc represented:
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Byelorussia, Canada, China,
Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, France,
Greece, Iraq, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, .
Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of South Africa, Union of Soviet Socialist
Russia, United Kingdom, United States, and Yugoslavia.
UNICEF is one of the few, and perhaps the only intergovernmental organization in which delegates of governlllents representing conflicting philosophies cooperate side
by side in a practical manner. The response to their appeal
was effective. 136,000,000 in dollar equivalents have been

contributed by 36 governments and by peoples of forty-nine
countries. This, indeed, is far from the billions contributed
to UNRRA, and from the billions spent in political relief,
but in these days of discord and armaments race, it represents
a very sign~ficant demonstration of world-wide sentiment for
international solidarity.
~feasured by the pre-war standards of generosity,
$136,000,000 is a significant figure. ~Ieasured by the needs
of the children, it is, indeed, but a marginal sum. Faced with
this situati?n, UNICEF had to concentrate on a few barest
essentials: milk and fats for the countries where livestock
was destroyed; cotton and wool for linen and clothing; essential medical equipment to (ope with the epidemics and social
diseases; equiplnent to pernlit processing of safe milk for
infants; facilities to benefit rapidly from the newest methods
for controlling disease and to raise the standards of children" s
health.
UNICEF does not operate in the field, nor does it administer the distribution of the supplies it donates to governments. The governtnents act as trustees for UN ICEF, and
under agreelnent with the governlnents, UNICEF missions
reside in the capitals of the receiving countries for the purpose of discussing government requests, the plans of operations, the manner of distribution, so as to be in a position
to present progress reports to the Administration and the
Board of UNICEF.
A few illustrations may suffice to give eloquence to these
dry statements. i\lore than four and one-half million children
in eleven European countries have been receiving skim milk,
some fat, S<j>metimes meat, sometimes jam, which they otherwise would not have had, and many more millions are receiving cod liver oil in various forms.
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Cotton and wool supplied enahled certain countries tu
introduce as a national policy the disu ilml ion o[ layettes for
cvcry baby born in thc country.
I.ahorat.ory cquipmellt anel hundreds of X-ray machines

campaign bas now been extended to North Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and Latin America. By the time it is completed, 25,000,000 or more children will have been vaccinated.

have pennittcd, and will cUllLillue Lu pertUiL, the proper diag·

UNICEF was created as an emergency organization; its
assistance is valuable and sought after. llut it represents only

nosis of tubercular children.
The most practical illustration of international solidarity
is, howcver, deIllonstratcd by the work of the 'Joint Entcrprise: Here is the story. In Scandinavia, a discovery of a
great French scientist, Calmettc, and of his assistant, Guerin,
was put to practice in the prevention of tuberculosis; it is a
live vaccine known by the initials of its discoverers, B.C.G.
It is difficult to prepare and its administration requires consitlcrilble experience. Denlnark, Norway, and Sweden, had
this experience, and immediatc]y after the war, they equipped
teams of their own doctors and nurses and offered their
services to devastated countries, in order to demonstrate
the best use of this vaccine. Two years ago, the Danish
Government offered to UNICEF SOlne $500,000 and the
services of their own teams, in association with those of
Norway and Sweden, for the purpose of assisting countries
that might be willing to vaccinate the whole of the youth
against this dreaded disease. This indeed is a 'Joint Enterprise' because it represents a common endeavor of UNICEF,
the Scandinavians, and the various interested governments.
Before the vaccine can be injected, the child must be tested
to see whether it is not already infected by the disease. Never
in the history of modern pub1ic health has a vaccination
attained such proportions. Twenty-six countries applied for
assistance; the campaign started in July, 1948, and by October, 1949, in Europe alone, over 11,000,000 children had
been tested, and of that number 6,000,000 vaccinated. The

a slllall fraction of the expenditure of rnnney and effort by
the countries themselves. In the countries receiving UNICEF
assistance frOln Finland through Eastern, Central, Southeastern Europe to Italy and France; frorn Northern China,
through the Philippines, Siam, Malaya, Indonesia, Ceylon,
India and ~orth again to Pakistan; from Syria through Lebanon, Israel, Egypt to North Africa; 1~unisia, Algeria and
l\{orocco; finally, now in Latin America mil1ions of children
and adolescents will require tremendous efforts to give them
such condi~ions for growth and developtnent as they are
entitled to. Their needs are continuous, and should international solidarity keep pace in the same practical manner
as at present with those continuing needs, a very substantial
contributio'~ would be made to the world-wide effort for
building a firm foundation of peace.
There are signs of a rea] recognition of this need: The
French Government has offered to create in Paris an international children's centre, so that it can be utilized as
an instrument of work by the United Nations, its specialized agencies, and all national institutes for the purpose of training, study, and practical application of policies
that are to; benefit maternal and child welfare and health.
UNICEF i~ discussing a somewhat similar centre for Southeast Asia, which may be created in India. Constructive
arrangements of a similar kind are under way in Northern
China. In the current work of UNICEF and in the establishment of those centres, the United Nations Secretariat and
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the various speciaIi~ed agencies are collaborating hand in
hand with UNICEF.
The same collaboration has been available whenever
UNICEF has to deal with a sudden disaster. During hostilities
between Israel and the Arab States, more than one-half million mothers and children had to seek refuge from their
homes; for over a year now, UNICEF is aiding them. A terrible earthquake in Ecuador suddenly rendered thousands
of children homeless; UNICEF, again, is helping along. In
both cases, while the assistance is appreciable, it is not sufficient to solve the problems created by the emergencies.
Governments themselves must find permanent solutions. But
an inter-governmental agency for organized, practical international solidarity is of great importance for the establishment of peace.
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A.ncient Chinese philosophers set the attainment of seren, ity 4S man's spiritual goal in life; modern sociologists hold
that :his most earnest search is for security.
Yet neither of these vital aims can be achieved if global
war ~gain casts its world ellve/ojJing mantle upon mankind:
, no people, however remote, and 1lO individual, flO matter how
isolated in his ivory tower, will escaJJe the consequences of
atomic chain reaction or biological and jJsycJlOlogical weapons.

i
i

~~
~

Only a revival of humanism with its reliance on the principle of free coojJeration for the common good can stay the

~'

disrllj)tive forces at wode to tllrn the ideological controversy

ft"

;

now going on among violently opJ}osed concet}tions of life
into :an armed clash.

~

~

A :~lew j)hilosojJ/zY of j)cace has been emerging from the
views expressed and the jJractices developed in the United
Nations.

I
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New Aspects of Peace

U

"

PON; ASSUMING TIlE PRESIDENCY OF °nlE GENERAL ASSEM-

bly of the United Nations during its fourth session,
September 20, 1949, I expressed the hope that it would
earn the title of the "Peace Assembly" by its devoted efforts
towards the maintenance of international security, just as
its predecessor had been called the "HUlllan Rights Assembly" because of its outstanding achievements in safeguarding
hlunan rights and fundalnental freedoms. No one denies the
value of slogans or the evocative power of a felicitous name.
Yet, in my mind, there was a purpose beyond the desire to
coin a slogan or to invent a name. The "cold war" between
East and West had eased perceptibly. The international tension had abated and mankind had been granted a merciful
reprieve from the fear of a third world war. In the breathing-spell that ensued, it seemed reasonable to hope that the
Great Po~ers would make a fresh and sincere attempt to
practice the all-but-forgotten art of accomnlodation, which is
the first essential step towards real and enduring peace.
A few days after this exhortation to the General Assembly
came the historic announcelncnt by President rrruman that
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there had occurred an "atomic explosion" in the Soviet Un·
ion. Despite the futile academic conjectures as to whether
this meant that the U.S.S.R. had or had not produced an
atom bomb, it became utterly clear that peace would indeed
be the major concern of the United Nations now and in the
immediate future. The danger of an atomic war had seemed
rClllOle so long as we could trust the olle nation that had
previously enjoyed a monopoly of the atom bomb never to
employ it except in self-defense. Hut once the monopoly was
broken, the danger could no longer be regarded as a remote
possibility; it had now to be faced as a proxiluatc one completely dependent upon the separate initiative of two antagonists more or less equally armed. Peace, at that moment,
ceased to be a hope which one might cherish as an emotional
luxury; it had become a matter of desperate and terrifying
necessity.
Not that another war with the conventional weapons would
not be sufficiently destructive to inspire a lively yearning for
peace. The ruin wrought by these weapons in the last war
is alarming enough even if we discount the shambles of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But the anticipation of ~n unknown
terror breeds a feeling of despair that is new and unfamiliar.
To the extent that the destructive power of the atom bomb
can be made greater still, and that its employment by one
side in a war might provoke the use by the enemy of the
same and other weapons with equal or even greater efficacy,
the problem of war and peace acquires a new quality and a
new dimension. War leaves the ranks of the familiar apocalyptic terrors of famine and pestilence and joins the ultimate terrors of the Great Deluge and the Day of Judgment.
'Var, or violent struggle in sonle form, is perhaps as old
as the human race. Yet, there would be litde profit at this

time in exploring human nature for some plausible explanation of the causes of war. No nation is necessarily or inherently nlore warlike or nlore peace-loving than another. Nor
is the~e much more profit in examining the theories of the
economic determinists on the same subject. There is no evidence that if war should corne it will be hrought on by con·
flicting desires for territorial expansion, for wider markets
or for. new sources of raw materials. The question is not
whether the United States and the Soviet Union can co-exist
econo1?1ically in the same world, for this they can easily do
thanks to the substantial natural resources that are at the
disposcp of each of them. The line of conflict is heavily political in color, and the question, rather, is whether these
two great Powers can co-exist politically in the same world.
A war between these two Powers would be a war between
two aggressive political systems, two rival civilizations. It
would have nothing in cOlumon with the wars of territorial
conquest or economic aggrandizement, where a material prize
of measurable value awaited the victor. It would instead more
closely. resenlble the great religious wars, the intermittent
struggles, for instance, between the Moslems and the Christians to decide the mastery of Europe. The stake was, as it
would be in a future war, the soul and the faith of man.
The analogy is compelling, but it ends there. In the past
the soldier, though expendable, was replaceable, and victory
meant the triumph and glorification of the faith. In a future
war in ;which atomic and bacteriological weapons are used,
the survival of the human race would be at stake, and vic·
tory would become a meaningless word.
,This is the new quality, ,the new dimension of a future war.
It raises the cold and brutal question of whether any war is
worth fighting at all for any cause if it should conceivably
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result in a ruined and uninhabitable planet and possibly in
the extinction of the human race itself.
The possibility that these new weapons might be used
in a future war alters the whole philosophical basis of p~ace
making. It used to be said that peace may either be imposed
by coercion or achieved by cooperation. Before the advent of
international organization, the method of coercion, wherein
peace resulted from the arbitrament of arms, could be and
was resorted to readily and even with careless impunity. Two
pugnacious princes or two rival states took to the ~eld wi~h
their legions, and force decided the issue. The victor dictated the peace terms and the vanquished submitted to them.
Though the peace that followed was not always satisfactory,
it was nevertheless peace of a kind and often lasted for long
periods.
Such a coercive peace would be denied to both victor and
vanquished in a future war. It is generally admitted that with
the weapons now available in the arsenals of the Great Powers, it would make no difference which side thought it had
won the war in the end. The onl y peace that would follow
wou ld be the ghostly peace of the celuetery.
That leaves us the only alternative: peace by cooperation.
Men first tried it in earnest by forming the League of N ations and then promptly negated this noble effort by reverting to the ancient vices of power intrigues, military posturing,
clashing sovereignties, and consequent international fra.gmentation and anarchy. We have nlade another attempt In
the same direction by establishing the United Nations. This
may well be mankind's last experiment in the science of
peace-making.
Some have complained that the experiment has so far
yielded negative results. They forget that the conception
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of the United Nations assumed cooperation among the Great
Power~, more specifically, between the United States and the
Soviet' Union. It is true that as organized at present the
Unite~ Nations cannot prevent war between these two Powers. But it was not organized for such purpose. On the contrary, it was organized on the assumption that these two
Powers would cooperate in achieving its objectives, and that
so long as they did cooperate, no serious threat to the peace
could possibly arise from any quarter.
Yet, even this lack of Great Power cooperation has not prevented the United Nations from achieving some success in
removing or localizing threats to or breaches of the peace. In
Palestine, Greece, Kashmir, Korea and Indonesia, it has exercised a moderating influence upon situations of a highly explosive character. This shows that even with its present limitations the United Nations wields sufficient power of moral
suasion to prevent the spread of violence and anarchy.
From the obvious shortcomings of the United Nations, it
is comparatively easy to jump to the inevitable logical necessity for a world government and a world state. The peace
which. once rested precariously upon a balance of power
among seven Great Powers (Great Britain, the United States,
Germany, Japan, France, the Soviet Union, and Italy) now
rests more precariously still upon a bi-polar systelu of power
concentration. But it does not follow that the reduction of
these centers of power from seven to two has minimized the
possibil~ties of collision or that it necessarily represents an
advance towards an eventual world state. If at all, this process
has produced a cleavage between the seven centers of power
that existed before the war.
It has, been well said that a system of collective security
based on Great Power combinations or a two-bloc system
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could have the practical result of transmuting little wars into
great wars.
It is true that there can be no assurance of a permanent
peace without a world state. But it would be a dangerous
illusion to suppose that we can establish such a world state
only as a result of a global war (which, because of the new
weapons, must be ruled out as obsolete) or, alternatively, as
the result of a progressive political evolution, making use of
the means and the instruments that we have at hand. World
government, like all forms of government upon a lesser scale,
is a matter of acquired mental attitude and habit. In the same
manner that the integration of an individual into society or
of a community into the nation would require a prior moral
and intellectual discipline, so would the establishment of a
world state presuppose a new kind of political mores on the
part of the component natinn-("(lIllIJllIllilies, chief among
which would be the readiness to snrrender many of the attributes of national sovereignty. It is obvious that peace would
remain highly precarious at best in a system of sovereign
states.
Even so, the withering away of state sovereignty has progressed more than is generally supposed. Proof of this is the
rapid growth of the body of international law, the increase
in the agencies of international cooperation in the social and
economic fields, the heightened force of the recommendations
and decisions of the various organs of the United Nations.
Every member of the United Nations divests itself of a substantial portion of its jealously guarded sovereignty to the extent that it participates in the work of the organization, and
the scope of its labors is expanding each year.
But it is in the one specific direction already indicated,
that of accommodation, that the brightest possibilities of su~-
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cess exist for the United N alions. This success in limited areas
certainly suggests unlimited potentialities of effective work
in a wider field. And it is in this field that the United Nations as an evolving body is best qualified to perform, using
the long discarded nlethod of accOInrnodation through diplomacy.
CO,nciliation, mediation, compromise and accommodationthese are the methods of the United Nations, and they suggest the w~sdom of regulation and adjustment, the practical
advantage~ of capitalizing upon sirnilarities and minimizing
differences. It is significant that the word "compromise,"
which used to be a perfectly reputable word denoting the
settlement of differences through mutual concessions, has
become somewhat tainted by the unpleasant odor of appeasement. This is due in part to the pride of power, and in part to
careless th~nking and vicious propaganda.
To retu$l to the fateful question of the control of atomic
energy, wHat may not have been so clear a while ago has
today acquir~d the startling brilliance of lightning: through
conciliation and accommodation, a compromise must be
sought between the opposing proposals of the United States
and the Soviet Union on this subject. Mankind will not be
satisfied with a statement that their differences are insoluble.
If hitherto men have been willing to accept the deferment of
an agreement until a more salutary political climate has been
developed, ~they cannot be put off any longer with such excuses. The reverse has becOIne appallingly true. To achieve
any improvement at all in the political climate of the world,
the two Great Powers Jnust first reach a satisfactory agreement on the control of atomic energy and the prohibition
of atomic weapons. Nothing of any great importance can be
accomplished before then.
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A great deal has been said in favor of "open diplomacy."
That is has certain merits cannot be denied. Yet the atmosphere is so highly charged with provocative propaganda that
one wonders whether a partial return to "secret diplomacy"
may not offer certain advantages now denied to a diplomacy
exclusively practiced upon a rostrum, hefore a microphone,
in quest of voting majorities. A judiciolls combination of
both methods is probably the answer.
The stubborn pride of power has become a luxury that
we can no longer afford. Even appeasement, a word of contempt, may soon assume a new meaning and a new dignity.
For now we have none to appease except humanity itself in
its desperate impatience to be anchored in some secure haven
of cooperation and mutual trust, and nothing to allay except
its bottomless thirst for enduring peace.

j,
I····.·
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The Charter of the
United Nations

WE THE PEOPLES OF TI-1E UNITED NATIONS
DETERMINED

I,
J.
{

to save succeeding generations from, the scourge of warJ
which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow
to mankind) and
to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights) in the
dignity and worth of the human iJersou) in the equal
rights of men and women and of nations large and small)
and
to establish conditions under which justice "and respect
for the obligations arising from treaties and other
sources of international law can be' maintained, and
to promote social progress and better standards 01 life
in larger freedom,
AND FOR THESE ENDS
to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one
another as good neighbors, and
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to unite our strength to maintain international peace
and security, and

2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to
strengthen universal peace;
3. To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic. social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion;
and
4. To be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations
in the attainment of these common ends.

to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that armed force shall not be used,
save in the common interest, and
to employ international machinery for the promotion of
the economic and social advancement of all peoples,
HAVE RESOLVED TO C01UBINE OUR EFFORTS
TO ACCOJV1PLISH THESE AIMS
Accordingly, our respective Governments, through representatives assembled in the city of San Frallcisco, who have
exhibited their full powers found to be iu good and due
form, have agreed to the present Charter of the United
Nations and do hereby establish an international organization to be known as the United Nations.

Article

The Organization and its MClnbers, in pursuit of the Purposes stated in Article I, shall act in accordance with the
following Principles.
1. The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.
2. All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the
rights and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfil
in good fai th the obligations assulned by them in accordance
with the present Charter.
s. All Members shall settle their international disputes
by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace
and security, and justice, are not endangered.
4. All Members shall refrain in their international rela..
tions from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state, or in any
other, nlanner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United
Nations.
5. All Members shall give the United Nations every assist-

CHAPTER I
PURPOSES

AND

'.

PRINCIPLES

Article

2

I

The Purposes of the United Nations are:
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to
th~t end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the
suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the
peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law,
adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;
[160 ]
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ance in any action it takes in accordance with the present
Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state
against which the United Nations is taking 'preventive or
enforcement action.
.
6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are not
Members of the United Nations act in accordance with these
Princi pIes so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of
international peace and security.
7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall author·
ize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or
shall require the Members to submit such matters to settle·
ment under the present Charter; hllt this principle shall not
prejudice the application of enforceUlent measures under
Chapter VII.

'~l'D

I ;..

i
t

I

I!

The Charter of the United Nationa
in th~ present Charter and, in the judgment of the Organizaltion, are able and willing to carry out these obligations.
I ~. rrhe admission oEany such state to membership in the
,United Nations will be effected by a decision of the General
~mbly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.

Article 5
• A Member of the United Nations against which preventive
or en~orcement action has been taken by the Security Council
may be suspended from the exercise of the rights and privi.
leges of membership by the General Assembly upon the
recommendation of the Security Council. The exercise of
these rights and privileges may be restored by the Security
Coun<;:il.

Article 6

CHAPTER II
MEMBERSHIP

A Member of the United Nations which has persistently
violated the Principles contained in the present Charter may
be expelled from the Organization by the General Assembly
upon the recommendation of the Security Council.

Article 3
The original Members of the United Nations shall be
the states which, having participated in the United Nations
Conference on International Organization at San Francisco,
or having previously signed the Declaration by United
Nations of January 1, 1942, sign the present Charter and
ratify it in accordance with Article 11 o.

CHAPTER III

o RGA N S
Article 7

Membership in the United Nations is open to all other
peace·loving states which accept the obligations contained

There are established as the principal organs of the
United Nations: a General Assembly, a Security Council, an
Economic and Social Council, a Trusteeship Council, an
International Court of Justice, and a Secretariat.
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Such subsidiary organs as may be found necessary may
be established in accordance with the present Cha~tcr.
2.

Article

1. The General Assenlhly may consider the general prin.
ciples of cooperation in the maintl'lIance of inLernational
peace and security, including the prillciples governing dis-

Arlide 8

The United Nations shall place

110

restrictiolls on tlu.'

eligibility of men and women to participate in any capacity
and under conditions of equality in its principal and subsidiary organs.

CHAPTER IV
THE GENERAL ASSEMBl.Y
;

I

I

Composition

i

Article 9
1. The General Assembly shall consist of all the Members
of the United Nations.
2. Each Melnber shall have not Inore than five representatives in the General Assembly-

I
,!:
t

~i

Functions and Powers
Article

IO

II

armanlcnt and the regulation of armaments, alld may make
recOlnmendalions with regard to such principles to the
Members or to the Security Councilor to both.
2. fThe General Assembly nlay discuss any questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security
brought before it by any Member of the United Nations, or
by the Security Council. or by a state which is not a Member of the United Nations in accordance with Article 35.
paragraph 2, and, except as provided in Article 12, may make
recomluendations with regard to any such questions to the
state or states concerned or to the Security Council or to
both. Any such question on which action is necessary shall
be referred to the Security Council by the General Assembly either before or after discussion.
3. The General Assembly may call the attention of the
Security Council to situations which are likely to endanger
international peace and security.
4. The powers of the General Assembly set forth in this
Article shall not limit the general scope of Article 10.

Article

The General Assembly may discuss any questions or any
matters within the scope of the present Charter or relating
to the powers and functions of any organs provided for in
the present Charter. and. except as provided in Article 12,
may make recommendations to the Members of the United
Nations or to the Security Councilor to both on any such
questions or matters.

1. While the Security Council is exercising in respect of
any dispute or situation the functions assigned to it in the
present Charter. the General Assembly shall not make any
recommendation with regard to that dispute or situation
unless the Security Council so requests.
2. The Secretary-Gene~al, with the consent of the Security
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Council, shall notify the General Assembly at each session
of any matters relative to the Inaintenance of international
peace and security which are being dealt with by the Security
Council and shall similarly notify the General Assembly, or
the Members of the United Nations if the General Assembly
is not in session, immediately the Security Council ceases to
deal with such matters.
.

Article IS
1. The General Assembly shall receive and consider annual and special reports from the Security Council; these
reports shall include an account of the measures that the
Security Council has decided upon or taken to maintain international peace and security.
2. The General Assemhly shaH receive and consider reports ~from the other organs of the United Nations.

Article I3
The General Assembly shall initiate studies and make
recommendations for the purpose of:
a. promoting international cooperation in the political
field and encouraging the pr~)grcssive development of international law and its codification;
b. promoting international cooperation in the economic,
social, cultural, educational, and health fields, and assisting in the realization of hUlnan rights and fundamental
freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.
2. The further responsibilities, functions, and powers of
the General Assembly with respect to matters mentioned in
paragraph l(b) above are set forth in Chapters IX and X.
1.

A,"licle I6
The General Assembly shaH perfonn such functions with
respect to the international trusteeship system as are assigned
to it under Chapters XII and XIII, including the approval
of the trusteeship agreements for areas not designated as
strategic.
Article 17
1. The General Assembl y shall consider and approve the
budget of the Organization.
I 2. The expenses of the Organization shall be borne by the
Members as apportioned by the General Assembly.
3· The General Assembly shall consider and approve any
financial and budgetary arrangements with specialized agencies referred to in Article 57 and shall examine the administrative budgets of such specialized agencies with a view to
making recommendations to the agencies concerned.

Article I4
Subject to the provisions of Article 12, the General Assembly may recommend measures for the peaceful adjustI~ent
of any situation, regardless of origin, which it deems likely
to impair the general welfare or friendly relations among
nations, including situations resulting from a violation of the
provisions of the present Charter setting forth the Purposes
and Principles of the United Nations.

Voting
Article I8
1.

Each member of the General Assembly shall have one

yote.
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Decisions of the General Assembly on important questions shall be made by a two-thirds Ina jority of the members
present and voting. These questions shall include: recommendations with respect to the maintenance of international
peace and security, the election of the non-permanent members of the Security Council, the election of the members of
the Economic and Social Council, the election of members of
the Trusteeship Council in accordance with paragraph l(C)
of Article 86, the admission of new Members to the United
Nations, the suspension of the rights and privileges of membership, the expulsion of Members, questions relating to the
operation of the trusteeship system, and budgetary questions.
3. Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of questions to be decided by
a two-thirds majority, shall be made by a majority of the
members present and voting.

at the request of the Security Councilor of a majority of the
Members of the United Nations.

2.

,.'

Article I9
A Member of the United Nations which is in arrears in
the payment of its financial contributions to the Organization
shall have no vote in the General Asselobly if the amount
of its arrears equals or exceeds the amount of the contributions due from it for the preceding two full years. The General Assembly may, nevertheless, pertnit sllch a Member to
vote if it is satisfied that the failure to pay is due to conditions beyond the control of the Member.

Article

2I

The General Assembly shall adopt its own rules of procedure. It shall elect its President for each session.

Article

22

The General Assembly may establish such subsidiary organs ~ it deems necessary for the performance of its functions.

CHAPTER V
THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Composition
Article

2)

The General Assembly shall meet in regular annual sessions and in such special sessions as occasion may require.
Special sessions shall be convoked by the Secretary-General

The Security Council shall consist of eleven Members
of the United Nations. The Republic of China, France, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States
of America shall be permanent members of the Security
Council. The General Assembly shall elect six other Members of the United Nations to be non-permanent members of
the Security Council, due regard being specially paid, in the
first instance to the contribution of Members of the United
Nations to the maintenance of international peace and security and to the other purposes of the Organization, and
also to equitable geographical distribution.
2. ~he non-permanent members of the Security Council
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shall be elected for a tenn of two years. In the first election
of the non-permanent members, however, three shall be
chosen for a term of one year. A retiring member shall not
be eligible for immediate re-election.
3. Each member of the Security Council shall have one
representative.

armaments of the wor1d's human and economic resources, the
Security Council shall be responsible lor formulating, with
the a~istance of the l\1iIitary Staff Committee referred to in
Articfe 47, plans to he suhmiued to the MClllhcrs of the
United Nations for the cstablislunent of a system for the
regulation of armanlents.

Functions and Powers

Voting
Article

~4

In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the
United Nations, its Members confer on the Security Council
primary responsibility for the tnaintenance of international
peace and security, and agree that ill carrying out its duties
under this responsibility the Security Council acts on their
behalf.
2. In discharging these duties the Security Council shall
act in accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the
United Nations. The specific powers granted to the Security
Council for the discharge of these duties are laid down in
Chapters VI, VII, VIII, and XII.
3. The Security Council shall submit annual and, when
necessary, special reports to the General Assembly for its
consideration.

Article

~7

1.

Article

~5

The Members of the United Nations agree to accept and
carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accor~ance
with the present Charter.
..
:

Article
~.

r'

'..

.

I

~6

In order to promote the establishment and maintenance 01
international peace and security with the least diversion for

I. Each member of the Security Council shall have one
vote. ,

Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters shall ue Inade by an affirmative vote of seven members.
3· Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters
ihall ~e made by an affirnlative vote of seven members including the concurring votes of the permanent members;
provided that, in decisions under Chapter VI, and under
paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute shall abstain
from voting.
2.

Procedure
Article

1. The Security Council shall be so organized as to be
able to function continuously. Each member of the Security
Council shall for this purpose be represented at all times at
the seaf of the Organization.
:2. The Security Council shall hold periodic meetings at
w?ich each of its member~ may, if it so desires, be represented
by a member of the government or by some other specially

d~ignated representative~
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!. The Security Council nlay hold meetings at such places
other than the seat of the Organization as in its judgment
will best facilitate its work.

CHAPTER VI
PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Article )J

Article 29

The Security Council may establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary for the performance of its functions.
Article

)0

The Security Council shall adopt its own rules of procedure, including the method of selecting its President.

The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which
is l~k~!y to endanger the maintenance of international peace
~~d secu~Hy~shall, first"of ali, seek a solution by negotiation,
. eriqu~ry, mediation, co~ciliation, arbitration, judicial settle~
ment; resort to regional. agencies or arrangements, or other
peaceful means of their own choice.
2. The Security Council shall, when it dee IllS necessary,
call upon the parties to settle their dispute by such means..
1.

Article JI

Article 34

Any Melnber of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council luay participate, without vote, in
the discussion of any question brought before the Security
Council whenever the latter considers that the interests of
that Member are specially affected.

The Security Council lllay investigate any dispute, or
any situation which might lead to international friction or
give rise to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security.

Article

A,"tide 35

)2

Any Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Councilor any state which is not a Member of the United Nations, if it is a party to a dispute under
consideration by the Security Council, shall be invited to
participate, without vote, in the discussion relating to the
dispute. The Security Council shall lay down such condi·
tions as it deems just for the participation of a state which
is not a Member of the United Nations.

[17B]

Any Member of the United Nations may bring any
dispute, or any situation of the nature referred to in Article
34, to the attention of the Security Councilor of the General
Assembly.
2. A state which is not a Member of the United Nations
may bring to the attention of the Security Councilor of the
General Assembly any dispute to which it is a party if it.
accepts in advance, for the purposes of the dispute, the ob-l.igations of pacific settlement provided in the present Charter.
3. The proceedings of the General Assembly in respect
1.
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ot matters brought to its attention under this Article ,will be
subject to the provisions of Articles 11 and 12.
.

C~APTER VII
ACTION WITH RESPECT TO THREATS TO THB

Article 36
The Security Council may, at any stage of a dispute of
the nature referred to in Article 33 or of a situation of like
nature, recommend appropriate procedures or me~ods 01
adjustment.
2. 1~he Security Council should take into consideration
any procedures for the settlement of the dispute which have
al ready been adopted by the parties.
3. In making recommendations under this Article the
Security Council should also take into consideration that
legal disputes should as a general rule be referred by the
parties to the International Court of ] ustice in accordance
with the provisions of the Statute of the Court.
I.

,::

,,~~,

.

Article 37
1. Should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred
to in Article 33 fail to settle it by the Ineans indicated in
that Article, they shall refer it to the Security Council.
2. If the Security Council deems lhat the continuance of
the dispute is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security, it. shall decide whether to
take action under Article 36 or to recomnlend such terms
of settlement as it may consider appropriate.

Article 38

i PEA C E, B REA C H E S 0 F THE PEA C E, AND

I
...

ACTS OF AGGRESSION

Article 39
The Security Council shall determine the existence of any
threJt to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression
: and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures
;shall be taken in accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to
. maintain 01 restore international peace and security.

Article 40
In ;order to prevent an aggravation of the situation, the
Security Council may, before making the recomrnendations
or deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39,
call upon the parties concerned to comply with such provisiOllal measures at it deems necessary or desirable. Such
provisional measures shall be without prejudice to the rights,
claims, or position of the parties concerned. The Security
Council shall duly take account of failure to comply with
such provisional measures.

Article 4I

Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 33 to 37,
the Security Council may, if all the parties to any dispute so
request, make recommendations to the parties with a view to
a pacific settlement of the dispute.

The Security Council may decide what measures not involvi~g the use of armed force are to be employed to give
effect 'to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of
the United Nations to apply such measures. These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations
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and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other
means of communication, and the severance of diplomatic
relations.
Article 42

Should the Security Council consider that measures provided for in Article 41 would be inadequate or have proved
to be inadequate, it may take such action by air, sea, or land
forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore international peace and security. Such action may include demonstrations, blockade, and other operations by air, sea, or land
forces of Members of the United Nations.
Article 43

The Charter of the U n,itcd N ati01l8
Article 44

When the Security Council has decided to use force it
shalI,~ b~£ore calling upon a ~1ember not represented on it
to prOVIde armed forces ill fulfillment of the obligations assumed under Article 43, invite that l\Icmber, if the l\1ember
so desires, to participate in the decisions of the Security
Council concerning the employment of contingents of that
Memyer's armed forces.
Article 45

In order to enable the United Nations to take urgent military measures, Members shall hold immediately available
national air-force contingents for combined international enforcement action. The strength and degree of readiness of
these contingents and plans for their combined action shall
be d~termined, within the limits laid down in the special
agreen,tent or agreements referred to in Article 43, by the
Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff
Committee.

1. All Members of the United Nations, in order to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security, undertake to make available to the Security Council, on
its call and in accordance with a special agreement or agreements, armed forces, assistance, and facilities, including rights
of passage, necessary for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security.
2. Such agreement or agreements ~hall govern the numbers and types of forces, their degree of readiness and general location, and the nature of the facilities and assistance
to be provided.
3. The agreement or agreements shall be negotiated as
soon as possible on the initiative of the Security Council.
They shall be concluded between the Security Council and
Members or between the Security Council and groups of
Members and shall be subject to ratification by the signatory states in accordance with their respective constitutional
processes.

I. There shall be established a Military Staff Committee
to ~dvise and assist the Security Council on all questions relatIng ito the Security Council's military requirements for
~e maintenance of international peace and security, the employme~t and command of forces placed at its disposal, the
regulauon of armaments, and possible disarmament.
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Article 46

Plans f~r the application of armed force shall be made by
the Secuflty Council with the assistance of the Military Staff
Committee.
Article 47

A. ppendiz I
!. The Military Staff Committee shall consist of the Chieh
of Staff of the permanent members of the Security Council
or their representatives. Any Member of the United NatiolU
not pennanently represented on the Committee shall be invited by the Committee to be associated with it when the
efficient discharge of the COllllllittee's responsibilities require.
the participation of that l\lclllhcl ill its work.
3. The Military Staff Committee shall be responsible under the Security Council for the strategic direction of any
armed forces placed at the disposal of the Security Council.
Questions relating to the command of such forces shall be
worked out subsequently.
4. The Military Staff Committee, with the authorization
of the Security Council and after consultation with appropriate regional agencies, may establish regional subcommittees.

Article 48
1. The action required to carry out the decisions of the
Security Council for the maintenance of international peace
and security shall be taken by all the Members of the United
Nations or by some of them, as the Security Council may
determine.
!. Such decisions shall be carried out by the Members of
the United Nations directly and through their action in the
appropriate international agencies of which they are members.

The Charter of the United Nation"
Article 50
!

If :preventive or enforcement measures against any state
are taken by the Security Council, any other state, whether
a M~mber of the United Nations or not, which finds itself
conf~onted with special economic problems arising from the
carry~ng out of those measures shall have the right to consult ~e Security Council with regard to a solution of those
problems.

Article 5 I
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent
right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Melnber of the United Nations, until
the S~curity Council has taken the measures necessary to
maintain international peace and securit.y. Measures taken
by Menlbers in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall
be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not
in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security 'Council under the present Charter to take at any time
such action as it deems necessary in order to nlaintain or
restore international peace and security.

CHAPTER VIII
R.EGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Article 52

Article 49
The Members of the United Nations shall join in affording mutual assistance in carrying out the measures decided
upon by the Security Council.
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Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence
of. regi~nal arrangements or agencies for dealing with such
matter~ relating to the maintenance of international peace
and secllrity as are appropriate for regional action, provided
. I.

i
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that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are
consistent with the Purposes and Principles of the United
Nations.
.
2. The Members of the United Nations entering into such
arrangements or constituting such agencies shall make every
effort to achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through
such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the Security Council.
3. The Security Council shall encourage the development
of pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional
arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initiative of the states concerned or by reference from the Security Council.
.
4. This Article in no way impairs the application of Articles 34 and 35.
Article 53

Article 54

The Securi~y. ~ouncil shall at all times be kept fully info~ed of actIVItIes undertaken or in contemplation under
regional arrangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of international peace and security.

CHAPTER IX
I NT ERN A T ION AL E CON 0 M I CAN D
SOCIAL COOPERATION

. Article 55

, With. a vie,": to the creation of conditions of stability and
we~l-belng which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations ~mong nations based on respect for the principle of
equ~l rIghts and self-deternlination of peoples, the United
Nations shall promote:

The Security Council shall, where appropriate, utilize
such regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under its authority. But no enforcement action shall be
taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies
without the authorization of the Security Council, with the
exception of measures against any enemy state, as defined
in paragraph 2 of this Article, provided for pursuant to Article 107 or in regional arrangclnents directed against renewal
of aggressive policy on the part of any such state, until such
time as the Organization may, on request of the Governments
concerned, be charged with the responsibility for preventing
further aggression by such a state.
2. The term enemy state as used in paragraph 1 of this
Article applies to any state which during the Second World
War has been an enemy of any signatory of the present
Charter.

~Il ~embers pledge themselves to take joint and separate
action In cooperation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55.
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dItiOns of :conomic and social progress and development;
b. solutions of international economic, social, health,
and related problems; and international cultural and educational cooperation; and
c. universal respect for, and observance of, human rights
and fundamental freedoms for aU without distinction as
: to race, sex, language, or religion.
Article 56

.{,
'
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.~. higher standards of living, full employment, and con-
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A rticle 57

CHAPTER X

The various specialiwl a[;cllcits, estahlished by inter·
governmental agreement and having wide international responsibilities, as defined in their basic instruments, in economic, social, cultural, educational, hea lth, and related fields,
shall be brought into relationship with the United Nations
in accordance with the provisions of Article 63.
2. Such agencies thus bro ught in to relationship with the
United Nations are hereinafter referred to as specialized agen·
cies.
l.

Article 58

The Organization shall make recommendations for the
coordina tion of the policies and activities of the specialized
agencies.
Article 59

The Organization shall, where ap pro priate, initiate negotiations among the states conce rned for the creation of any
new specialized agen cies required [or the accomplishment of
the purposes set forth in Article 55.

"
~i .

Responsibility for the discharge of the functi ons of the
Organization set forth in this Chapter shall be vested in the
General Assembly and, under the authority of the General
Assembly, in the Economic and Social Council, which shall
have for this purpose the powers set forth in Chapter X.

I'
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Composilio71
Article 61

The Economic and Social Co uncil shall consist of eight.
een Members of the United Nations e lected by the General
Assembly.
1.

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, six members
of the Economic and Soc ial Council shall be elected each
year for a term of three years. A retiring member shall be
eligible for immed iate re·election,
3· At the first election, eig htee ll I1H:: lIlbcrs of the Economic
and Soc ial Council shall be chosen. The term of office of six
members so chosen shall expire at the end of one year, and of
six other melnbers at the end o f two yea rs. in accordance
with arrangements made by the General Assembly.
4· Each member of the Economic and Social Council shall
have one representative.
2.

Fun ctions a1ld Po wers

Article 60
,I

TilE ECONOMIC AND SO CIAl. COUNCIL

Article 62
1. The Economic and Social Council may make or initiate
studies and reports with respect to international economic,
social, cultural, educational, hea lth, and related matters and
may make recommendations with respect to any such mat.
ters to ,the General Assembly, to the Members of the United
Nations,
and to the speciali zed agencies concerned •
1
2. It may make recommendations for the purpose of pro1

,I[
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moting respect for, and observance of, human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all.
3. It may prepare draft conventions for submission to the
General Assembly, with respect to matters falling. within
its competence.
4. It may call, in accordance with the rules prescribed by
the United Nations, international conferences on matters
falling within its competence.
Article 63

The Economic and Social Council may enter into agreements with any of the agencies referred to in Article 57, defining the terms on which the agency concerned shall be
brought into relationship with the United Nations. Such
agreements shall be subject to approval by the General As·
sembly.
2. It may coordinate the activities of the specialized agencies through consultation with and recommendations to such
agencies and through recommendations to the General Assembly and to the Members of the United Nations.
1.

Article 64

The Economic and Social Council may take appropriate
steps to obtain regular reports from the specialized agencies.
It may make arrangements with the Members of the United
Nations and with the specialized agencies to obtain reports
on the steps taken to give effect to its own recommendations
and to recommendations on matters falling within its competence made by the General Asselnbly.
2. It may communicate its observations on these reports to
the General Assembly.
1.

;i, • ~. '

';

'. ~
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Article 65

. The Economic ~nd Social Council may furnish informatlon
t~l ~he S~curlty Council and shall assist the Security
CounCI upon Its request.
A1·ticle 66

f 1. :?e Economic and Social Council shall perform such
unctIons. as fall within its competence in connection with
th e carrying out of th
.
,
e recommendatIons of the G
1
Assembly.
enera
2. It ;may, with the approval of the General Assembl
perf.orm services at the request of Members of the Unite~
Nations and at the request of specialized agencies.
3· It shall perfonn such } f
.
I '
ot ler unctions as are specified
~ sewhere In the present Charter or as may be assigned to it
y the General Assembly.

Voting
Article 67
1. Each menlber of the EconOlnic and Social Council shall
Ilave one "ote.
2. Decisions of the E
.
d
.
conomlc an SOCial Council shall b
"
e
made by
I
a maJonty of the menlbers present and voting.
;

,

I

Procedure
Article 68

. The Eco~omic and Social Council shaH set up commissions
In eco~omlc and social fields and for the promotion of hu:;~rIgh~, and such ot?er commissions as may be req~ired
, e p~rformance of Its (unctions.
;

f
i

I

I
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Article 69
The Economic and Social Council shall invite any Me~.
ber of the United Nations to participate, without vote, In
its deliberations on any nlatter of particular concem to that
Meuiuer.

Article 70
The Economic and Social Council may make arrang~~entJ
for representatives of the specialized agencies to partiCipate,
without vote, in its deliberations and in those ~f the commissions established by it, and for its re~r~sentatlves. to participate in the deliberations of the speclahzed agencies.
Article 71
The Economic and Social Council may make suitable .arrangementS for consultation with non-govern~e.nta.l organIZations which are concerned with luatters WItlll~ Its co~pe
tence. Such arrangements may be made with ~nternatlon~l
organizations and, where appropriate, with national org~nl.
;~ations after consultation with the Member of the United
Nations concerned.
Article 72
1. The Economic and Social Council shall adopt i~ o~
rules of procedure, including the method of selecting Its
President.
The Economic and Social Council shall meet as rein accordance with its rules, which shall include provision for the convening of meetings on the request of a
majority of its members.

qu~~ed
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CHAPTER XI

I

if

!

DECLARATION REGARDING
NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES

ArLic:le 7)
Members of the United Nations which have or assume responsibilities for the administration of territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government
recognize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants
of thesF territories are paranlount, and accept as a sacred trust
the Obligation to promote to the utmost, within the system
of international peace and security established by the present
Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories,
and, to this end:
a. to ensure, with due respect for the culture of the peoples concerned, their political, econOInic, social, and educational advancement, their just treatment, and their protection against abuses;
h. i to develop self·government, to take due account of
the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them
in the progressive developlnent of their free political institutions, according to the particular circumstances of each
territory and its peoples and their varying stages of advancement;
c. to further international peace and security;
d. ,to promote constructive measures of development, to
encourage research, and to cooperate with one another
and, when and where appropriate, with specialized international bodies with a view to the practical achievement
of the social, econoI1)ic, and scientific purposes set forth
in this Article; and

[187 ]
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. a.

to further international peace and security;
: b. to promote the political, economic, social, and educational advancement of' the inhabitants of the trust territ~ries, : and their progressive development towards selfgovernment or independence as may be appropriate to the
particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples
and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned,
and as: may be provided by the terms of each trusteeship

e. to transmit regularly to the Secretary-General for information purposes, subject to such limitation as security
and constitutional considerations may require, statistical
and other information of a technical nature relating to
economic, social, and educational conditions in the territories for which they are respectively responsible other
than those te,rritories to which Chapters XII and ':XIlI

~~~

i;

agree~ent;

Article 74

c. to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language, or religion, and to encourage recognition of the
interdependence of the peoples of the world; and
, d. to ensure equal treatment in social, economic, and
commercial matters for all Members of the United Nations
and their nationals, and also equal treatment for the latter
in the administration of justice, without prejudice to the
attainIrient of the foregoing objectives and subject to the
provisions of Article 80.
t

Members of the United Nations also agree that their
policy in respect of the territories to which this Chapt~r applies, no less than in respcct of their metropolitan areas, must
be based on the general princi pie of good-neighborliness, due
account being taken of the interests and well-being of the
rest of the world, in social, economic, and commercial m~tters.

CHAPTER XII

~~
t~

-I

..

INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM

Article 77

Article 75

1. The trusteeship systeln shall apply to such territories
in the following categories as may be placed thereunder by
means of trusteeship agreemcnts:
a. territories now held under mandate;
b. territories which may be detached from enemy states
as a result of the Second \Vorld War; and
c. t~rritories voluntarily placed under the system by
states ~esponsible for their administration.
2. It will be a matter for subseq uent agreement as to which
territories in the foregoing categories will be brought under
the trusteeship system and upon what terms.

The United Nations shall establish under its authority an
international trusteeship system for the administration and
supervision of such territories as Inay be placed thereunder
by subsequent individual agreements. These territories arc
hereinafter referred to as trust territories.

Article 76
The basic objectives of the trusteeship system, in accordance with the Purposes of the United Nations laid 40wn in
Article 1 of the present Charter, shall be:

[188 ]
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Article 78
The trusteeship systeln shall not apply to territories which
have become Members of the United Nations, relationship
among which shall be based on respect for the principle of
sovereign equality.

Article 82

Article 79
The terms of trusteeship for each territory to be placed
under the trusteeship system, including any alteration or
aInendlnent, shall be agreed upon by the states directly COIlcerned, including the mandatory power in the case of territories held under mandate by a Member of the United
Nations, and shall be approved as provided for in Articles
83 and 85.
Article 80
Except as may be agreed upon in individual trusteeship
agreenlents, made under Articles 77, 79. and 81. placing each
territory under the trusteeship system, and until such agreements have been concluded, nothing in this Chapter shall
be construed in or of itself to alter in any manner the rights
whatsoever of any states or any peoples or the terms of existing international instrunlcnts to which IvIembers of the
United Nations may respectively be parties.
2. Paragraph 1 of this Article shall not be interpreted as
giving grounds for delay or postponement of the negotiation
and conclusion of agreements for placing mandated and
other territories under the trusteeship system as provided
for in Article 77.
1.

Article 8r
The trusteeship agreement shall in each case include the
terms under which the trust territory will be administered
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and designate the authority which will exercise the administration of the trust territory. Such authority, hereinafter
called the adulinistering authority, may be one or more
states or the Organization itself.

There nlay be designated, in any trusteeship agreement, a
strategic area or areas which Inay include part or all of the
trust territory to which the agreemcllt applies, without
prejudice to any special agreement or agreements nlade under
Artic\e 43.

I
f

I
I

Article

All functions of the United Nations relating to strategic ar~as, including the approval of the terms of the trusteeship agreelnents and of their alteration or amendment, shall
be exercised by the Security Counci1.
2. The basic objectives set forth in Article 76 shall be applicable to the people of each strategic area.
3· The Security Council shall, subject to the provisions of
the trusteeship agreements and without prejudice to security
considerations, avail itself of the assistance of the Trusteeship
Council to perform those functions of the United Nations
under. the trusteeship system relating to political, economic,
social/and educational matters in the strategic areas.
1.

Article 84

: It shall be the duty of the administering authority to en~
sure that the trust territory shall play its part in the maintenance of international peace and security. To this end the
administering authority may make use of volunteer forces,
f~cilities, and assistance froin the trust territory in carrying
1[191 ]
I
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;
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out the obligations towards the Security Council undertaken
in this regard by the administering authority, as well as for
local defense and the maintenance of law and order within

the trust territory.

I,
1

~

Article 85

i
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United Nations which administer trust territories and
those which do not.
2. Each member of the Trusteeship Council shall designate one specially qualified person to represent it therein.

Functions and Powers

Article 87

The functions of the United Nations with regard to
trusteeship agreements for all areas not designated as strategic, including the approval of the terms of the trusteeship
agreements and of their alteration or amendment, shall be
exercised by the General Asselnbly.
2. The Trusteeship Council, operating under the authority of the General Assenlbly, shall assist the General
Assembly in carrying out these functions.
1.

The General Assembly and, under its authority, the
Trusteeship Council, in carrying out their functions, may:
a. consider reports submitted by the administering authority;

!

b:- accept petitions and examine them in consultation
with the administering authority;
c. provide for periodic visits to the respective trust territories at times agreed upon with the administering authority; and

t

d~ take these and other actions in conformity with the

f

CHAPTER XIII
THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL

Composition
Article 86
1. The Trustee~hip Council shall consist of the following
Members of the United Nations:
a. those Members adnlinistering trust territories;
b. such of those Members mentioned by name in 4rticle
23 as are not administering trust territories; and
c. as many other Members elected for three-year terms
by the General Assembly as maybe necessary to ensure
that the total number of mernbers of the Trusteeship
Council is equally divided between those Members of the

[19S]
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terms of the trusteeship agreements.

Article 88
The Trusteeship Council shall formulate a questionnaire
on the political, econolnic, social, and educational advancement of the inhabitants of each trust territory, and the administering authority for each trust territory within the competence of the General Asselnbly shall make an annual report
to the) General Assembly upon the basis of such questionnaire. !

Voting
Article 89
1.

E~ch member of the Trusteeship Council shall have

one vote.

[199 ]
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f the TrustecshiI) Council shall be made by
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a majority of the members present and voting.
Procedure

2. A state which is not a l\!Iember of the United Nations
may become a party to the Statute of the International Court
of Justice on conditions to be determined in each case by the
General Assembly upon the recomnlendation of the Security
Couhcil.

Article 90
The Trusteeship Council shall adopt i~ own ~ules of
procedure, including the method of selecting Its p~esld~nt.
2. The Trusteeship Council shall meet as requlf~~ In accordance with its rules, which shall include pr?Vl~lOn f~r
the convening of meetings on the request of a majority of Its

Article 94

I.

members.
Article 9 I
The Trusteeship Council shall, when approp.riate, ava~!
itself of the assistance of the Economic and SOCial Coun.cl
and of the specialized agencies in regard to matters With
which they are respectively concerned.

Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to
comply with the decision of the International Court of Justice
in any case to which it is a party.
2. ; If any party to a case fails to perform the obligations
: incumbent upon it under a judgment rendered by the Court,
, the other party may have recourse to the Security Council,
which may, if it deems necessary, make recommendations or
decide upon measures to be taken to give effect to the judgment.
1.

Article 95

THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

Nqthing in the present Charter shall prevent Members of
the United Nations frOln entrusting the solution of their
differences to other tribunals by virtue of agreements already
in existence or which may be concluded in the future.

Article 9 2

Article 96

CHAprrER XIV

The International Court of Justice shall be the pri~cip~l
judicial organ of the United Nations. It shall function In
accordance with the annexed Statute, which ~s based u~on the
Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice and
forms an integral part of the present Charter.
Article 93
All Members of the United Nations are ilJSO f~cto parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
1.

[ 19J" ]

I. The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to give an advisory
opinion on any legal question.
2. Other organs of the United Nations and specialized
agenqes, which may at any time be so authorized by the
General Assembly, nlay also request advisory opinions of the
Court on legal questions arising within the scope of their
activities.

[195 ]
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2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek
to i~fluence them in the discharge of their responsibilties.

CHAPTER XV
THE SECRETARIAT

Article 97

The Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General and
such staff as the Organization may require. The SecretaryGeneral shall be appointed by the General Assembly upon
the recommendation of the Security Council. He shall be the
'
chief administrative officer of the Organization.
Article 98

The Secretary-General shall act in that capacity in all
nleetings of the General Assembly, of the Security Council, of
the Economic and Social Council, and of the Trusteeship
Council, and shall perform such other functions as are entrusted to him by these organs. The Secretary-General shall
make an annual report to the General Assembly on the work
of the Organization.
.;
Article 99

The Secretary-General may bring to the attention of
the Security Council any matter which in his opinion may
threaten the maintenance of international peace and security.
Article

lOa

In the perfonnance of their duties the Secretary-General
and the staff shall not seek or receive instructions from any
government or from any other authority external to the Organization. They shall refrain from any action which might
reflect on their position as international officials responsible
only to the Organization.
1.
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Article

IOI

1.· The staff shall be appointed by the Secretary-General
under regulations established by the General Assembly.
2. : Appropriate staffs shall be permanently assigned to the
, Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and,
! as required, to other organs of the United Nations. These
staffs shall form a part of the Secretariat.
, 3· :The paramount consideration in the employment of
the staff and in the determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of
;efficiency, competence, and integrity. Due regard shall be
paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a
,geographical basis as possible.
i

CHAPTER XVI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Article

102

1. Every treaty and every international agreement entered
into by any Member of the United Nations after the present
Charter comes into force shall as soon as possible be registered with the Secretariat and published by it.
~. No party to any such treaty or international agreement
~h.lch has not been registered in accordance with the proVISions of paragraph I of this Article lnay invoke that treaty
or agreement before any organ of the United Nations.

[ 19'1 ]
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In the event of a conRict between the obligations of. the
Members of the United Nations under the present Charter
and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.
Article I04
The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its
fvlembers such legal capacity as may be necessary for the exercise of its functions and the fulfillment of its purposes.
Article

I05

I. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each
of its Members such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the fulfillment of its purposes.
2. Representatives of the Members of the United Nations
and officials of the Organization shall similarly enjoy such
privileges and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the Organization.
3. The General Assembly may make recomnlendations
with a view to determining the details of the application of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article or may propose conventions to the Members of the United Nations for this purpose.

CHAPTER XVII
TRANSITIONAL

SECURITY

ARRANGEMENTS

Article Io6

Council enable it to begin the exercise of its responsibilities
under Article 42, the parties to the Four-Nation Declaration,
, signed at lVloscow, October 30, 1943, and France, shall, in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of that Declara- .
tion, consult with one another and as occasion requires wilh
other l\lembers of the United Nations with a view to such
joint action on behalf of the Organization as may be necessary for the purpose of maintaining intenlational peace and
security.
Article

I07

Nothing in the present Charter shall invalidate or preclude. action, in relation to any state which during the Second
World War has been an enemy of any signatory to the
present Charter, taken or authorized as a result of that war by
the Governments having responsibility for such action.

CHAPTER XVIII
AMENDMENTS

Article IoB

Amendments to the present Charter shall come into force
for all Members of the United Nations when they have been
adopted by a vote of two thirds of the nlembers of the General Assembly and ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional processes by two thirds of the Members
of the. United Nations, including all the permanent mem~ers of the Security Council.
t

.

~~CkI~

Pending the coming into force of such special agreements
referred to in Article 43 as in the opinion of the Security

A General Conference of the Members of the United
Nations for the purpose of reviewing the present Charter
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may be held at a date and place to be fixed by a two-thirds
vote of the members of the General Assembly and by a vote
of any seven members of the Security Council. Each Member
of the United Nations shall have one vote in the conference.
2. Any alteration of the present Charter recommended by
a two-thirds vote of the conference shall take effect when
ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional
processes by two thirds of the Members of the United Nations
including all the permanent members of the Security Council.
3. If such a conference has not been held bef~re the
tenth annual session of the General Assembly following the
coming into force of the present Charter, the proposal to call
such a conference shall be placed on the agenda of that session of the General Assembly, and the conference shall be
held if so decided by a majority vote of the members of the
General Assembly and by a vote of any seven members of the
Security Council.

CHAPTER XIX
RATIFICATION AND SIGNATURE

Article

I IO

1. The present Charter shall be ratified by the signatory
states in accordance with their respective constitutional
processes.
2. The ratifications shall be deposited with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify all
the signatory states of each deposi t as we II as the S~cretary
General of the Organization when he has been appoInted.
3. The present Charter shall COllIe into force upon the

[~OO
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deposit of ratifications by the Republic of China, France,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United
Stat~s of America, and by a majority of the other signatory
states. A protocol of the ratifications deposited shall there. upon be drawn up by the Government of the United States
lof America which shall communicate copies thereof to all
the signatory states.
I

4· ~The states signatory to the present Charter which ratify
it aft.er it has come into force will become original Members
of the United Nations on the date of the deposit of their respective ratifications.

Article

III

The present Charter, of which the Chinese, French, Russian, .English, and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall
remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the
United States of America. Duly certified copies thereof shall
be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of
the other signatory states.

IN FAITH WHEREOF the representatives of the Governments
of the United Nations have signed the present Charter.
DONE at the city of San Francisco the twenty-sixth day of
June, one thousand nine hundred and forty-five.
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The Statute of the International Court of Justice
Article J
The Court shall consist of fifteen members, no two of
Iwhom may be nationals of the same state.
. 2. A person who for the purposes of membership in the
Court could be regarded as a national of more than one state
shall be deemed to be a national of the one in which he ordi:naril~ exercises civil and political rights.
1.

APPENDIX II

The Statute of the

Internatiunal Court of ] ustice

Article 4

Article

I

•

.!

The International Court of Justice established by the
Charter of the United Nations as the principal judicial organ
of the United Nations shall be constituted and shall function
in accordance with the provisions of the present Statute.
"•. f

t

~

:t.

~

CHAPTER I
OR.GANIZATION

OF

Article

THE

.',

COURT

2

The Court shall be composed of a body of independent
judges, elected regardless of their nationality from among
persons of high moral character, who possess the qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment
. to the highest judicial offices, or are jurisconsults of recognized competence in international law.
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1. The members of the Court shall be elected by the General Assembly and by the Security Council from a list of persons 1l0lnillated by the national groups in the Pennanent
~o~rt of Arbitration, in accordance with the following proVISions.
2. In the case of Members of the United Nations not
represented in the Permanent Court of Arbitration, candidates shall be nOluinated by national groups appointed for
this purpose by their governments under the same conditions
as those prescribed for members of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration by Article 44 of the Convention of The Hague
of 1907 for the pacific settlement of international disputes.
3. The conditions under which a state which is a party to
the present Statute but is not a Member of the United Nations ~ay participate in electing the members of the Court
shall, in the absence of a special agreement, be laid down by
the General Assembly upon recommendation of the Security
Council.

Article 5
1. At least three months before the date of the election,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations shall address a

[~03
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written request to the members of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration belonging to the states which are parties to the
present Statute, and to the Inelnbers of the national groups
appointed under Article 4, paragraph 2, inviting them to
undertake, within a given time, by national groups, the
nomination of persons in a position to accept the duties of a
nlember of the Court.
2. No group may nominate Inore than four persons, not
more than two of whom shall be of their OW1I nationality.
III 110 case Iuay the lluIIlucr of c.:alldidatcs nOlllinated by a
group be more than double the number of seats to be filled.

Article 6
Before making these nominations, each national group is
recommended to consult its highest court of justice, its legal
faculties and schools of law, and its national academies and
national sections of international academies devoted to the
study of law.

Article 7
The Secretary-General shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the persons thus nominated. Save as provided
in Article 12, paragraph 2, these shall be the only persons
eligible.
2. The Secretary-General shall submit this list to ili:e Geni.
eral Assembly and to the Security Council.
1.

I

Article 9

At every election, the electors shall bear in mind not only
that \he persons to be elected should individually possess the
qualifIcations required, but also that in the body as a whole
the representation of the main forms of civilization and of .
the principal legal systems of the world should be assured.
I

Article

IO

1. Those candidates who obtain an absolute majority of
votes ·in the General Assembly and in the Security Council
shall be considered as elected.
2. Any vote of the Security Council, whether for the election of judges or for the appointment of members of the conference envisaged in Article 12, shall be taken without any
distinCtion between permanent and non-permanent members
of the Security Council.
3· In the event of more than one national of the same state
obtaining an absolute majority of the votes both of the General Msembly and of the Security Council, the eldest of these
only shall be considered as elected.

Article

I I

If, after the first meeting held for the purpose of the election, one or more seats remain to be filled, a second and, if
necessary, a third meeting shall take place.
!

!.

\

Article 8

·t.
, .• ~:--~ -'!' •

, •. '.....~

:~~l

-;.

The General Assembly and the Security Council shall proceed independently of one another to elect the memb~rs of
the Court.
I :.
[~04
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Article

I:Z

I

I 1.

If, after the third meeting, one or more seats still re-

main ~nfilled, a joint conference consisting of six members,
tl~ree appointed by the General Assembly and three by the
S~curity Council, may be formed at any time at the request
[ 1105 ]
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. of either the General Asscmhly or the Sccurity Council, for

the purpose of choosing by the vote of an absol ute majority
one name for each seat still vacant, to subtnit to the General

ASSCIUbly and the SccurilY Coundl for their respective
acceptance.
2. If the joint conference is unanimously agreed upon any
person who fulfils the required conditions, he may be included in its list, even though he was 110t included in the list
of nominations referred to in Article 7.
3. If the joint conference is satisfied. that it will not be
successful in procuring an election, those members of the
Court who have already been elected shall, within a period
to be fixed by the Security Council, proceed to fill the vacant
seats by selection from among those candidates who have obtained votes either in the General Assembly or in the Security Council.
4. In the event of an equality of votes among the judges,
the eldest judge shall have a casting vote.

The
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4· In tile case of the resignation of a member of the Court,
the resignation shall be addressed to the President of the
Cou~t for transmission 10 the Sccrclary-C;cneral. This last
notification makes the place vacant.

Article 14

Va~ancies shall be filled by the same mcthod as that laid
dowd. for the first election, subject to the foJlowing provision:
the S~cretary-General shall, within one month of the occurrence~ of the vacancy, proceed to issue the invitations provided for in Article 5, and the date of the election shall be
fixed by thc Security Council.
Article 15

A member of the Court elected to replace a member whose
term of office has not expired shall hold office for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
Article I6

Article IJ

The members of the Court shall be elected for nine
years and may be re-elected; provided, however, that of the
judges elected at the first election, the terms of five judges
shall expire at the end of three years and the terms of five
more judges shall expire at the end of six years.
.
2. The judges whose terms are to expire at the end of the
above-mentioned initial periods of three and six years shall
be chosen by lot to be drawn by the Secretary-General immediately after the first election has been cotnpleted.
3. The members of the Court shall continue to discharge
their duties until their places have been filled. Though replaced, they shall finish any cases which they may have begun.
1.

[~06
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1. No member of the Court may exercise any political or
administrative function, or engage in any other occupation
of a professional nature.
.
2. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision
of the Court.

Article I7
1. No member of the Court may act as agent, counsel, or
advocate in any case.

2. No member may participate in the decision of any case
in which he has previously taken part as agent, counsel, or
advocate for one of the parties, or as a mClnber of a national
or international court, or, of a commission of enquiry, or in
any o~er capacity.
[~07
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3. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision
of the Court.
Article I8

No member of the Court can be dismissed unless, in
the unanimous opinion of the other members, he has ceased
to fulfil the required conditions.
2. Formal notification thereof shall be made to the Secretary-General by the Registrar.
3. This notification mak<:s th<: place vacant.
1.

Article I9

The members of the Court, when engaged on the business
of the Court, shall enjoy diplomatic privileges and immunities.
Article

20

Every member of the Court shall, before taking up ~is
duties, make a solemn declaration in open court that he wIll
exercise his powers impartially and conscientiously.
Article

21

1. The Court shall elect its President and Vice-President
for three years; they may be re-elected.
.
2. The Court shall appoint its Registrar and may provide
for the appointment of such other officers as may be necessary.

Article

22

The seat of the Court shall be established at The Hague.
This, however, shall not prevent the Court from sitting and
exercising its functions elsewhere whenever the Court considers it desirable.
1.

[ !JOB]
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2. The President and the Registrar shall reside at the seat
of the Court.

Article

2}

I. The Court shall remain permanently in session, except
during the judicial vacations, the dates and duration of
whiC;h shall be fixed by the Court.

2< Members of the Court are entitled to periodic leave, the
dates and duration of which shall be fixed by the Court, having in mind the distance between The Hague and the home
of e~ch judge.
3·: Members of the Court shall be bound, unless they are
on leave or prevented from attending by illness or other
serious reasons duly explained to the President, to hold themselves permanently at the disposal of the Court.
Article 24
1. If, for some special reason, a member of the Court considers that he should not take part in the decision of a particular case, he shall so inform the President.
2. If the President considers that for some special reason
one of the members of the Court should not sit in a particular case, he shall give him notice accordingly.
3· If in any such case the member of the Court and the
President disagree, the matter shall be settled by the decision
of the Court.

Article 25
1. The full Court shall sit except when it is expressly provided otherwise in the present Statute.
2. Subject to the condition that the number of judges
available to constitute the Court is not thereby reduced be-

[~09 ]
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low eleven, the Rules of the Court may provide fur a~lowing
one or more judges, accordillg 10 dn,:ulJIslances and III rota-

cases by summary procedure. In addition. two judges shall
be seI.cClcd for the purpose of rcplacing judges who find it

I ion,

impo~ible to sit.

to be dispensed from sitting.
.
3. A quoruIIl of nine judges shall suffice to constltute the

Court.
The Court may from time to time form one or more
chambers, composed of three or more judges as the ?ourt
may determine, for dealing with particular categones ~f
cases; for exalnple, labor cases and cases relating to translt
1.

and communications.
.
2. The Court may at any time form a chamber for de~hng
with a particular case. The number of judges to co~stitute
such a chamber shall be determined by the Court WIth the

.'.'
I

approval of the parties.
3. Cases shall be heard and determ~ned by the chambers
provided for in this Article if the partles so request.
Article 27
. •!.

~f··
-i-~

.•

/r~'·
':5.

Article 30

The Court shall frame rules for carrying out its functions. In particular, it shall lay down rules of procedure.
2. The Rules of the Court Inay provide for assessors to sit
with the Court or with any of its chambers, without the right
to vote.
1.

Article 26

:r
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A judgment given by any of the chambers provided for in
Articles 26 and 29 shall be considered as render~d ~Y the
Court.
Article 28

The chambers provided for in Articles 26. and ~9 may,
with the consent of the parties, sit and exerCISe theIr functions elsewhere than at The Hague.
Article 29
With a view to the speedy despatch of business, the .Court
shall form annually a chamber composed of five ]ud?es
which, at the request of the parties, may hear and det~rmlne
[~10 ]

Article 3I
I. Judges of the nationality of each of the parties shall
retain their right to sit in the case before the Court.
2. If the Court includes upon the Bench a judge of the
nationality of one of the parties, any other party may choose
a person to sit as judge. Such person shall be chosen preferably from among those persons who have been nominated
as candidates as provided in Articles 4 and 5.
3. If the Court includes upon the Bench no judge of the
nationality of the parties, each of these parties may proceed
to choose a judge as provided in paragraph 2 of this Article.
, 4. The provisions of this Article shall apply to the case of
Articles 26 and 29. In such cases, the President shall request
one or~ if necessary, two of the members of the Court fomling the chamber to give place to the members of the Court
of the nationality of the parties concerned, and, failing such,
or if they are unable to be present, to the judges specially
chosen) by the parties.
5. Should there be several parties in the same interest, they
shall, for the purpose of the preceding provisions, be reckoned
I
as one party only. Any doubt upon this point shall be settled
by the ,decision of the Court.

[~11
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6. Judges chosen as laid down in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4
of this Article shall fulfil the conditions required by Articles
2, 17 (paragraph 2), 20, and 24 of the present Statute. They
shall take part in the decision un terms of complete equality
with their colleagues.

CHAPTER II
COMPETENCE OF THE COURT

Article 34Article 32

Article 33

rl'

."

-~~~:~ ~

I

The expenses of the Court shall be borne by the United
Nations in such a manner as shall be decided by the Ge,neral
: .:! .
Assembly.
!

':.J~.: .
I~·

'
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;Only states may be parties in cases before the Court.
2. The Court, subject to and in conformity with its Rules,
may request of public international organizations information relevant to cases before it, and shall receive such inforInation presented by such organizations on their own initiative.
I.

Each member of the Court shall receive an annual
salary.
2. The President shall receive a special annual allowance.
3. The Vice-President shall receive a special allowance for
every day on which he acts as President.
4. The judges chosen under Article 31, other than members of the Court, shall receive compensation for each day on
which they exercise their functions.
5. These salaries, allowances, and conlpensation shall be
fixed by the General Assembly. They Inay not be decreased
during the term of office.
6. The salary of the Registrar shall be fixed by the General
Assembly on the proposal of the Court.
7. Regulations made by the General Assembly shall fix
the conditions under which retirement pensions may be given
to members of the Court and to the Registrar, and the conditions under which members of the Court and the Registrar
shall have their traveling expenses refunded.
8. The above salaries, allowances, and compensations shall
be free of all taxation.
~ ': . :
l.

3· Whenever the construction of the constituent instrument ;0£ a pUblic international organization or of an international convention adopted thereunder is in question in a
case before the Court, the Registrar shall so notify the public
international organization concerned and shall communicate
to it c~pies of all the written proceedings.
Article 35
! I.· The Court shall be open to the states parties to the
present Statute.
2. The conditions under 'which the Court shall be open
to other states shall, subject to the special provisions contained in treaties in force, be laid down by the Security
~ouncil, but in no case shall such conditions place the parties
I~ a position of inequality before the Court.
: 3· When a state which is not a Member of the United Nations is a party to a case, the Court shall fix the amount which
that party is to contribute towards the expenses of the Court.
This p~ovision shall not apply if such state is bearing a share
of the expenses of the Court.

[e13 ]
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Article 36

6. In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has
, jurisdiction, the matter shall be settled by the decision of
, the 90urt.

I

The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which
the parties refer to it and all nlatters specially provided for
in the Charter of the United Nations or in treaties and COllventions in force.
2. The states parties to the present Statute may'
any
time declare that they recognize as compulsory ipso facto and
without special agreement, in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in
all legal disputes concerning:
a. the interpretation of a treaty;
b. any question of international law;
i(
c. the existence of any fact'which, if establishedi would
constitute a breach of an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for
the breach of an international obligation.
3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on condition of reciprocity on the part of
several or certain states, or for a certain time.
4. Such declarations shall be deposited with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, who shall transmit copies
thereof to the parties to the Statute and to the Registrar of
the Court.
.
5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of
the Permanent Court of International Justice and which are
still in force shall be deemed, as between the parties to the
present Statute, to be acceptances of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice for the period
which they still have to run and in accordance with their
tenns.
1.

Article 37

at

[ ~1J" ]

Whenever a treaty or convention in force provides for
: reference of a matter to a tribunal to have been instituted
: by the League of Nations, or to the Permanent Court of In.tern~tional Justice, the nlatter shall, as between the parties
to the present Statute, be referred to the International Court
:of Justice.

!

r

.J

1

Article 38
The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance
with ~ntemational law such disputes as are submitted to it'
~hall itpply:
'
:

1.

a~ intern~ti~nal conventions, whether general or particula~, establIshing rules expressly recognized by the con.'
tesung states;

. b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
c: the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations;

.?

subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial de_c~s~ons and the t~achings of the most highly qualified pubbCIstS of the varIOUS nations, as subsidiary means for the
: determination of rules of law.
: 2. ~his provision shall not prejudice the power of the
Court to decide a case ex aeq ltO et bono, if the parties agree
theretq.

;.

!
[S16 ]
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Article 4 I

CHAP'rER III

I. "fhe Court shall have the power to indicate, if it con: siders that circumstances so require, any provisional Ineas. ures:which ought to be taken to presen'c the respective rights
of either party.

PROCEDURE

Article 39

t. The official languages of the Court shall be French
and English. If the parties agree that the case shall be conducted in French, the judgment shall be del~vered in French.
If the parties agree that the case shall be conducted i~ Eng.
lish, the judgment shall be delivered in English.
2. In the absence of an agreement as to which language
shall be employed, each party may, in the pleadings, use the
language which it prefers; the decision of the Court shall be
given in French and English. In this case the Court shall at
the same tilDe determine which of the two texts shall be considered as authoritative.
3. The Court shall, at the request of any party, authorize
a language other than French or English to be used ~y that
party.
Article 40

I. Cases are brought before the Court, as the case may be,
either by the notification of the special agreement or by a
written application addressed to the Reg~strar. In e~the.r
case the subject of the dispute and the parties shall be Indlcated.
2. The Registrar shall forthwith communicate the application to all concerned.
.
3. He shall also notify the l\Ienlbers of the United Nations
through the Secretary-General, and also any other s~t.e~ entitled to appear before the Court.
: .

[ 9J16 ]

2. i Pending the final decision, notice of the mcasurcs sug.
gest~d shall forthwith be given to the parties and to the

Security Council.
Article 42
I. The parties shall be represented by agents.
2. They may have the assistance of councilor advocates
before the Court.

i

~

'1

J
~

.~,

}

.\

.'.

3· The agents, counsel, and advocates of parties before the
Court shall enjoy the privileges and immunities necessary
to thb independent exercise of their duties.

Article 43
1.

oral.

The procedure shall consist of two parts: written and

The written proceedings shall consist of the communieation to the Court and to the parties of memorials, countertnemorials and, if necessary, replies; also all papers and docu.
ments in support.
2.

3· These comnllluications shaH be made through the
Registrar, in the ordeliand within the time fixed by the
Court.

4· A certified copy of every document produced by one
party ~hall be communicated to the other party.
5· The oral proceedings shall consist of the hearing by
~e Court of witnesses,. experts, agents, counsel, and advocates.
.
i:
I

I

I

I

::
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the agents to produce any documellt or to supply any expla~ations. Fonnal note shall be taken of any refusal.

For the service of all notices upon persons other than

the agenLs, counsel, and advocat.es, the Court shall apply

"

direct to the governluent of the state upon whose territory
the notice has to be served.
2. The same provision shall apply whenever steps are to
be taken to procure evidence on the spot.

Article 50

The Court may. at any time. entrust any individual. body.

b~reau, conunission, or other organization that it may select.
Wl~l. the task of carrying out an enquiry or giving an expert

opinion.

Article 45

Article 5 I

The hearing shall be under the control of the President
or, if he is unable to preside, of the Vice-President; if.neither
is able to preside, the senior judge present shall preside.

During the hearing any relevant questions are to be put
to the witnesses and experts under the conditions laid
down by the Court in the rules of proccdure referred to in
,Article 30 .

Article 46

A,"tide 52

The hearing in Court shall be public, unless the Court
shall decide otherwise, or unless the parties demand that the
public be not adnlitted.

lVithi~ the time specified for the purpose. it may refuse to

Article 47
I. Minutes shall be made at each hearing and signed by
the Registrar and the President.
2. These minutes alone shall be authentic.

Article 48
The Court shall make orders for the conduct of the case,
shall decide the form and time in which each party must
conclude its arguments, and make all arrangementS connected with the taking of evid~nce.

Article 49
"fhe Court Inay, even before the hearing begins, ca~l: upon
[~18

After the Court has recei ved the proofs and evidence

',"

accep~ a~y further oral or written evidence that one party
may <;leslre to present unless the other side consents.
Article 53
1. Whenever one of the parties does not appear before the
Court, or fails to defend its case, the other party may call
upon the Court to decide in favor of its claim.
2. The Court must, before doing so, satisfy itself, not only
that it has jurisdiction in accordance with Articles 36 and
37, but also that the claim is well founded in fact and law.

Article 54
\Vhen, subject to the control of the Coun, the agents,
counsel, and advocates havc completed their presentation of
the case, the President shall declare the hearing closed.
I.

]
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. d the J. udgment.;'
Th Court shall withdraw to conSI er
. ' ~
e
h 11 take place 1n pn3. The deliberations of the Court s a , : ; , : ' ; ' i,
vate and remain secret.
'~
2.

r

I
I

All questions

;

Article 55
shall be decided by a majority o~: '~.J·le
I

jU~~~::~:~e~t of an

equality of votes. the ~resident or
. d e who acts in his place sha 1\ have a casting vote., t h e JU g
' ;"
Article 56
I.

The judgment shall state the

reasons on which' it is

based.
2.

It shall contain the names o[ the

. d

JU

ho have taken
ges w
.

part in the decision.
Article 57
If th 'udgment doe~ not represent in whole or in part
e J
• d
ny J' udge shall be
the unanimous opinion of the !u. ges, a
entitled to deliver a separate opinion.
Article .5 8
d l the President and by
'rhe judgment shall he signe )Y
notice
the Registral'. It shall be read in open court, due

having been given to the agents.
Article 59

I ,:

The decision of the Court has no binding f~rce except between the parties and in respect of that partlcular case.

I,

of-dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgmentl the
Cou~t shall construe it'; upon the request of any party.
, ! •
Ii
I
Article 6r
, i
'.1

t
i

1.
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,',

1.

I

~An application for revision of a judgment may be made

only ~hen it is based upon the discovery of some fact of such
a nature as to be a decisive factor, which fact was, when the
judglnent was given, Wlknown to the Court and also to the
party claiming revision, always provided that such ignorance
,was not due to negligence.
2. The proceedings for revision shall be opened by a
judgqlent of the Court expressly recording the existence of
,the new fact, recognizing that it has such a character as to
lay the case open to revision, and declaring the application
admissible on this ground.
3. The Court may require previous cOlnpliance with the
term~ of the judgment before it adnlits proceedings in revisiorl.
4. The application for revision nlust be made at latest
withi~ six months of the discovery of the new fact.
5. No application for revision may be made after the lapse
of ten years from the date of the judgnlent.
Article 62

Should a state consider that it has an interest of a legal'
nature which may be affected by the decision in the case, it
may submit a request to the Court to be pernlitted to interven,e.
2. I~ shall be for the Court to decide upon this request.
I.

A'rticle 63

Article 60
1.

The judgment is final and without appeal. In the event

Whenever the construction of a convention to which
[SS1 ]
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states other than those conccrncd. ill the case arc partie; is
. q ues t"10n , the Registrar shall notlfy a• II such •states forthw
tho
In
•
h
2. Every state so notified has the right to II1terve~e In. t e
· s· but if it uses this right.
given
proceed lng,
. the
.(OllstnKlloll
.
by the judgment will be equally bJlHhng upon It.

fore the Court or international organization considered by
the ~ourt, or, should it not be sitting, by the President. as
likely to be able to furnish information on the question,
that the COUll will be prepared to recei\'c, withill a time limit
to be fixed by the Presidcllt. wriltCIi stalelllellts. or to hcar,
at a public silting to be held for thc purpose, oral statements
relating to the question.

Article 6-1

Unless otherwise decided by the Court, each party shall
bear its own costs.

CHAP'rER 1 V
ADVISORY

OPINIONS

Article 65

't" .

.~~.('.;;'"

:t~~/··

I. The Court may give an advisory opinion on any l~gal
question at the request of whatever body may b~ autho~zed
by or in accordance with the Charter of the United ~atlons
to make such a request.
2. Questions upon which the advisory opinion of the C.ourt
is asked shall be laid before the Court by rneans of ~ wrItten
request containing an exact statenlent of the. questIon upon
which an opinion is required, and accompal~led by all documents likely to throw light upon the question.

Article 66
I. The Registrar shall forthwith give notice of the request
for an advisory opinion to all states entitled to appear;..~efore
the Court.
.
. ,
2. The Registrar shall also, by means of a specIal ~d dl- :.
rect communication, notify any state entitled to aPPff": be- :
[~BB
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3· Should any such state entitled to appear before the
Court have failed to receive the special communication referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, such stale may express a desire to submit a written statement or to be heard;
and the Court will decide.
4· States and organizations having presented written or
oral statements Or both shall be permitted to comment 011
the statements mad~ by other states or organizations in the
'form, : to the extent, and within the time limits which the
Court~ or, should it not be sitting, the President, shall decide iri each particular case. ~ccordingly, the Registrar shall
in du~ time communicate any such written statements to
states and
organizations having submitted similar statements.
i

Article 67
The Court shall deliver its advisory opinions in open court,
notice 'having been given to the Secretary-General and to
the representatives of Members of the United Nations, of
other ~tates and of international organizations immediately
concerned.

Article 68

: In the exercise of its advisory functions the Court shaII
further be guided by th~. provisions of the present Statute
I

[ff3 ]
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which apply in contentious cases to the extent to which, it
recognizes them to be applicable.
,.~ ;
t"
~

,;

APPENDIX III
CHAPTER V

The Declaration
of Human Rights

AMENDMENT

Article 69

Amendments to the present Statute shall be efIecte~ by
the same procedure as is provided by the Charter of the
United Nations for amendments to that Charter, subject however to any provisions which the General Assembly upon
recommendation of the Security Council may adopt concerning the participation of states which are parties to the px:e~nt
Statute but are not Members of the United Nations. !I·

Preamble

Article 70
~"'i ;

;iY~~/~"'
.' j;.

f~~~~!'
. . ~1'/.

The Court shall have power to propose such amendments
to the present Statute as it may deem necessary, through written communications to the Secretary-General, for consideration in conformity with the provisions of Article

69:.:;
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WHEREAS
recognition of the inherent dignity and of the
~
equal abd inalienable rights of all members of the human
family ~ the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the
world, ,

WHEREAs disregard and contempt for human rights have
resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which
human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and
freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,
WHEREAS it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to
have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny
and oppression, that human rights should be protected by
the rule of law,
WHEREAS it is essential to promote the development of
friendly relations between nations,

[SS5 ]
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science and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood.
AR:TICLE 2 Everyone is entitled to all the rights and frcedom~ set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any

the peoples of the United Nations have in the
Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the
equal rights of men and women and have determined to pro·
mote social progress and better standards of me in larger
WHEREAS

kind" such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or

i
1

othe~ opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other; status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on
the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status
of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether
it be, independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any
othet limitation of sovereignty.
ARTICLE 3 Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
ARTICLE 4 NO one shall be held in slavery or servitude;
slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their
forms.
ARTICLE 5 No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhutpan or degrading trcattnent or punishment.
AR'I-ICLE 6 Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
ARTICLE 7 All are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.
All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.
ARTICLE 8 Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by
the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.
ARTICLE 9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest,
detention or exile.
, ARTICLE 10 Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair
and phblic hearing by an independent and impartial tribu-

i

[ fJfJ7 ]

freedom,
WHEREAS Member States have pledged themselves to
achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms,
WHEREAS a common understanding of these rights and
freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full realisation
of this pledge,
NoW THEREFORE

The General Assembly Proclaims
THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN
rights as a common standard of achievement for all peoples
and all nations, to the end that every individual and every
organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind,
shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for
these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples 01
Member States themselves and among the peoples of terri-

,
j

tories under their jurisdiction.
ARTICLE 1 All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and con-

t
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nal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and ,of
any criminal charge against him.
. ~~.,! :
ARTICLE 11 (1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has
the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had a~: the
~ 'r; :
guarantees ne~essary for his defence.
(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on ac..
count of any act or Olllissioll which did nut constitute a penal
offence, under national or international law, at the time
when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal
offence was committed.
;,:
ARTICLE 12 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, hOlne or correspondence,
nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation- Everyone has
the t:ig ht to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
.
ARTICLE 13 (I) Everyone has the right to freedom of. movement and residence within the borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including
his own, and return to his country.
ARTICLE 14 (1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy
in other countries asylum from persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts
contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
ARTICLE 15 (1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality
nor denied the right to change his nationality.
ARTICLE 16 (1) Men and women of full age, without any
limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right
to marry and to found a family. They are entitled t~~equ~l.

rightS as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution.
(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and

t
,.

j

. fuil consent of the intcuding SpOLISCS.
~3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit
of society and is entitled to protection by society and the
. State.
:.

ARTICLE 17

(1) Everyone has the right to own property

alone as well as in assuciatiull with uthers.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
ARTICLE 18 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change
his .religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to lnanifest his
religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
I

I

19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion
and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions
wit~out interference and to seek, receive and impart infornlation)and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
AkTlCl,E 20 (I) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
ARTICLE

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
ARTICLE 21 (1) Everyone has the righ t to take part in the
governlnent of his country, directly or through freely chosen
representatives.

(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service
in h~ country.

!

~.

(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority o~ govenlment; this will shall be expressed in periodic
and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
~ee voting procedures.

t
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I

tion shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental
stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical
and professional equcation shall be made generally available
and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the
basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of
the human personality and to the strengthening of respect
for hUJuan rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activitie~ of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of educatio~ that shall be given to their children.
~RTICI.E 27 (1) Everyone has the right freely to participate
in tJle cultural life of the cOlumunity, to enjoy the arts and to
shate in scientific advancement and its benefits.
(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral
and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary
or ~rtistic production of which he is the author.
ARTICLl~ 28 Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in
this Declaration can be fully realised.
ARTICLE 29 (I) Everyone has duties to the community in
which alone the free and full development of his personality
is possible.
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone
shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by
law ~olely for the purpose of securing due recognition and
respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting
the just requirements of Illorality, public order and the generalwel£are in a democratic society .

ARTICLE 22 Everyone, as a memher of society, has the right
to social security and is entitled to realisation, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organisation and resources of each State, of the
economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his
dignity and the free development of his personality.
ARTICLE 23 (1) Everyone has the right to work, to free
choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of
work and to protection against unemployment.
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to
equal pay for equal work.
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration insuring for himself and his family an
existence worthy of human dignity. and supplemented, if
necesSc:1.ry, by other means of social protection.
(4) Everyone has the right to fornl and to join trade unions
for the protection of his interests.
ARTICLE 24 Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic
holidays with pay.
ARTICLE 25 (I) E\leryone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of
his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical
care and necessary social services, and the right to security
in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances
beyond his control.
(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care
and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.
.ARTICLE 26 (I) Everyone has the right to education. Educa-
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(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised
contrary to the purposes and principles of the U;p.ited
Nations.
ARTICLE 30 Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted
as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.
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ROBERT EMMET SHERWOOD

!

Mr. Sherwood was born in New Rochelle, New York,
April 4. 1896• and studied at Harvard University. receiving
his Litt.D. in 19 17. He continued his studies at Dartmouth
College in 1940 and at Yale University in 194 1.
In 19 17 he enlisted in the 42nd Battalion, Black Watch,
Canadian Expeditionary Force. He was honorably discharged
in February, 19 19.
He was Dramatic Editor of Vanity Fair from 19 19 to 1920.
He became Associate Editor of Life in 1920 and in 19 4 he
2
was appointed Editor. l-Ie was with Life until 1928. During
this period he was also l\Iotion Picture Editor of Life and
the New J'ork Herald.

Mr. Sherwood served as Special Assistant to the Secretary
. of War in 1940 and as Special Assistant to the Secretary of
the Navy in 1945· He was Director of the Overseas Branch
of the O."V.I. until September, 1944.

M~. Sherwood is a Pulitzer Prize playwright and author.
He received the Pulitzer Prize in 1936. 1939 and 1941 for
pIal"and in 1949 for his biography Roosevelt and Hopkins.
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He received the Gold Medal for Drama, National Institute
of Arts and Letters, in 1941.

Commerce. At the outbreak of the war, he took over the
newly created Cabinet Department of Shipping and Supply,
building up Norway's supplies and helping to save the Nor~egian Heet for the Allied cause. He was instrumental in
founding the Norwegian Trade and Shipping l\.iission, which,
~ith some 1,000 ships under its control, was the largest shipping concern in the world.
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Trygve Halvdan Lie, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, is a Norwegian who came to his post with wide
experience in law, labor relations, and foreign affairs. He
was Norway's Minister of Foreign Affairs and delegate to the
first session of the General Assembly of the United Nations ,
when he was elected Secretary-General on February 1, 1946.
Trygve Lie was born in Oslo on July 16, 1896, the son of
Martin Lie, a carpenter, and Hulda (Amssen) Lie. In order
to help pay his way through school and college, he worked
as an office boy at the national headquarters of the Norwegian
Labor Party in Oslo. At the age of 16, while still in high
school, he was elected president of the Labor Party's branch
in Aker, a suburb of Oslo. He held this position from 1914
to 1919, when he was graduated from the Oslo University
Law School and became secretary to the Secretary of. the
Norwegian Labor Party.
Mr. Lie was appointed legal adviser to the Labor Party in
1922 and four years later was made a member of itS National Council, a position which he held until 1940. As legal
adviser he was active in proInoting the peaceful settlement of
many major controversies between labor and management.
When the Labor Government came into power in .1935,
Mr. Lie was appointed Minister of Justice and served in
this capacity until June, 1939, when he became Minister of

; Mr. Lie accompanied his govenunent to London after the
German invasion, and was appointed Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the government in exile on February 21, 194 1.
· He first became connected with the United Nations when
he was chosen to head the Norwegian Delegation to the
United Nations Conference 011 International Organization at
San Francisco in 1945.
On May 7, 1945, Mr. Lie returned to London to expedite
shipments of food and clothing to the Norwegians. He returned to Oslo with his government later that month, and
~~er the Labor Party victory in October, 1945, was reappointed Minister of ·Foreign Affairs. It was from this post
that he was sent to London for the first meeting of the General Assembly, when he was elected Secretary-General.
I
. 1
DR. HERBERT VERE EVATT

Dr. Herbert Vere Evatt, President of the third regular
session of the General Assembly, has had a distinguished
career in national and international affairs. Deputy Prime
M~:nister, AttorneY-General, and Minister for External Affairs of Australia, Dr. Evatt played a prominent part at the
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the Security Council, the Atomic Energy Commission, and
the Commission for Conventional Armaments.
Dr. Evatt has headed every Australian delegation to the
Assenlbly from the beginning. He was President of the Third
Session of the General Assembly in 1948 and 1949 which was
held in Paris and Lake Success and Flushing.
Born in 1894 at East l\laitland, New South 'Vales, Dr.
Evatt graduated in 1917 at the University of Sydney, and was
admitted to the Australian Bar, obtaining his Doctorate of
Law in 19 21. A year later he turned to politics and for four
years was a Labour Inember o[ the New South Wales Parliament. In 1930, at the age or g(), he hecame the youngest
High Court Judge in the history ur t he British Elnpire, a
position which he resigncd ill 1940, on heing elected to the
Federal Legislature. A year later Dr. Evatt became Australia's Attorney-General and l\1inister [or External Affairs. In
194 2-43 he headed the Australian Missions to Washington
and London, as a result of which additional war supplies
were allocated to the South-vVest Pacific war theatres.
Since November, 1946, Dr. Evatt has been Australia's Deputy Prime Minister. He has represented his country in the
Pacific Council, in the British 'Var Cabinet, the Council of
Foreign Ministers (in 1945), at the Paris Peace Conference,
the British Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference,
and on the Far Eastern Commission. In 1947 he was President of the South Pacific Regional Conference. Dr. Evatt is
one of Australia's leading con tern porary writers on Austral-

: Dr. ~1aIik was Assistant Professor of Philosophy at lIarvanl from 19J1G to I!lB7. and thell returned to Beirut, wlH'll'
he served as Professor of Philosophy and Head of the Depc;trtment of Philosophy at the American University unlil
1945· During his years at this institution, he was active on
nlally local educational committees and wrote a number of
articles and essays on philosophy. He has also made numerous
intensive studies on the political, social, religious, intellectual and educational problems of Lebanon and the Near
East.
In 1945, Dr. Malik received his first diplomatic appoint. ment as l\Hnister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary
to the United States, becoming the first man to represellt
Lebanon in. this capacity. He was appointed Minister of
Lebanon to Cuba in 194 6.
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MALIK

Dr. l"falik was born in Bitirr~m, Lebanon, in 1906 and
studied at the Alnerican lJnivcrsil y of Beirut, receiving his
4·n. in 19 2 7. He wurked Wilh a Rockefeller Foundation
~nit in Egypt from 1930 to 1!J:~2, and then came to the
United States to continue his studies at Harvard University.
He obtained an ~f.A. in 1934 and a }lh.D. in 1937, both in
Philosophy.
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Dr. Malik was delegate of his country to the United Nations Conference on International Organization at San Francisco in 1945· He has been a representative of his country
at every session of the General Assembly and has represented
Lebanon at the majority of the sessions of the Economic and
Soqal Council. He was President of the Economic and Social
Council
for the year i94
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Bingraphical Notes
(1933); This Is My St01Y (1937); ~ly Days (1938); The Moral
Basis for Democracy (1940); and A Christmas Story (1940).
Sh.e writes a daily column and conducts a question and ansJer page in McCall 's magazine, and has a weekly radio program in association with her daughter, Mrs. Anna Roosevelt
Boettiger. At present she is writing the second volume of her.
autobiography.
Mrs. Roosevelt has five children and sixteen grandchildren.

ROOSEVELT

(Mrs. Fran.klin D. Roosevelt)
Eleanor Roosevelt has been officially associated with the
United Nations since she went to London as United States
Delegate to the First Part of the First Regular Session of the
General Assembly. She continued in that post at the Second
Part of the First Regular Session of the Assembly in October,
1946, and at the Second and Third Regular Sessions.
Throughout her service with the United Nations, Mrs.
Roosevelt has served as the United States Representative on
the Third Committee of the General Assenlbly-the Comrnittee on Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Questions. She
also was the United States Member and Chairman of the
Nuclear Commission on Hlllnan Rights during April and
May of 1946. She is the United States ~·fember and Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights.
Mrs. Roosevelt was born in New York City, October 11,
1884, the daughter of Elliott and Anna (Hall) Roosevelt.
She married Franklin Delano Roosevelt on March 17, 190 5.
For many years she has been active in educational, sociological and political affairs. She was finance chairman of
the Women's Division of the New York Democratic State
Committee from 19 24 to 1928. She worked with the Democratic National Campaign Committee in 1928 as a member
of the Advisory Conlmittee in charge of women's activities.
In the early part of the war she was an Assistant Director of
the Office of Civilian Defense.
She is the author of numerous books and papers, including
When You Grow Up to Vote (1932); It's Up to the Women
.i
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Jaime Torres Bodet, Foreign rvIinister of
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was

He succeeded Julian Huxley of the United Kingdom. Mr.
Torres Bodel's term of office is for six years.
He was born in Mexico City on April 17, 1902, son of
Alejandro Torres and Eluilia Bodet de Torres. He was educat~d at a local high school and teachers' college and studied
at 'the School of Sciences and Letters at the University of
Mexico. Combining an educational and diplomatic career,
he has played a leading role in organizing Mexico's educational program.
From 1922 to 1924, Mr. Torres Bodet was head of the Library Department of the Ministry of Public Education. For
the: next four years he was Professor of French Literature at
the' Faculty of Philosophy and Letters. From 1929 to 1931, he
was Secretary of the Mexican Legation in Spain, and in 1932,
Charge d'Affaires of Mexico in Holland. Mr. Torres Bodet
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ele~ted Director-General of the United Nations Educational.
Scientific and Cultural Organization on November 26, 1948.
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was Secretary of the l\lexican Legation in France from 1933
to 1935, and in 1936 and 1937, I-lead of the Diplomatic Department of the Ministry of Foreign Relations.
He was Charge d'Affaires of Mexico in Belgium from 1938
to 1940, and Assistant Secretary of the Ministry of F <?reign
Relations until 1943.
In 1943, the President of l\1cxico designated him Minister
of Education, and in that capacity he conducted a campaign

JOHN
,

founded and directed, until his election to Parliament in
1945, the Rowett Institute for Research in Animal Nutrition
in Abel.·de~n, Sco~land. He was interested in the operation
by the IIlSlltule of a sllccessful thousand acre stock farm on
which lhe results of research were applied on farm animals
under fanning conditions. He also owns and actively oper~ted a large mixed fann in the county of Angus in Scotland.
Lord John Orr was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, in September, 1880. He studied at Glasgow University for ten years and is
a graduate in three faculties-arts, science and medicine. In
19~.3, he was the moving spirit behind the establishment of
the· new Agricultural Research Institute, which became the
R~wett Ins.t~tute. During World War I, Lord John served
With the BntIsh Army and was awarded the Military Cross and
late~ the Distinguished Service Order for bravery in action.
Dunng the years when he was working on animal nutrition
at Aberdeen, he was also continually interested in human
nutrition.

rural schools, and devoted his Inajor effort to the orientation
and administration of education in his country.
In 1945, he headed the Mexican Delegation to the UNESCO
Preparatory Conference in London and was one of the signatories of the UNESCO Constitution.
In December, 1946, he became Foreign l\1inister of Mexico and has since led Mexican delegations to many international conferences. He was elected one of the vice-presidents
at the Second Session of the United Nations General Assembly at Flushing Meadow in 1947.
Since 1920, Mr. Torres Bodet has contributed articles to
many newspapers and magazines and has written a dozen
books, among them La EdllCacioll Sentimental (Sentimental
Education), Madrid, Spain, 1929; Primero de Enero (January
First), Madrid, Spain, 1934; and Nacimiento de Venus 'Y
Otros Relatos (Birth of Venus and Other Narratives),
Mexico, 1941.
In recognition of his work in education, the Universities
of l\-Iexico and Southern California have conferred on him
the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.
.

\

Lord John Boyd-Orr, who, until April, 1948, was DirectorGeneral of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, is an internationally known nutritionist
a~d agricultural scientist as well as a practical farmer.
Lord .I o hll was knighled ill qJ:.15 lur his jJuuJic service. He

agaiusl illiLcl'acy. l~c foullueu dn.:llialillg libraries, organized

I

BOYD-ORR

.

In 1930, Lord John established the journal Nutrition
A bstracts and Reviews, and has been its Editor-In-Chief ever
: since. In 1935, he published a book, Food, Health and In: come, in which he showed that there was a direct connection
: between the kind of food people ate and their health, and
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chiatry and did post·graduate work at several hospitafs,
among them the Middlesex and All Saints Hospitals in London. During the period from 1925 to 1931, Dr. Chisholm
was engaged in general medical practice at his native Oakville. In 1931, he accepted a post on the staff of the Institute
of auman Relations at Yale University and, subsequently,
; was ~connected with Queen's Square Hospital and Mandsley
: Hospital in London. In 1934, he returned to Canada and
\ practiced psychological medicine in Toronto until 1940.
; During World War II, Dr. Chisholm became Commandant
\ of the Northern Area, M.D., then Director General of Medical Services, with the rank of Major General, a post which he
held. from September, 1942 to November, 1944. He was then
,appointed to the post of Deputy Minister of Health in the
: Department of National Health and Welfare, which he held
: until July, 1946, when he was elected Executive Secretary of
the World Health Organization (I.C.).
Among other posts held by Dr. Chisholm was that of
Chairman of the Canadian Medical Procurement and Assignment Board (1942-44). He was President of the Canadian
National Committee for Mental Hygiene and Chairman
of t~e Health Committee, Canadian Youth Commission
(1943-46), as well as member of many medical societies,
among them the Ontario Medical Association, the Canadian
Medical Association, the American Society for Research
in Psychosomatic Problems, the American Psychiatric Association, and the American Psychological Association. Dr. Chisholm'is also a counsellor for the Menninger Foundation, and
an associate
editor of the journal Psychiatry.
\
Drc: Chisholm was made Commander of the Order of the
r
Britisp Empire in the New Year's Honour List of 1943. He

t

r

that as family income fell, diet became worse and health and
physique suffered.
; c, . '
Lord John was a member of the British Nutrition Committee set up on recommendation of the League of Nations
and also of several agricultural commissions for the reorganization of agriculture in Britain. He was for twenty years' a
member of the Colonial Agriculture and Animal Health
Council, and until 1946, Chairman of the Scottish ScientifiC
Advisory Committee. In 1945, he was elected to Parliament
as a representative of the Scottish universities. He gave up
his seat in 1946, when it became clear that his position as
Director-General of FAO would continue to take up ~, of
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his time.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, elected
for his fundamental research in physiology, and is both
Rector and Chancellor of the University of Glasgow.. , He
received his baronetcy in January, 1949·

'

BROCK CHISHOLM

Dr. Brock Chisholm, Executive Secretary of the World
Health Organization Interim Commission, was elected. first
Director-General of the permanent Organization on July
21, 1948.

Dr. Chisholm was bo~ in Oakville, Ontario, on May 18,
9 . He volunteered for military service during World
18 6
War I at the age of 18, and was able to complete his studies
only after the end of the war, receiving his degree of Doctor
of Medicine from the University of Toronto in 192 4. '.:
Dr. Chisholm then went to England to specialize iri, pSY-
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is also the recipient of the Lasker Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Veterans' Rehabilitation.
Dr. Chisholm is the author of the Willialn Alanson White
lv1e!llorial Lectures, 1945, and Morale, 1940 , and of many
technical journal and magazine articles.
;;:

and 1934 he was a delegate of the League's Council to the
National Economic Committee of the Republic of China.
fronl 1939 to 1943, he was adviser to the National Governmen t of China.

"

Since 1945, Dr. Rajchman has served as the Polish Member of the Council 'of UNRRA, and also as Chief of the
, Polish Supply Reconstruction Commission in 'Vashington.
Dr. Rajchman has been Chairman of the Executive Board
of the International Children's Emergency Fund since
December 19, 1946.

,

i

LUDWIK RAJCHMAN
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As a member of the Polish Delegation to the United
tions, and earlier as a Polish Member of the Council,'on
UNRRA, Dr. Ludwik Rajchman has taken a leading role
in the preparatory work which led to the creation of the
Children's Fund. He is widely known as an authority on
child welfare, and for eighteen years prior to the outbreak.
of World 'Var II, he was Director of the Health Or~tion of the League of Nations.
:; ,'; ,
Born in Warsaw in 1881, and qualified as a Docto~' of ,
Medicine at the University of Krakow in 1906, he served for,
the succeeding two years as an Assistant Bacteriologist at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris. In 1909 and 1910, he lectured, in
Bacteriology at the University of Krakow, after which he was
appointed Chief Bacteriologist at the Royal Institute of
Public Health in L o n d o n . : : ' :
He was appointed a Research Fellow at King's College; the
University of London, in 1913, returning to Poland in'19 19
as General Director of the National Institute of Health,

RALPH
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Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, who was United Nations Acting
. Mediator in Palestine, is Director of the Department of
Tr';1steeship and Infopnation from Non-Self-Governing -:r:er,rit~ries.

!;

i

:!

':f

, He received his A.B. in 1927 from the University of
Southern California, and in 1928 an !\-I.A. frOin Harvard
University. He made his first field trip to Africa on a
Rosenwald Fellowship, this study winning him his Ph.D.
in 1934 from Harvard.
I~ 193 6 and 1937, Dr. llunche did Post-Doctorate work in
colonial policy and anthropology at Northwestern University,
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BUNCHE

.Dr. Bunche was born 011 August 7, 1904, in Detroit, lvIichigan~After the death of his parents in 1916, he and his sister
Gr3:ce moved to Los Angeles, California, where, for the next
ten: years, they were in the care of their maternal grandmother.

t i~

Warsaw.
From 19 20 to 1921 he served as Polish Member of the
League's Epidemics Commission, and was Director of: the
League's Health Organization from 19 21 to 1939· In~ ~933
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the London School of Econonlics, and the University ot~apetown, South Africa.
t ii, '
He has been Professor and Head of the Department of
Political Science of Howard University since 1928, ap.~ has
been on leave of absence since September, 1941.
"'
In 1936, he was Co-Director of the Institute of Race Relations, Swarthmore College.
From 1941 to 1944, Dr. Bunche was Chief of the Africa
Section of the OfIice of Strategic Services; in 1944 and 1945,
he was Associate Chief, Division of Dependent Area 'Affairs
of the Department of State, and from 1945 to 1947 w~ U.S.
Commissioner of the Caribbean COIIlmission, this post being
a presidential appointment.
As a representative of the United States he attended the
Dumbarton Oaks Conference and the International. Labor
Conference in Philadelphia in 1944.
Dr. Bunche was Technical Expert of the U.S. Delegation
to the United Nations Conference on International Organization in San Francisco, 1945; Adviser of the Delegation to the
Executive Committee of the Preparatory Commission of the
United Nations in London, 1945; Adviser of the U.S. Delegation to the International Labor Conference, 1945; and in
the same capacity attended the First Session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations in London, 1946.
Dr. Bunche is a member of the Executive Council of the
American Political Science Association; the Board of Trustees, Phelps-Stokes Fund; Board of Directors of the American
Institute of Race Relations; the Advisory Committee on Dependent Territories of the International Labor Office; and
Board Member of the United Nations Association~ U.S.A.
In addition to numerous articles in scholarly journalS, Dr. ,
Bunche has written such books as A World View of ~e in
~

_:

193 6, The Anglo-American Caribbean Commission, in 1946
and was collaborator of A n A merican Dilemma.
Dr. Bunche joined the Secretariat in the Department of
Trusteeship Affairs. He was Principal Secretary of UNSCOP
(United Nations Special COlnmission on Palestine). Then he
was in charge of the Secretariat of the Bernadotte tvfission
a~d, upon the death of Count Bernadotte, became Acting
~ediator. Following the conclusion of the armistice agreem~nts in Palestine, Dr. Bunche returned to the Secretariat.

BENJAMIN A. COHEN

,

j
I

~j

I

Benjamin Cohen was born on March 18, 1896, in Concepciqn, Chile, son of Alberto Cohen and Rebeca Gallerstein
Cohen.
.fie was educated at the English School of Lota and the
Internado Barros Arana in Santiago. He took his Bachelor's
Degree in Philosophy and the Humanities at the University
of Chile, Santiago, and received his Master of Science in
Foreign Service, Magna Cum Laude, froDl the University of
Georgetown, Washington, D.C. There he also completed the
, requirements for Doctor of Philosophy. In 1947, he received
the honorary degree of LL.D. from the American Univer, sity in Washington, D.C.
After serving for eleven years as reporter, City Editor and
Associate Chief Editor on several important dailies in Chile,
he served as Press Attache to the Special Chilean Embassy to
the First Centennial of Brazilian Independence (19 22 ). From
19 2 3 to 1927, he was Secretary of the Chilean Defense in the
Ta~a-Arica
Arbitration and of the Chilean Embassy in
:.
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I

Washington. In 1934, he was Charge d'Affaires ad Interim:
in the United States and on special missions to Paraguay and :
Bolivia. In 1936, he was appointed Director of the Diplomatic ;
Department of the Chilean Foreign Office, a post he held
for three years. He has been Chilean Delegate to numerous
Pan-American Conferences and was appointed Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Bolivia (1939-:1945)
and Ambassador to the United States of Venezuela in 1945.
Besides the conferences in which he participated as a
Chilean Diplomatic ,Officer, !VIr. Cohen served as an international official on commissions and in arbitrations as Secretary, Interpreter and Delegate in numerous international
conferences. He has been a menlber of the Faculty; of the
School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University.
In 1945, he was loaned by the Chilean Government to the
International Secretariat of the United Nations for the
Executive Committee and the Preparatory Commission.
During the first General Assembly in London, he was the
Chief of the Information Planning Section. Early in March
of 1946, he was appointed Assistant Secretary-General of
the United Nations in charge of the Department of Public
Information. He is a member of numerous learned societies, including the Chilean Society of History and Geography
(Santiago); Academy of Political Science (New York); International Law Association (London); Academy of, Arts
(Athens), and many others.
As Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations; Mr.
Cohen is in charge of the United N ations Departm~nt of
Public Information.
; :.

I1".

I:

r, ' \

CARLOS PENA ROMULO

f

General Romulo was elected President of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, which opened September 20,
1949, in New York, after a full and distinguished career with
the United Nations. As head of the Philippine Delegation, he
attended the First Session in London in 194 6 and has served
a~ all succeeding sessions. During the Third Regular Session
i~ Paris from September to Deceluber, 19/18, and in New
Y()rk during April and l\fay, 1949, he was Chairnlan of theAd Hoc Political and Security Committee. He has also
served as Philippine Delegate to the UNRRA Conference
head of the Philippine Delegation to the London Conferenc(
on Devastated Areas, Chief Philippine Delegate to and Presi.
dent of the United Nations Conference on Freedom of Information, and Philippine Delegate to the New Delhi Conference on Indonesia.
!

Peneral Romulo was born in 'Manila on January 14, 1901.

H~ was graduated from the University of the Philippines
with an A.B. in 1918 and then attended Columbia University, New York City, where he received his M.A. This was
followed by an LL.D. from Notre Dame University in 1935,
a Litt.D. from Rollins College, Florida in 194 6, a Ph.D. in
1948 from the University of Athens, and an Honorary Doctor' of Laws from the University of the Philippines in April,
1949·

He received his Brigadier Generalship in September, 1944,
after a brilliant war record in which he served as General
.MacArthur's aide-de-camp on Bataan, Corregidor and Australia and accompanied General MacArthur and the Iiberat-
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ing forces in the invasion of Leyte and later in the recapture
of Manila. His many decorations include the Distinguished
Service Star of the Philippines, the Gold Cross, the Silver Star,
the Purple Heart, the Presidential Unit Citation with two Oak
Leaf Clusters, Philippine Legion of Honor (Commander),
the Grand Cross of the Order of the Phoenix from the Greek
Government, and the Grand Cross of the Order of Carlos
> '
Manuel de Cespedes fro~ the Republic of Cuba.
General Romulo was Editor-in-Chief of the TVT Publications in Manila in 1931 and in 1937 was the publisher of the
DMHM newspapers in Manila until 1941. He served as Secretary of Information and Public Relations in President
Quezon's War Cabinet in Washington from 1943 to 1944.
He was then appointed Resident Comnlissioner of the Philippines to the United States until 1946 and was acting Secretary of Public Instruction in President Osmena's Cabinet from
1944 to 1945·
He won the Pulitzer Prize in Journalism for distinguished
correspondence for a series of articles written on a trip
through the Far East just before the war. In America he wrote
the following best-sellers: I Saw the Fall of the Philippines
(1942); Mother America (1943); My Brother Americans
(1945); and I See the Philippines Rise (1946).
In March, 1947, General Romulo was awarded the First
Annual Gold Medal Award by World Government News for
work in the United Nations for peace and world government. The Woodrow Wilson Memorial Foundation of
Princeton University presented him with the Gold Medal
in May, 1947, "in recognition of his contribution to public
life," and he was given the International Benjamin Franklin

Society's Gold Medal for "distinguished world statesmanship
in 1947·" He was also made Freeman of the City of Plymouth
;England, in Octob~~, 1948 .
'
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